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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Gershon Jacobson, well known
journalist and staff correspondent of
the Day-Jewi sh Journal hs.s vis i ted
Rome on his sojourn to Europe and
covered the Ecumenic al Council, where
he interviewed a number of Cardinals
and Vatican officials .regarding a
number of vi tal problems and the Jewi sh
problem in particular.

In the .following serie~of

articles, Mr. Jacobson reports on
the role of Je~ishorganizations

at the Ecumenical Con.ference 
their achievements and their
failures. .

The articles are given here
in order as they appeared origin
ally with the same titles and
subtitles. With the exception
of an unimportant phrase here
and there, they are translated
literally.

This 1 san intra
organizational memorandum, pre
pared exclusively for the use of
AJC lay members -and AJCstaff.
It is not intended f~r general

distribution •.
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DR. VARDI WHO 1rJAS TO REPRESENT WORLD JE'rJISH CONGRESS AT THE
ECUMENICAL COUNCIL "SUDDENLY TUENED JOURNALIS'r" AND APPRlffiED
IN ROME

Day Jewi sh Journal - October 26, 1962

As early a sOctober26, tl1ispaper carried front
page report by Gershon Jacobson on the Ecumenical Council in
Rome and the ro+e of Jewish organizations, reporting that
Jewish observers who carefully watched developments at the
Council have expressed skepticism regarding the possible
resolution against anti~Semitism hy the Cardinals in spite of
many appeals that this should be done. Mr. Jacobson .states:
"Because of a number 'of reasons the Jewi sh question would not
be on the Agenda". Some Jewish leaders believed that the
Jewish problem would be discussed as a result of priornegoti
ations carried on among the Catholic hierarchyin connection
with other religions~ ,But there is, at present, no Jewish
observer, and official Jewi sh organi zations have no represent
ation at the Council. Instead, Dr. Hyam Vardi, expert on
religious problems from the Israeli ReI igious Ministry, who
was to represent the World Jewish Congress at the Ecumenical
Council is there not as an offical Jewish observer but only
as a journalist covering the Council •.

Mr. Jacobson states further that Dr. N. Goldmann
who was at one time negotiating the possibility of being
invited to the Ecumenical Council as a Jewish observer was
compelled to give up the negotiations because Jewish religious
leaders were opposed to this and orthodox rabbinical organiz
ations have adopted a resolution against representation. In
addition, the Arabs warned the Vati can that if· a' Jewi sh observer
is to be an Israeli - it may involve the Ecumenical Council in
a contro'versyconcerning the recognition of Israel; as a result
of these two .development s the Council decided not to invite
Jewish representatives and not to place the Jewish problem
on the Agenda. Thus, "since Vardi is nota credited observer,
he turned into a journalist recei ving a press card which gi ves
him the possibility to contact Catholic leaders", writes Mr'.
Jacobson.
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THE JEWISH PROBLEM THAT TWO· THOUSAND PEIE3TS DON'T KNOW
HOW TO SOLVE

Will the Catholic Church change
its atti tude to Jews and Judaism? ..,
~~at continues to be a Jevnsh problem
to Catholicism.

Day Jewi sh Journal - December 6, 1962

Europe buzzes with the Jewish problems and in
Ro~e where two thousand priests are convening one en
counters every once in a while a discussion of Jewish
problems. Jewi sh religious leaders from allover the world
have their own 'Jewish problems'. The Jewish problem that
troubles Catholic and Protestant priests and urges them to
find a solution is th.e following: 'What is to be done with
Jews? l'

A priest that carne to the Ecumenical ,Council
formulated (for me) the problem in the following way:"Actually
the present Ecurneni cal Council was called to sol ve the
problem of the t;wentieth century. We have lived until now
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries only. A nluuber
of concepts which have become obsolete were on our agenda.
The Vatican has invited Catholics and their b:cethren, Protest
ant and Orthodox, and among the problems to be taken up is
also the Jewish problem: Our attitude towards Jewry; Jewish
people, Jewish religion and Jewish philosophy".

This formulation was given to me by a 58-year old
priest A. Renard, Bishop from Versailles. On the surface
one cannot detect from the majority of Catholic priests that
Jews and Judaisr.J. are discussed behind closed doors at the
Vatican, but they become sensitive when one makes mention of
these problems.

This is not only a question of theory or theology on
how to deal wi th the Jewi s11 dilemma but a matter of practi cal
concern. Does the Catholic Church still need to proselytize
Je~s? What is to be its attitude concerning anti-Semitic
outbre~{s? Is there a plan to take an active stand against
anti-Semitism or will the Church remain passive? What is to
be don~ in cases where the Jewish religion is being persecuted?
Should the Jewish religion be put on an equal basis with other
religions or should it be considered 'non-conforming' since
Jews repudiated Christi ani ty and don't consider Jesus of
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religious importance.

- "As far as the Christian dogma is concerned,
all of these .questions h~ve been settled. 'Jews are a
sinful people, who must pay the price for ignoring Jesus's
teachings'. But present day priests can no longer maintain
such a view. Therefore they are faced with a colossal
problem ~ how to solve it?

There are different opinicnsamong these religious
leaders. One encounters asonservati ve group consisting of
elements which in no way care to deviate from the old 
established concept by the Church in regards to Jewryo Tbere
are some among them that could easily be defined as patho
logically anti-Semitic. There are some Cardinals who are not
extremE3ly conservative but at the same time they are hot
ready as yet for radical changes. Th.en there is a third
category of priests who are considered liberals who have a
very friendly attitude toward Jewry. ThiS group would like
to see a Christian hierarchycome out openly declaring that
persecution against Jews-maintained by Christians during a
period of generations is a severe,unjust crime and mus t be
corrected in the future.

"The Jewish question is not placed on the long list
of the Agenda at the Vatican because ofa number of reasons
I will deal with later. But the questions which are on the
Agenda may· include a discussion of the Jewish problem.

Besides the religious aspect of the Jewi shproblem
the Vatican also considers the Je~tsh people as a political
problem.

The founding of the Jewish State and the fact
that the former territory mentioned in the Bible which has
now been declared a Jewish state has, in. addition created
for the Kingdom of Christianity· a political problem.

First arises the conflict between Arabs and Jews.
There exists within the Vatican a greater friendly attitude
towards Arabs if not because a Jewi sh State is not accep table
because of the historical· teaQhings of the Church but
because there are a large number of Christian Arabs in the
Arab countries. And if Rome is to display friendship toward
Israel it would immediately arouse the ire of the Arab countries
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whose representati ves come to the priests wi th a threat
to take away their rights to have Christian centers on
Arab terri tory. The V~tican's inter>est in Israel is,
practically speaking, of lesser importance than" its interest
in the Arabs. This shoula give an idea why the Ecumenical
Council is so cautious in expressing any positive attitude
in regards to JeHs and to the State of Israel. They are
simply afaaid of any poli tical consequences. As a resul t of
this, Jews are not only consid~red a~ a religious problem
but also as a political problem.

"DOCUMENT" '\pTITH WHICH 'rEE CARDINALS ARE ATTEJvIFTEJG TO "SOLVE"
THE JEWISH QUES~ON.

The Document was prepared by a
well-known Cardinal - what the Document
deals wi tho

Day Jewish Journal - December 10, 1962

Even before the Ecumenical Council opened in
Rome one of the most enthusiastic Cardinals at the Vatican
who prepared the Agenda for the Council decided" that this
conference should try to solve the Jewish problem. The
name of this Cardinal is Augustin Bea.Months before the
meeting of the Council Cardinal Bea declared to one of h~s

associates, Priest Stransky, that "it is impossible to
overlook the Jewish question". The Cardinal prepared a
lengthy document concerning the role of Jews ill the Catholic
Church in which he made a number of recorr~endations as to
how the Church could do away with a thousand year old
suspicion that Jews maintain toward Catholicism. Now we
have this document locked up in Cardinal Bea I s desk drawer.
Only a 'few people at the Vatican know the contents of this
"Jewish Paper", but there are some people at the Ecumenical
Council 1tJho, while they themselves did not see the "Document"
they, nevertheless, know the highlights of its content s.

During my interview, I asked Cardinal Bea about
the content of the "document" and he replied that he cannot
discuss this matter with an outsider. He told me openly that
until the time when the priests will take up this matter
and will decide how to act in regards to its content, the
"document" has no value whatsoever.

-"When will this "document" be discussed"?

-"ls it slated to? - as it has been reported that"the
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Cardinals have decided to have the Second Session of the
Ecumenical Council in September 1963- It became clear
during the last two months that the business of the
Ecumenical Council moved slo'wly and even if those documents
already taken up return to the document committees a final
vote will have to be taken (J::,) recofonnendations whether
certain paragraphs should be included in the Constitution
of the Catholic Church, therefore, Cardinal Bea hopes that
the "Jewish Document" will be taken up at the Second Session
of the Ecumenical Council but he is not altogether certain.

Practically speaking the· Jewish "document" will be
a way out regarding the Jewish problem. I dealt with this
is my previous article in the Day Jewish Journal of October
26, 1962. The liberal priests are of the opinion that if the
document is resolved it will constitute a revolutionary
achievement. The liberals, however, are afraid that the
conservati ve priests will ei ther delay this docU:.'1lent and
refuse to accept Cardinal Bea's recolnmendatior.s or else
they will censor it, so that the content will hardly serve
the purpose of solving the Jewish question, as far as the
Catholic priests are concerned.

I have succeeded in digging up from three seperate
sources "segments II of the highligli ts of the prepared Paper
concerning Jews.

The first source came from a converted ·Jew - a
Catholic - who is recognized as one of the experts on ortho
doxy -(oriental Christian church)- and whose name is Father
Gregory Baum. Baum is a Professor of Theology at St. NichaeI"' s
University in Toronto, Canada. He was invited to the Council a~

specialist . on the oriental cnurch.

During my long conversation with Father Baum (
we met several times), I learned that this former Jew from
Berlin is also an expert on Jewi sh-Christi-an affairs. Baum
told me that the IIJewish Document ll

, takes up, first of all,
the matter of pathological anti-Semi t1sm that Christians
have displayed towards Jews during a period of hundreds of
years and its seeds have penetrated Christian religious
teachings. In other words, the anti-Jewish sl-anders re- 
ceived their nourishment from the church, and Christianity
created a favorable atmosphere for the cruel persecution of
Jews that ,Tewi.sh. hi-st.ory reflects so tragically. On this
basis - the "Document" recommends__ that th e Catholic leadership
should find a way in the future thatfhe- c1furch should not
serve the interests of anti-Semitic elements.
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The second point in the "Docll..ment" concerns itself
with the Jewish responsibili ty for the· death of Jesus.
Through a large amount of theological, historical and soc10
logi cal proof, the "Document" 'points out. that it is unjust
to accuse the whole of the Jewish people..~ for the "killing"
of the Nazarene.. It says, however, that if Jews did have a
part in the death of "God's Son", the responsibility for
this concerns only indivi.duals, and not all Jewish people,
who have nothing to do with the matter.

"The "Document" is a long scholarly study dealing
with the above two mentioned noints. It also deals with many
other matters concerning Jews.... Besides F'ather Baum, this was
also confirmed by the .German Catholic priest and philosopher
Hans Koenig, .and Zachariah Shuster, Director of the .American
Jewi sh Committee's European Bureau in Paris.

The pro-Jewish elements among the priests at the
Ecumenical Council are trying to sol ve the JeHi sh problem
through this "document". Will they succeed? - This isa
question that only the future will tell •

. It has been reported a number of times in recent
months about a s~rious controversy among American Jews as
to the role Jews should or should not have played in regards
to the Ecumenical Counci~.

I have learned in Rome a large number of well~known

and also unfamiliar details concernir.g this matter ~nd in
forthcoming articles I will report on them. Mean;.vhile I like
to C'0mment only upon one important fact and that is, that the
majority of the priests with whom I talked with are under
the impression that "Jews and their ieaderstried to help
the Catholi c Church solve the Jewi sh proble...'1l" •

.n ••• all the negotiations, statements and inter
ventions, resolutions, and memos were looked upon by the
Catholic leaders . as an international attempt by Je"lrIi sh
leaders to come to their aid".

The consequences of all this tumult are outlandish;
a degrading and~~pleasan·t situation for both priests end
Jews; Arab interventionsand intrigues and an ti -Jewi sh
utterances on the part of a number of members of the
"Osservatore Romano", the Vatican governm~nt, and the con
clusion by Cardinal Bea - that Jews have betrayed him.
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PRIESTS AT THE VATICAN.SCARiID. BECAUSE OF THE JEWISH
"CONSPIRACY"

Decision not to put Jewish
problem on the A~enda at t~e

Ecumenical Council. - Why the
Cardinal who was for it felt
disappointed ,.
- - .- - - - ~ ~ - - - -

Day Jewish Journal - December 17, 1962

The decision not to bring forth the JeWish
problem on the Agenda at th~ Ecumenical Council did not
come as a surprise to Cardinal August Bea who was one
of the central figures at the Council.

In talking to him the Cardinal openly declared:
"I expected something like this would happen'~ The tumult
around this was too great"... ' ,

The order came from Cardinal Ot§:viani. A few
weeks before the opening of the Council.ti~ called in
Cardinal Bea and told him: "We do ndt' iifJ/fe to have Jewish
observers here. We need no't 'have the J~-Wt~h problem on .
our Agenda. It will be better for us :t1' we do not deal
with this problem altogether."

I I ~l~.:. \ i .', ~

Otaviani also stated: "You ~aH see the result of
having been tothered ~ithit." 0

. .:1 0 • 0 i I ;'
, . !:" Bea accepted this obi-der since ~~ ~ame from someone

wh()'J~,holding the most im:portl~t posi tion in the Vatican
r.ter4r~hy. Cardinal Bea ~ealised that even if ~e were to
df$~gr'ee with Otaviani, nothing would come out df.~:t since
Otav1ani is the pcwer behind the "Osservatore Romano" and
h~~ '~:all the support of the priests. Cardinal Bea, however,
fait disappointed.

It was clear to me - even though Bea did not say
it - that he 1s holding some Jewish leader responsible for
this unpleasant situation in which he found himself. His
aides, the priests stransky and Galil! have told me that
Bea was greatly ~gered and they told me wh!it took place
behind the scenes.
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After the U.S. newspapers and those in other
countries had reported that Dr. Hyam Vardi from Israel had
been appointed by the World Jewish Congress as an observer
at the Ecumenical Council, the Arab ministers protested this
matter.

Nine representatives came to Cardinal Cicognani
complaining that Dr. Vardi's nomination is a "zionists'
conspiracy" to smuggle in Israel's influence into the
Ecumenical Council. The Arab representatives threatened the
Foreign Ministry of the Catholic Church that the Vatican's
rich treasures in the Arab countries will suffer if an Israeli
will be the Jewish representative at the Ecumenical Council.
Dr. Vardi is an Israeli citizen. He is SpEicialist for
Christian Affairs in the Israeli Ministry. He took a leave
of absence from the Israeli Ministry in order to become ~

Jewish observer at the Vatican which news the Arabs made use
of reporting it in the "Osservatore Romano" which never has
displayed too much love toward the'State of Israel. It widely
popularized the Arab protest as a "Jewish danger" which
threatened the Ecumenical Council.

Cardinal Cicognani, the Foreign Minister and
Otaviana, the Chief of the Holy Offices, have decided to
give the order to Cardinal Bea to put a stop to all matter~

that have to do with Jews and Jewish problems. Cardinal Bea
claims that he was unaware concerning the plan to appoint an
official Jewish representative as observer at the Council •.

Bea admits meeting Dr. N. Goldmann with whom he
spoke regarding a number of questions but that the Chairman
of the World Jewish Congress and President of the World
Zionist Organization never mentioned Vardi's name to him.

The priests at the Vatican who were busy making .
preparations also did not ignore this tumult •. They received
from America a full text of the debate and rift concerning
Jewish participation or non-participation at the Ecumenical
Council.

They go.t hold of a resolution that was adopted
last summer in Miami at the Histadrut Conference of Rabbis
against sending a Jewish ob~erv~r to the Council and which
received seriou$ attention at the Vatican; the priests con
sidering this decision "as an unfriendly attitude" on the
part of American .Jewish religious leaders.

, .
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The result of this was that the Jewish question and
other matters relating to Jewry were not o:ficially placed
on the Agenda fo!' the forthcoming Council. The Committee
at the Council dealing with non-Christian- religious matters
decided to include the Jewish question in a general discussion
about religion outside of Christianity, and it was Bea who
later prepared the "Jewi sh Document" l;oJ'i thwhich the priests
could solve their "Jewish problem".

Now that the Ecumenical Council has finished its
first session, and the priests have left for home, a large
number .of them are of the opinion that it was a good thing
that there was no Jewish representative at the sessions.

A baptized Jew, expert on oriental religion, told
me in Rome that if there would have been a Jewish represent
ative, we would have had a problem of differentiating betweeri
Jewish observers and Christian observers. "We would have been
unable to put Protestant and Orthodox observers on the sa.ile
level as Jewish observers. After all the former two are still
Christians. We would have been compelled then to differentiate
between the observers, and this isa complicated matter •. One
cannot m~ke a distinction between people who all have the
status of observers, and yet have category one, two and three.
Therefore, it is better that it turned out to be the way it
did." This was said by Father Gregory Baum, and. Cardinal Bea
agreed. with him.

He added: After all there are no ob~eTvers re
presenting the BUddhi.st, Shinto or Moslem' faiths.

Otaviani told me that:" •.• if we are to find a
solution to the Jewish problem and if the Catholic Church has
to make revisions in its historical and theological attitudes
to Jewry - it is our own affair. Only we can attempt to solve
it and W8 do not need any Jewish helpers to solve this problem
for us ••• "

To say that there was not any Jewish influence at the
Vatican during the first session of the Ecumenical Council
would not be true. Most of the Priests, Cardinals and Bishops
wi th whom I wa's able to talk did not fail to express their
enthu~iasm at Professor Abraham Joshua Heschel's memorandum
to the Ecumenical Council which left a deep impression on the
Catholic leaders. At the subseouent debates and discussions
which took place at the Vatican "after the formal session,
Professor Hesche.L' s important "document II about the 'relation of
Jews to Catholicism was mentioned more than once. Professor
Heschel spoke to the priests in a language to which they are
not accustomed to hear from a Jew. He spoke to them in a
language which captivated them and made them, at the same time,
feel ashamed.
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In November, i961, the American Jewish Committee
sent Professo~ Abraham Heschel to Rome. The Professor
spent a few days only there but left "a tremendous impression",
So much so that even now the Catholic priests talk about him.

Professor Heschel met Cardina1,. Bea, with whom he
had a number of lengthy talks and left "a colossal impression
upon the Cardinal " as the Cardinal: told me. Professor
Heschel, ~s we know, is Professor of Jewish Mysticism at the
Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, and the author of a
large number of religious and philosophical works.

Professor Heschel met Cardinal Bea, accompanied
by Mr. Zachariah Shuster, and Dr. Horkheimer of Frankfurt 0

They discussed many problems facing the religious world
today and Professor Heschel took up with Cardinal Bea a "
large number of moral, theological, social, and particularly
historical events that brought about the discord. and rift
between Christianity and Judaism.

They discussed the interpretation of the "Song of
Songs", since the Cardinal is a well-known Biblical scholar
but so is Dr. Heschel and this made a fertile exchange of
views.

The American Jewish Committee sent a memorandum to
the Ecumenical Council$._' which is a scientific study
concerning all sorts of historical commentaries and references
foupd in Chri.stian teachings and which particularly gave rise
to the apti-Jewish feelings on the part of Catholics. The
COITh.'11i tte;~ later on sent a sscond memorandum and Dr. Heschel
hi~self s~:qt a third one. The reason why Dr. HescSei sub
mitted one is that Cardinal Bea asked him personally to
put down on paper the highlights of their discussion.

During the ~eeting between Cardinal Bea and the
Jewish thinker the question carne up concerning certain
Catholic priests that support- and supply prejudices to anti
Semitic groups. Eeschel told the Cardinal ~hat there is such
a priest 'in Argentina, "an idealogue of the antirJewish Tacuara
movement there.

Cardinal Bea's face suddenly assumed a very stern
appearance. He stood up - walked over to his library fr.om
where he took out a vol~~e of Christian Studies and in a dry
voice declared:-

"You see, he (the Argentine priest) is misconstruing
everthing written in this book. His prejudice is anti- .
Christian" •
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Bea immediately called out one of his associates
'and asked him to send a telegram to the priest's Bishop
in Argentina that he should not be permitted to be present
during the prayers at the Church •

. ,~~ring t~~lr meetings Cardinal Bea told Prof~ssor
Hes chel~' ,"T am invi ting you to cone to be presen there
whenever You wish\. You will be my personal guest". Professor
Heschel tlianked him for the invi tation end his friendliness ~

Thi s Nas interpreted to mean in Jewi sh circl es
that this is an invitation to the Vatican for a Jewish
representative.

But Professor Heschel has a different approach
about Jewish participation at the Ecumenical Council and he
therefore did not make use of the personal invitation.

The enthusiasm of thepries~concerning PrOfessor
Heschel is not surprising. Here they met a Jew who spoke to
them in terms that they expected to hear from every Jewish
representative. When one talks to the Cardinals and Arch
bishops about Jews and JUdaism, one feels that they hope that
there will come a day when the great dialogue between
Christiani ty and Judaism will tak~ place on a high level of
historical debates like those which took place in the Middle
Ages between Jewish religious representatives and Christian
representatives. The priests are somehow eager that such a
theological contest should take place in the rrwentieth Century,

With Professor Heschel's coming to Rome, the Cardinals
saw a well-fitted representative to participate in such a
religious dialogue.-

When Professor Heschel sent his memorandum to
Cardinal Bea's Committee, it was first studied with great
caution and later, when Cardinal. Bea prepared his "Jewish
paper" for the Ecumenical Conference he cited great parts
from Professor Heschel's memorandum in order to show the
Jewish attitude regarding Catholicism.

Contra:vy to the enthusiastic comments that the priests
gave from the meeting with Professor Heschel, they now felt
uncomfortable as a result of the sharp ahd clear statements
that Professor Heschel marshalled on behalf of Judaism when
addressing .Catholic priests and leaders; but he did it in a'
way that it gained even more respect and appreci ation on the
part of Catholic leaders in regards to Jews and Jewish val~es.

,f'

To compare this with the attack that Rabbi Maurice
Eisendrath made on the Ecumencial Council which was referred
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to by the Vatican as a "vicious slur" whereas Professor
Heschel's shart statements were considered as prop·er and
fully justified.

Rabbi Eisendrath, the leader of Reform Jews in
America during a speech made recently in Bal timore sharply
attacked the Ecumenical Council for "ignoring Jews", and for
"notinvi ting Jewish observers to the Conf ercm cell.

Eisendrath's speech was translated into Italian and
French in Rome and was distributed among the delegates at the
Ecumenical ~Council .. · This was done by the conservative
elements from the Osservatore Romano, who aimed to illustrate
the non-friendliness and opposition of Jewish leaders. to the
Ecumenical Council.

I will end by quoting the words of the Chief
Rabbi in Rome, who told me: " .•• we must never forget that
our world is not their world: - these are two separate worlds..;.
separated by a two-thousand-year-old-wall of persecution,
prejUdices, attacks, and the murder of six million Jews. We
were being bUJ;'ned and they sat by with their hands folded!"

CATHOLIC CARDINAL, CHAIRMAN OF CO~~ITTEE DEALING vUTH JEWISff
AFFAIRS AT THE VATI CAN, TO ARRIVE FOR A IE CTURETOUR IN THE U. S.

Day Jewish Journal - January 12, 1963

Above newspaper carries front page report by Gershon
Jacobson stating that Cardinal Augustin Bea is to arrive in the
United States. Cardinal Bea is the Chairman of the committee
at the Vatican dealing with Jews and Jewishness. He is to
deliver a series of lectures at Harvard Uni versi ty where he
expects to meet with a number of American leaders.

Cardinal Bea is considered one of the great authori
ties on Jewish problems at the Vatican. Many Jewish repre
sentatives appealed to Cardinal Bea that the Ecumenical Council
should take up a number of questions which might result in
easing the tensions between Jews and Catholics.

While it only became known the other day of the
Cardinal's visit to the U.S. some Jewish 0rganizations in
New York have already discussed the matter of what rec$ption
to give to this important Catholic leader .8I1d scholar.
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Before the opening of the Ecumeni.cal Council at
the Vatican, Cardinal Bea met with Dr. N. Goldmann, Professor
A. J. Heschel, Zachariah Shuster, and other Jewish represent
atives, and only two weeks ago a delegation of the American
Jewish Committee stopped over in Rome from a visit to Israel
where they were invited by. Ben-Gurion,and called upon
Cardinal Bea.

"I have learned the other day that there is a
fear that the eagerness of Je~~sh leaders to chase around
after Cardinal Bea may bring about an avalanche of statemepts
and pUblicity," states Mr. Jacobson. .

Cardinal Bea has the most friendly atti tude amongst
the Catholic Cardinals towards Jews~ He recently stated that,
"Jews were gi ven a raw deal by the Church".'

Cardinal Bea's visit to the United States is the
result of an invitation that he received from Cardinal. Cushing
of Boston. Cardinal Cushing made a statement the 14th December,
that Cardinal Bea's lecture tour in the U.S. would "greatly
help to improve relations between Catholics, Protestants and

·Jews".
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CIVIC UNITY .AND FREEDOM m~DER GOD

Address Iby His Eminence Augustin Cardinal Bea
For.the Agap~, New York, April 1, 1963

.~ am truly grateful to be able to address a few words to

tilis gathering, orgenized by the Acerican Council for the Inter~

national Promotion of Democracy Under God. I want to express my

deep joy in seeing ,E;uch a large number of distinguished personalities

from the civic, cultural, social, economic and religious pnrsuits.

It is a: very promising sign of ou.r tim~s tht3.t such people gather

in serene and frater'nal con7£:rsation on the theme: nCivic Unity

Anq. Freedom Under God o " 't-7hocver has followed national and inter-

,nationa],; life ~,]ill admit without hesitation that such a gathering

iuspired by such 3 ther.le would hardly have been possible but twenty

or thirty years ago. It is a sign that the men of our c,w.n time are

more ,deep~y reflecting on the profoundly spiritual basis Qf humen

·exl.stence, in order to build upon this foundation a future strong

enough-to resist, the serious dangers that .threaten us.

'The them~, "Civic Unity And Freedom Under God," is well-

chos~en~~Fromthe title on~ almost instinctively realizes that here

the two most .profound tendencies and anxieties 'of modern man are

touched' upon: the anxious striving for unity and the equally pro

foundaesire for libertxo There ts a polarity to these two concepts,

that \mak¢s f(jr a constant tension between them. Ina certain sense,

a' l.arg~ part of the problems of mankind today can be reduced to the

difficulty of harmonizing j...!L practice these tendencies towards unity

and ;towards liberty., withou~doingharmto the ~or sacrificing
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the ~~. The difficulty is simply the practical conciliation of

the innate dignity of the human person with his social nature; for

according to the biblical expression, nIt is not good fer man to be

alone'l!1t In. fact, nature itself inserts the human person, from the

first moment of his existence, not only into the family or into the

various religious or civic forms of society, but also into the great

Family of Nations, into the whole of humanity.

1) TCd.<.lY the i.nclination or the drive tD'I",;ard unity is

particularly strong, and seems base.d on the very direction and built

in logic of the modern world. The quick a~d easy travel possibilities

that bring u.s daily i.nto contact with so me.ny pee'ple; mass com..raunica

tions that keep us informed of events"which take place in every part

~f the wo~ld; the repercussions of events in one cou~try on the rest

of the world, and the increasing interdependence caused by political

necessity, by cultural, economic and scientific developments--all this

is drawing the world together into a consciolls community of mankind.

Our large cities best illustrate this drive towards unity and the

tensions of this thrust -- as in the rush-hou~s, when all are pushing

and colliding against each other in airports, streets and subways -

each running after his own job and each pursuing his own interests.

This last image also illustrates the fact that the mere in

crease in physical contacts among men does not suffice to create a

deep and authentic unity. The experience of the most murderous of

all wars, and the more or less persistent threat of a still more

devastating war are clear proof that the means that are bringing people
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\\1hy is this? Because the unity of which I speak is not the

unity of many well-oiled wheels and parts of a machine~ The unity

in question is essentially and pre-eminently a h'lman work$ It is
. --

the conscious, free decision of responsible persons to unite with

other responsible perscns, in order to live together in peaceful

harmony. It is the conscious encounter of fr~ men, the mutual

exchange in giving and receiving what each cne has, not merely of

material goods, but also, and above all, of spiritual riches. This

exchange is at the same time a ~~ of selfgiving as is witnessed

in every authentic friendship, especially in the true love of man

and wife.

2) In order to build up this unity consciously we cannot be

lulled by the mere repetition of the words Uunity" and "liberty".

We must penetrate into their profound meanings.

a) First of all, liberty. Liberty is the human right

to be oneself and freely to decide one's destiny according toom's o~n

conscience, without the interference of others. Conscience,. of course.,

excludes anarchy, and confirms the existence of •8. whole world of

moral obligations and thus also of man's duties regarding his

fellow-men. After all, man carrie s out these obligations in order to
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obey his own conscience. Thus, since there is question of fulfilling

his obligations in a conscious and free way, it is clear that man has

the duty to seek the truth in order to know his obligations, and to

form his conscience correctly. Only if liberty of conscience is

u~derstood in this way will it be resolved in profound unity. This

liberty requires every person and society as a whole to respect the

free decision of others. Let me add at once an obvious point: the

destiny of a person, so essentially, profoundly autonomous, cannot

be merely earthly, momentary and transitoryo

b) On the other hand, just as man appreciates more and

more his innate gift of freedom, no less is he becoming aware of his

innate desire for unity. Man, inserted into society since his birth,

can only develop in society, that is, in a reciprocal giving and

receiving with other persons who are as free and autonomous as him

self, as individuals, or as united in society. In this receiving

from other persons and from society, and in making his own contribu

tion, man enriches himself, develops his own personality, and con

tributes to the complete development and full manifestation of ""the

immense potentialities latent in himself ~nd in humanity. In this

development and manifestation, all nations and races, with their

specific characteristics, their varied creations of human intelligence,

and their distinct cultures have a place. All are working together,

inserting thread after thread in that magnificent carpet which is

the human f~ily, on the way towards its proper development and its

proper destinies.
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3) What is the law that governs th2se mutual exchanges, the

law of the promotion of unity? Pope John the Twenty-Third once said

that in his own life, he always tried to emphasize what tends to

unite men, to accompany every man as far along his way as posf:lible

without betraying the demand3 of justice and truth.. The law for

creating unity is truth, justice -- and we can add - charity, or

more generally, that law which is written in man's heart, prompting

him to do what is good and to avoid what is evil. Each of us, in

fact, experiences daily that internal law of tension mentioned by

the an:::ient poet, Ovid: "Video meliora proboque deterioraseQuor"

nI see what is geod E,.'id approva it, yet (;ft~n I am following what

is wrong." By this we confess our awareness that some things, from

the specifically human point of view of the conscience, are good

and oth~r things are evil; and that the obligation lies with us to

opt for the good things and to perform them, and, on the other hand,

to avoid what is evil. A liberty that does not conform to this law

is no liberty, it undermines unity and creates anarchy. This is

the very cause of mutual destruction. A unity that does not respect

this law may eventually create a certain form of unity, but it is a

unity not of· free and responsible men, but of slaves.

4) ~~at I h~ve said so far has not yet exhausted the rich

reality of the relations that are possible to man with other free

men. t~en man retains and develops the salutary, original freshness

of his existence, when he keeps a spontaneous and profound vision

of the whole dimension of life, not distorted by blunders or by
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alleged philosophical or scientific claims, then he has the sense

and the a",rareness that his personal relations reach beyond ~nd above

the level of human society.

You bear witness to this fact, gentlemen, you who represent

in a way the whole world, also the most ancient cultures and

religions. The sciences, especially tlistory and ethnology, also

bear witness with you. All testify that ma.n is a.ware of his deepest

relations relations that cannot be disregarded -- to a Supreme

Being who is peraonal, pat~rnally grave, but still,benevolent,

infinitely more wi.se and good than all human fathers.

This Being stands at the origin and at the er.d of temporal

human existence. To him man appeals in his most solemn moments, in

hcurs most compelling and desperate; and he appeals to him.·~'.as the

Almighty Guide of human events and destinies. This Supreme Personal

Being is, attne same time, the ever present witness to man's

actions, a witness who approves, praises, and rewards the good

action, who reproves and condemns the evil one. Moreover, according

to the well-known phrase of the non-Christian poet quoted by St.

Paul in the Aeropagus of Athens, "for we are Godts offspring"

(Acts 17:28), man feels himself somehow related to this mysterious

personal Supreme Being, for man is made into the likeness of God.

Therefore, man knows that between himself and God there exist

those mutual exchanges in giving and receiving, somewhat similar

to those reciprocal exchanges he has with his fellow-men .., When man
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is aware that he stands under the paternal and grave authority of

this Supreme, P,ersonal Being, and respects his own liberty to decide

his own destinies under this authority and according to it, then man

is also aware that all his actions, be they right or wrong, have

good or bad repercussions on his relations to God, his Supreme

Authority. It is by this faithful awareness that man!s destiny

in the hereafter is shaped and decided.

Seen in this light the law of unity, th2 reciprocal

exchange of mat~rial and spiritual riches with his fellow-men

this law of truth, justice and charity -- is not an abstract law,~

suspended in the air. No, this law rests on the pate~nal and grave

authority of a Personal God.

* * * * *

In conclusion, there is no need to belabor the point that we

urgently nee.d to strengthen "Civic Unity in Freedom Under God".

The urgency is clear enough. If ever there existed the anxiety

and need to establish the basis for peaceful living, it is .here

in the city that is graced by the United Nations.

In order to emphasize how much I appreciate the difficult

work of this organization, it suffices to make my own, the words

from the radio-message of Pope John the Twenty-Third with

referenceto~theCuban crisis: "To promote, favor and accept

negotiations,at every level and at any time, is the norm of
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wisdom and prudence that draws forth heavenly and earthly blessings;.'"

Surely you, who are, so to say, continually engaged in the struggle

to free humanity from the grip of the exhausting and terrorizing

armaments race; surely you will understand how important and

necessary it is that your work be supported by a strong and

efficacious will for peace, a desire widely spread throughout the

nations represented here.

The American Council for International Promotion of Democracy

under God, which arranged this gathering, constitutes, I believe,

an important beginning, sponsored by the American Council and other

National Councils -- the International Pro Deo University in Rome

makes its own contribution to support the movement for peace, to

promote the meeting of all men of goodwill of every nation and

religious conviction, who accept the platform: "Civic Unity in

Freedom Under God."

I have tried to sketch what can be the basis of such an

encounter. I leave it to the speakers who follow me to develop

its various aspects. I conclude by expressing the wish that the

idea of such fraternal encounters -- whatever may be their concrete

forms -- may spread rapidly in the world. It is a question here of

an extremely important and urgent work. In fact, not only the

material peace of the world is involved, but also an orderly

and harmonious development of humanity toward its "natural and

supernatural destiny.
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Dear Miss Baron,

MITCHELL 2-3631
MITCHELL 2-8500

This is just a hasty note to tell
you that Monsignor Oesterreicher was so very pleased
and grateful for your call. He is eagerly looking
forward to Rabbi Tanenbaum's statement.

Monsignor thought you might have
missed his letter in response to the "Newsweek"
article, so he asked me to enclose tear sheets
for your files.

With renewed thanks and kindest
regards,

Sincerely yours,

Renate M. Hayum, Sec'y
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annual premium has begun. For each day (not week or
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add up to a considerably larger settlement check from us
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Rocky, Barry, and Unity
"The Block-Goldwater Movement in

the GOP" (NATIONAL AFFAIRS, July 22)
is an excellent piece of reporting-we
conservatives now know exactly
Where we stand.

So Governor Rockefeller is "off the
unity kick." May this old-timer in
quire just when he ever was "on or
with the unity kick"?

Let's be practical in the "groggy
old party" for once. In Goldwater, we
have the most attractive potential
candidate since Teddy Roosevelt. The
Republican Party must get with him
before it vanishes from politics en
tirely. And if it means having Rocke
feller go off the reservation, so be it.
We Will muddle through Without him
and with some success, I predict.

H. HAYES LANDON
Longmeadow, Mass.

~Rockefeller is an educated liberal.
He knows, as Mark Twain knew, that
"if you can't answer the conserva
tives' arguments, don't despair." You
can always call them names.

C. L. MCGIMSEY
Chairman
Nevadans for Goldwater
Las Vegas, Nev.
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The Jews and the Council
In the July 15 issue (RELIGION),

NEWSWEEK attributes to me a view
foreign to my thought. I am supposed
to have insisted that a "schema" pre
pared for the Second Vatican Council
"dealt only generally with ecumenical
relationships between Christians and
Jews." The "only" and the "generally"
are not of my making.

What I insisted on was, first, the
fact that the church had condemned
anti-Semitism several times in the
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past and that her condemnations
stand. In 1928, for instance, the Holy
Office declared that as the church re
jects all envy and jealousy among
nations, thus she condemns especially
hatred against Jews. Again in 1938,
Pius XI denounced anti-Semitism as
a "revolting ... movement in which
Christians may have no part," since
it warred against their spiritual de
'scent from Abraham. "Spiritually, we
are Semites," the Pope added.

The second point on which I insisted
was the inspiration Pope John gave
to the Council. The Council is to open
windows. It cannot content itself with
decrying the undeniable wickedness of
man; rather it must remind him of
his native dignity as a person and his
supernatural calling as a child of God.
Thus the Council began its work with
a solemn proclamation of the worth
of every man regardless of his origin,
looks, or standing, and with a plea
for a sincere realization of the broth
erhood of man. In this spirit I hope
the Council will have something to
say on the special bond that ties
Christians and Jews to one another.
The Rt. Rev. JOHN M. OESTERREICHER
The Institute of Judaeo-Christian

Studies
Seton Hall University
Newark, N.J. .

Interviewee
I never realized before how nervous

my subjects must get when I am
working on them; but frankly if I
had been you, I might well have been
much rougher on me than you were
in your very flattering piece (PRESS,
July 22). One small error which was,
no doubt, an oversight: I did not make
the Bobby Darin remark originally.
I was quoting Hy Gardner of The
New York Herald Tribune but thank
you very much for showing me how
it feels to be on the other side of
the fence.

RICHARD GEHMAN
Carmel, N.Y.

Politics and the NEA
You mention the "politicking" that

took place during the NEA conven
tion which led to the watered-down
version of a resolution to support the
Utah teachers (EDUCATION, July 15).
May I elaborate a little. The main
politicking activity consisted of ad
ministrators, especially superintend
ents, calling caucuses of the teachers
who work under them and in no un
certain terms telling them to vote
against the support resolution. I, as a
delegate, could hardly believe this was
a convention in democracy. How
would any teacher voice-vote with his
superintendent monitoring the voting?
The administrators won this time but
wait till the September NEA mem
bership subscription and see who
"wins" then.

WILLIAM A. RUPPERT
Albuquerque, N.M.
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yet light in taste. One sip will make
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August 23. 1963

Dr. Simon Segal
A~erican Jewish Co~~~ittee

165 East 56 Street
New York 22, New York

Dear Simon:

The London Catholic Heraldproillinently featured a significant
dispatch'by their Rome correspondent, who reports that he re
ceived definite assurances from Cardinal Bea's Secretariat for
Christian Unity that the statement prepared on the Jewish
question is incorporated into the 17 schemata which will form
the basis of the discussion at the forthcoming Ecumenical
Council.

As you will notice. the article also refers to Father Weigel's
statement and my article in the Observer of August 11.

The same issue of the Catholic Herald published an article by
Jesuit Father Thomas Corbishley. commenting on my article in
the Observer.

Copies of both articles in the Catholic Herald are enclosed
herewith.

With best regards.

Snclosures
cc/Dr. Slawson

Mr. Danzig

Sincerely.
/Y-j • /"

: ~_.~~ .(((,,~/{":'-.,
/1

/ /

Zachariah Shuster

A. M. SONNABEND. ?rt::sident

MORRIS B. ABRA,'/, Chm., Ex~cutive Soard

RALPH rR::::C~"':;"N, Chm.,.Acmin:strative Soard

VI: LUAi/, ROSEi'i\·VALD, Chm., Nat'l Advisory Council

r.~';URI':~ GLlNER7, Treasurer

ARTr.UR D. LEIDESDORF, Associate Tr~asurer

ORIN LEHMAN, Secretary

JOHN SLAWSON, Executive Vice-President

JACOB BLAUSTEIN, Honorary Pr~sident

LOUIS CAPLAN, Honorary President
HERBERT a. EHRMANN, Honorary Pr~sid~nt

IRVING M. ENGEL, Honorary President
JOSEPH M. PROS KAUER, Honorary President
HERaERT H. LEHMAN, Honorary Vice-Pr~sident

SAMUEL D. LEIDESDORF, Honorary Vice-President
JAMES MARSHALL,' Honorary Vice-President
RALPH E. SAMUEL, Honorary Vice-President
HORACE STERN, Honorary Vice-President
FRED LAZARUS, JR., Hon. Chm., Nat'l Advis. Council

MAX WM. BAY, Los Angeles, Vice-President
MARTIN L. 8UTZEL, Detroit, Vice-President
IRVING L. GOLDBERG, Dallas, Vice-Pr~siden:

ANDREW GOODMA,', New York, Vice·President
PHILIP E. HO'FFi\"A~, Orange, N. J" Vice-President
JULIUS S. LOE'.""YTHAL, New York, Vice·President
RICHARD MAASS, White Plains, N. Y., Vice-President
EARL MORSE, New York, Vice-President
NORMAN RAaB, Boston, Vice-President
IRVING SALOMON. San Diego, Vice-President
GARDNER H. STERN, Chicago, Vice-PrEsident
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By O~r Rome Cor:espondent
WEDNESDAY.

STATEivlENT
EJrJ:er this vear, Cardinal Bea )

had personal tilks with two pro
minent Jewish Ic~ders. :,nd assured
them of !he Church's stJlld ag:linst
:\I1!I-S::mltl5m.

In a recent· inter/jew with the)
II:lJi:ln p:\pcr Vilr.. Cardin:tl Tis
,cr<ll1!. Dean of the S,lered
("allcec. decbred thJt the Council
must -take a stand against anti
SCn1itislll.

It is known IhJt CJrdin:1! l3~a

pre;'a,ed a statement f('lr t;,e
Council ('T~ C~lhl,lie·Je·.... ish Ques- .
:i,'ns afler the Vatic:Jn' (""'Jnc:il!
i,1\"it~d ",'rId Je ·i~l1 kJders to~
"'nd in their vic· ·., in j'lW: and
til;!!. in 1%1. the Ccuncil's CentrJ! .
Prep:ir~tory Comrr:i~~:o:1 <,j1!:ct.:~$-:d

the ch:l~ge of_!i.c,i~de_which h,~ j'
been imputed to the entire Jewish
people. •

Vih:ltc...-cr the tnlth ::'0 C!..: t !\.!":1C! ~

pressure p~ttin~ I~e block 0:1 ~h;~ I
carl)' error:. there IS no d,l:.Jbt :nJt I
the issue \dl come c:;> now. I
Th~ <!rlic!l: h" ,\':r. Zachariah I

Shlls:er ir. Ihe O·RSEi"'. V ER al ;he I

",ccker.d cchocs rurrr::t .w;:ge;
:ion'i that In!7:e Ca;ha!:c rhco!o
Qitll1.f are com;n\? 10 lake a ,,:or~

frmpa:hetic ,'i~';' aDo:t1 Ihe !!:Jill I
,,/ Ih~ ;,. ...·ish p~oplt" i.-: rt"gard :0 I
Ilr~ Jelilh vi (I/lr Lord: ,~r:d 'i":I,
[hi" ha,'i' cOlne a~nH; r!.t a fl',\"::!:!
of a rrGr-pr(l:\r2/ of S.cripf!Jrr :"::{,;r- i
/"T:",i"". '(he CAT ,/ n LIe;
if FR A Ln 1",.< in";lrd Fr. Thv-rna.':
Cflrbi.\hJ<.'\". S.J .. ro crJlr..-::rJ;! l,.~,"':
li·it .

:.- .

.',

.. ,

"if CAN categoricaHy deny ~~sseTtiGns that pr~ssure from
~1

~ Arab States will stop the Vatican Council from discuss-
ing anti-Semitism, and the relatioris of Jevis and Christians.

.The Cou.ncil's second session opens TIe:.;::t month.
I icarn this \veeK, from Cardinal Bea's Secre

taria~ for Chris~iaD Unity, that it has definitely
prepared a statement on Jewish ques~ions. This
has been iilcoroorated into the 17 new Schemata
which \vill form t.he basis of the session's debates.
Moreover. Cardinal Koenig.

Arch hisnop of V:er.na. is rc
D\Jned lo·h::!ve said recentlY
lha t. o~ly a few '~cc~s. ::';0, ~
suggcs,:on was r~llSCO In con
n~ction with the Cour:cil that a
co:-:fcrcncc of ail thc great
world rc;is:ons should. be
;;a:icd-the first of its :(ind In

his,mv.
Spe~:':ing :\t 3. conference of

AlI~trjan st\;dCrd'i, 'i,e Cardin,,-!
is :.lIso reno:'"~<:J t,) ha '.Ie said that'
the first' stcps towa:ds such a
co.che,ing we,~ c:nJe, W3.Y.

... :\ft=r"'a ·.. :sit to Ro~e. Mr.
Zac:-,a:-i:ln Sh~:st~r. di:-cctor (If the
F.uropc2.n arTie:: of the Ame,ican
Jewish COr:1m:t:c..::. has made: a
s:aterr-.e:1: i:1 Pa;'is echoing \1~i.

Gcstci:-cichcr's C1SSC:it fror:1 a.
C0~me:1t rri;H~e 01,' the Amcric2.n
theologian.' Fr. Gustav \Vei,;;:ei.
S.J.

Fr......Vci:;cl h~ci·. told :J. Jewish
~udiencc in Atla:-:tic Cjty :;,at feJr
of oC"i::Jcint; the A,Jbs wouid. p:c
vent i.ne Co~ncil fro:n t:l!t::i:1f'\' ~

ut:.J.i'id on 2.~:i·Scmit;s.m. But. :\1r"
Sh~l's~cr h~~' d~:ai"ed; "·The posi
~ioi1 of the Vat;~3i1 on iliis c;:ucs
tic~ 1':a5 ~o~· c:-:a;'l;~d. anc :hc
obst2.clcs iT'~:1~:o~cd by Fr. V'loif:cl
~re ;:0: oo;ng :0 bi.ock discl,;ss:on
ot' this subject."

v~atican .s.c~:ces had :lssured
~i::n. that :...,~~c. w,~s no 3.~t~~ority
oCJ,:nd Fr. \VC::;Cl 5 :-c:na~~s. ar:d
that tl1ey WC~~ nvt in accorGJ~Cc.
with the facts. . •

t.

,,.
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I TO HIS EMINENCE
CARDINAL AUGUSTINE BRA
Vatican City Italy

Your Eminence:

JACOB.GREENBERG
1730 East 55th· Street
Brqoklyn 34 N.Y.

September 1963

I
I
I
I
i
I .
I

The entire civilized world is looking forward with great anti":
cipat10n and hope to the resumption of the delibent ions of
~he Ecumenical. Council. I understand that. you., as the head

o·O'rthe Secretariat for Chris-t~an Unity in the Vatican, are
arduously working on a special document to be presented to
the Council for adoption.

It is~~niversally known tha~ you are anxious that the Council
express itself unequivocally on the position of the Roman
Catholic Church towards Anti-Semitism. I respectfully submit
that one of the rnoEJt urgent matters for consideration of this
August Body is the refutation of the falee teachinge relating
to the Crucifixion of Jesus. This blasphemous distortion of
the true histor:kal 'facts of·the CrucifiXion has been responsible
for many centuriel:' oflnquistlons; progroms and genocide of the
Jewish people.

In the name of D,iv:ine-Justice, I-urse-Your Bmlnance-to exert
every effort to influence the Council to redeem Christianity'S
long overdue 'debt to the Jewish people by denouncing the falsity
of the story. of the Crucifixion. The enti-re God-loving., civilized
world will bless and applaud your courageous action and the
ad9ption by the Council of such resolution would b~most sign1
ficant step in the direction of brotherhood and peace and would·
retlecteverlasting-glory upon the Ecumenical Council.

I would apprec1~te the acknowledgemeflt of my letter.

Respectfully yours,

JACOB GREENBERG
.jg;gs

)

i
~'



THE AMERICAN '-'EWISH COMMITTEE

, ,

Paris Office: 30, Rue La f3oetie, Paris 8, France· Elysees 69-11, 83-63 • Cable: Wishcom, Paris· Zachariah Shuster, European Director

/
September 2, 1963

Dear Marc:

The Jerusalem Post, in a recent issue, published an extensive
surmnary of the two articles which appeared in the Observer.
A copy of this item is enclosed herewith.

You "11 be interested to know that the Council of Christians
and Jews in Great Britain has purchased 10,000 copies of the
Observer pamphlet for distribution. The officers of the
Council have asked me to address them on the situation at the
Ecumenical Councwl.

/\

\. -

With best regards,

, .~

Enclosure

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
American Jewish Cormnittee
165 East 56 Street
New York 22, New York

Sincerely,

Zachariah Shuster

i
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A, 'M, SONNABEND, President

MORRIS B. ABRAM, Chm" Executive Board

RALPH FRIEDMAN, Chm., Administrative Board

WILLIAM ROSENWALD, Chm., Nat'l Advisory Council

MAURICE GLiNERT, Treasurer

ARTHUR D. LEIDESDORF, Associate Treasurer

ORIN LEHMAN, Secretary

JOHN SLAWSON, Executive Vice-President

JACOB BLAUSTEIN, Honorary President
LOUIS CAPLAN, Honorary President
HERBERT B. EHRMANN, Honorary President
IRVING M. ENGEL, Honorary President
JOSEPH M. PROSKAUER, Honorary President
HERBERT H. LEHMAN, Honorary Vice-President
SAMUEL D. LEIDESDORF, Honorary Vice-President
JAMES MARSHALL,' Honorary Vice-President
RALPH E. SAMUEL, Honorary Vice-President
HORACE STERN, Honorary Vice-President
FRED LAZARUS, JR., Hon. Chm., Nat'l Advis. Council

MAX WM. BAY, Los Angeles, Vice-Presidei'it
MARTIN L. BUTZEL, Detroit, Vice-President
IRVING L. GOLDBERG, Dallas, Vice-President·
ANDREW GOODMAN, New York, Vice-President
PHILIP E. HOFFMAN, Orange, N. J., Vice-President
JULIUS S. LOEWENTHAL, New York, Vice-President
RICHARD MAASS, White Plains, N. Y., Vice-President
EARL MORSE, New York, Vice-President
NORMAN RABB, Boston, Vice-President
IRVING SALOMON, San Diego, Vice-President
GARDNER H. STERN, Chicago, Vice-President
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Greotings~

The onclosed copy of a letter sent to His
Holinoss Pope John ~1I .is mailed to you as wall
to Bishops ,Archbishops '\ihat will bo accredi tod to
participate in;tJ;l.o; Ecumonical CoUncil in Rome.

This is aporsona1
1

messago and it is submitted
for your thoughtf'li:!: consideration and possible action.

Tho favor of your roply is requosted..

Yours for Peace,

Jacob Greenberg
1730 East 55th stroet
Brooklyn, 34, ~. Ye

;

'-'"
l",: "

" ...
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Octobor 2" 1962
1730 East 55th Strdot
Brooklyn 34, :Kow York

TO HIS HOLI:KESS POPE JOllK XXlll
VATICAli CITY, ROME

Th,) ,mtiro rdigious world is anxiously awaiting the
forthcoming ECUIDlmical Council of Christians of all denom
inations,.

Tho most burning problom, as part of univorsal ;peace
is tho 'radication of prejudice and hate so proval~mt in
tht) form of Anti-Semitism. This cancorous disGaso has boon
rc)sponsible for centurios of inquisitions, pogroms and
murder of thl) J ,~. 'i sh peoplo. Tho most hoinous g.rimo against
humanity of all agos wascommitt,)d by a so-called Christian
civili z.)d nation in the form of GrinQcide, sending eix
million men, 'womon nnd childron to concontration camps and
gas chambors for oxt\)rmination·.

\
Ono of tho most crying appeals at tho prosent time, 'is

for tho immediate r.)futation by your august assembly of the
false toachings rolating to tho Crucifixion of Jesus by the
Jows,. 'r-That blasphemy it is to paint the Jows as tho destroyer
of roligion, when the Jews ari) rually i ts cr()ator~

In the namo-of truo Christianity nnd tho Almighty God,
rodoem Christianity's dobt to Jows! Th,) ontix:.o civilizod world
will bloss and applaud your affirmative action on thin abomin
able falsehood.' The publishing of an Encyclical-by Your Holiness
on this gravo issue, so long ovorduo, would help bring about a
gri)atcr measure of understanding and peaco ClIld carn ~"ou tho
etornal gratitude of a long sufforingpeople.

May your Historic Assembly go down in history as a most
prai soworthy and Holy Conclavo ~ ,

R,)spectfullYlours, ,

e:f~.!J/~

Jacob Groenberg a

",' '''I",l

'~':,"""(jt:;;.. ,.... ~.~':. " /

',' /
/
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Congr:egation B~th :E1
Woodward at Gladstone
Detroit 2» M1chlg~,'P:j:k;~;;i"

Mr~ ',Zachllrl,ah Shuster, ,\i'
'~:A1Jlerlcan Jewish Comnli.tte'e' '~'!':;,:,<i',!/{,;;

30 rue 14 Boetie','i,)",

Paris 8, France

Dear Mr. Shuster:

Na:~ythanks 'fo~.' 'your letter of August 16 just received and for the very
interesting;and well-formulated article you wrote for the'London Observer.
It ought to ib'ewid'elY:~,bprinted., It poses the cent~al questions with: "
which Jews are conc¢rni@;. • ,,f,; ';

Some of 'these 'ma~f~r'sf1~~~~~:~6k'u~ with ~ather Thomas Strarisky" 'though ,n~t 'QeJ
pointedly nor al3'~i ~'i'rec~l[ya8 you have ;outlined them 1n ,your article. t pre_,
sume yo,u have se(nt hl,~J.f,:,coPY of the ~irti~le. He spoke highly of your pre,-
sence in' Rome a~~~~!,~1~r'your counsel~ , i/,~:6d~~'i~';Hf0

" , ," .~r:ff;; ',' ' , ' , '~~ i, ' ,

My conversation' ~th 'f1l,e< Paul·is des,C?iribed in the enclos~d.:c~~pp1ng £:~o~, .
the'Detroit Free'Press;:~9f,August~17,t~963. I reported 'to Fr. Stransky ~he

~ substanc'e ~f the conv~,~ation. ' J'isgr .. :Carrew (7) of"theiSecretary pfSta,te' ~
office lnthe Vatican "asnryinter:preter, .and though ,1 did not need' tO'"use ~' ,
him, I made sure he ha~ the substance of my conversQtion'with:the ,pope.
Fr •.Stransky, was particularly delightfad with th!! ,'reassurances', ,that'Pope Paul
gave~e'and the encourag~ent this 8ee~ed to indicate fori~he work of

, Cardinal Bea' s Secretar~at.

,I \ •

1 )1 .~ '\ '. I :'

i··

I
1'-'
I

:I
t

thad lun~h' one day"last week with,Archbishop John 'Deat:den':6f,Detr9it 'arid
told him about my' aud~,ence. He filled me in on some' of the ,backgrpund of
,thecoming.;'Ecumenical '~,9UnCU as 'well as the background of Ai"chbishop Mon,tini
whom he knew: well in MUan~,De~rden will be in~9mef<>r ,the :Coun~U and "will "

'be staying at the HUton HoteL " If you have occasion to look him' UPt ple,~se

'mention my name. I think you" 'dllfind him helpful •. ', "')
, , .~ , I~ , : ;'

in the enclosed clipping,~here appears elsewhere ~ storyon,lI'ather Celestin
j ~,Steiner. ,He happens ,to; be a very close'fiiend of,niilie ~nd,w~s'ithe one who
ptitme in touch with Cardinal 'Bea. they are old friends bi the jesuit o;r4er.

Againniy apologies for missing you in Paris. I did,not'have'your'home tele
phone number; otherwise I would sur~ly have called you when ,I, w~sthere 'over'
the weekend ~ I was in Pads to, preach at theL1.beral, 'Jewi8h'~ongregadon, ' ,
Friday, evening~ ,Ju,ly 26.. Mr~ ,Gr~i~s~er~ C;:h~,pr~~~(l'~~~ of,th~ :con~rega.tipn.
w~smy host. ,Do you hapPEaD to,k~w, h~~,? ! He ,is,~,e~ivein, th~ work,of ,the, '
World' Union for Progressive Judai.Sm~ and I am too:.,'"

Warmest and kindest reg8:rds.,

, Most cordially, , ' '

a/Rabbi Richard C. Hertz



, II " '

THE AMERICAN JEWjSH COMMITTEE

Institute of Human Relations
165 EAST 56TH STREET NEW YORK 22. N.Y.

'<.: ....,

"'"','
I:· ' ~

PARIS OFFICE·

30, rue 10 Boetie

Poris VIII

August 22~ 1963

Dr. Simon Segal ' .
American Jelneh Committee
1658a8t. 56, Street .;:'
New, York', 22:, i~ew York

Dear 'Simon: .
.', . " :' . i . '
I am a~nding you herewith a copy Qf sletter ! Just received
:~rom I£bbi1U.ehard C~Bertziregarding;hb.r~cent'vioit·t:o,

Roine; sa well as a photostatic copy of th~ ,article· published
~n. the Detroit Free Press on Rabbi Hertz' v'1e1t·o

" I

With bes~ regards,

Sincerely,

',,'

cc: '~bbi TanenbcmUlD Zachariah Shuster. .
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~rd ia.llY, '1 .
(l"- C,- "-<::- 1-1 10- L_c~l' f'c"" _

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum,Director
Interreligious Affairs Dept.

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

Institute of Human Relations· 165 East 56 Street, New York 22, N, Y.• Plaza 1-4000· Cable Wishcom, New York

November 13, 1963

Dear Colleague:

On November 4, I sent you a memorandum by A. }'1. Sonnabend, President
of the American Jewish Committee, and a reprint from the New York
Times which described the highlights of the events relating to the
Vatican Co,unci1 and its proposed action on a schema repudiating the
accusa t-i:el1 of .-!'-ae-icide!!aga-ins-t -the -Jew.ish .people, abjuring anti- .
Semitism, and reaffirming Christianity's indebtedness to Judaism
and the Jewish people.

As you know by now, this past Friday Augustin Cardinal Bea intro
duced the decree to the 2,400 Council Fathers. We are informed by
the European Director of the American Jewish Connni ttee,. Mr.
Zachariah Shuster, who has been in Rome throughout these eventful
weeks that the decree may be discussed and voted upon during this
second session.

In light of the historic importance of these developments, it seems
to me that Rabbis can make a particularly useful contribution by
preaching sermons during the next week or two in which these events
can be interpreted to our people in their proper historic and
religious significance. The enclosed background memorandum and the
reprint of my article in the New York Herald Tribune may provide
some helpfUl source material upon which you may wish to base your
sermons. Public expressions of tribute to the late Pope John XXIII,
Pope Paul VI, and Cardinal Bea, if made available to the press in
your community, would make for a constructive contribution to a
positive atmosphere between Catholics and Jews in your community.

Would you pleas~nd ~e- c~pi~~~thesermons,-articres~ ornews--
clippin~s that may appear in connection with your public statements?
With warmest good wishes a

MHT/ps
A. M. SONNABEND, President

MORRIS B. ABRAM, Chm., Executive Board

RALPH FRIEDMAN, Chm., Administrative Board

WILLIAM ROSENWALD, Chm., Nat'l Advisory Council

MAURICE GLINERT, Treasurer

ARTHUR D. LEIDESDORF, Associate Treasurer

ORIN LEHMAN, Secretary

JOHN SLAWSON, Executive Vice-President

JACOB BLAUSTEIN, Honorary President
LOUIS CAPLAN, Honorary President
HERBERT B. EHRMANN, Honorary President
IRVING M. ENGEL, Honorary President
JOSEPH M. PROSKAUER. Honorary President,
HERBERT H. LEHMAN, Honorary Vice-President
SAMUEL D. LEIDESDORF, Honorary Vice-President
JAMES MARSHALL, Honorary Vice-President
RALPH E. SAMUEL, Honorary Vice-President
HORACE STERN, Honorary Vice-President
FRED LAZARUS, JR., Hon. Chm., Nat'l Advis. Council

ELY M_ AARON, Chicago, Vice-President
MAX WM. BAY, Los Angeles, Vice-President
IRVING L. GOLDBERG, Dallas, Vice-President
JACK A. GOLDFARB, New York, Vice-President
PHILIP E. HOFFMAN, So. Orange, N, J., Vice-President
JULIUS S. LOEWENTHAL, New York, Vice-President
RICHARD MAASS, White Plains, N. Y" Vice-President
EARL MORSE, New York, Vice-President
NORMAN S. RABB, Boston, Vice-President
JOSEPH ROSS, Detroit, Vice-President
LEONARD M. SPERRY, Los Angeles, Vice-President



~ This is the American Jewish Committee:
~ Founded'in 1906,
~ Pioneer American organization combating

bigotry, protecting the civil and religious
rights of Jews here and abroad, and ad
vancing the couse of human rights every
where.

~ Chapters a~d units in more than 80 principal
cities; members in more than 600 American
communities.

Washington Office: 1012 14th Street, N.W. • Wash. 5, D. C. • District 7-3204

European Headquarters: 30 Rue la Boetie • Paris 8, France

South American Headquarters: libertad 773 • Buenos Aires, Argentina
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HERBERT B. EHRMANN
IRVING M. ENGEL
JOSEPH M. PROSKAUER
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HAROLD STEINBERG
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Nov. 8, 1963

Vatican Council II and the Jews;
Activities of the American Jewish Committee

The introduction by Augustin Cardinal Bea at Vatican

Council II of the decree on catholic attitudes toward Jews and

Judaism is regarded as an historic event by Jews everywQ8JZe. Un-

questionably, the adoption of the decree by the assembled Church

Fathers would be hailed by Jews the world over as a significant

. turning point in Catholic-Jewish relations •
. - --- --

This memorandum highlights what we consider the significant

aspects of the decree, and sets forth the historical background

against which we think its importance should be assessed. Accord-

ingly, we concentrate for the most part on those elements in

the decree which deal with deicide and anti-Semitism.

The Church has expressed its abhorrence of anti-Semitism

1
on previous occasions. What is particularly significant about

the decree is that it strikes directly at the heart of

-1. In 1928, for example, a decree of the Holy Office, confirmed
by Pope Pius XI, condemned "in an especial manner the hatred
against the people, once chosen by God, that hatred, namely, which
nowadays is commonly called anti-Semitism." In 1938, Pope
Pius XI, addressing a group of Belgian pilgrims, declared, "anti
Semitism is a repugnant movement in which we Christians can have
no part ... Spiritually we are all Semites." In 1958, Pope Pius XII
expressed similar views to a delegation of the American Jewish
Committee.



•

.. 2· ..

aconc.ept that has served to sanction hatred and persecution across

the centuries: . the invidious charge that the Jews are a deicide

people -- "Christ killers," ~rejected and punished by God, and

tt~~ll£'cl . with the same guilt in each successive generation. That

the ch~e of deicide has been used thr9ughout the-cent1iries ..·to

j\\stify' persecution aI.Jews.and indifference L to ~their fate has

been acknowledged by Catholic theologians and scholars. Father

George H. Tavard has written:

The idea that Jews are cursed because their ances
tors crucified the Lord stands in contradiction to
the Gospel ••. lt is furthermore opposed to the
Catholic doctrine on mankind's collective responsib
ility in sin•••. Nevertheless, the idea is still
often met with among people who are counted good
Catholics. To the mind of anti-Semitic bigots,
it even explains a great deal of history. God
would periodically "visit" the murderers of Christ
and incite them to penance through persecution. All
the anti-Semitic excesses of times past and present
can thus be cheaply excused. They are freely granted
the blessing of Providence ... 2

Though fully aware that anti-Semitism has various causes --

political and economic as well as religious -- scholars and social

scientists, both Jewish and Christian have long considered the

deicide charge a major source of anti=Jewish attitudes. According

to these experts, this concept not only encourages stereotyped

thinking about Jews, but may actually create an expectation of,

and psychological conditioning for, persecution of Jews. '~et the

charge is deeply imbedded in a considerable part of traditional

Catholic teachings from the early Church Fathers down and still

finds frequent expression in textbooks, sermons and liturgical

commentaries.

After the late Pope John XXIII, in 1959, called for the

convening of an Ecumenical Council, the American Jewish Connnittee

was invited by high. Church officials to. submit suggestions and

findings based on scholarly studies in the area of Christian-

2. The Church, the Layman and the Modern Man New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1959, pp. 79-80.
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Jewish relations.

Greater ir.terr€l:igiaus understanding has been a major goal

of the American Jew).sh Committee since its establishment. As part

of this effort, the Committee has long sought to bring objective,

scientific study to bear on the question of prejudice against Jews,

and its possible communication through Christian teachings.

Through its efforts, Protestant and Catholic self-studies of re

ligious educational materials were initiated at Yale Divinity

School and St. Louis University,respectively. These comprehensive

investigations, carried out by Christian educators, have provided

important insights into prejudice in religious textbooks, as well

as into available theological resources for combating such pre

judice. (Parallel studies of Jewish textbooks have also been

undertaken, at the Committee's initiative, at the Dropsie College

for Hebrew and Cognate Learning.)

Drawing on these studies, on substantial research by its

own staff, and on the expertise of eminent scholars and theologians

representing Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Jewish viewpoints,

the American Jewish Committee prepared three comprehensive,

scholarly memoranda for the Secretariat for the Promotion of

Christian Unity, one of the preparatory commissions of the

ECumenical COuncil. These documents were submitted at the in

vitation and with the encouragement of Catholic authorities with

whom Committee representatives consulted on several occasions.

The first memorandum, entitled "The Image of the Jews in

Catholic Teaching" and submitted on June 22, 1961 analyzed how

the Jews are represented in the textbooks most Widely used in

parochial schools throughout the United States. It was later

supplemented by examples taken fram educational materials used in

Europe and South America, supplied by the Committee's offices

in Par.is, Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.
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The memorandum analyzed in detail specific derogatory aspects

of these educational materials:

1. The notion that the Jews are a cursed people, exclusively

and collectively responsible for the death of the Son of God.

2. Partiality in the use of the term "the Jews." In many

instances, this term was applied to the enemies of Jesus,

but not to his friends and followers, though they also were

Je\;vs. Often, the collective term, "the Jews," was used in

describing situations that actually involved only a few

Jewish individuals.

3. Unjust and inaccurate comparisons between Christianity

and Judaism.For example, Christianity was often described

as a religion of love, Judaism as a loveless religion of law.

4. Invidious use of l~guage, including such phrases as

"carnal Jews" and "blood-thristy Jews."

5. Omission of facts that would serve to mitigate general-

ized judgments. For example, the Jews of the Middle Ages

were described as moneylenders, without the corrective

information that they had few other ways of supporting them~.

selves, being barred from the craft guilds and forbidden

to own land.

The memorandum pointed to the likelihood that such state-

ments would produce prejudice in the impressiona)le minds of

students. It also pointed to theological and doctrinal sources

in Catholicism (such as the Catechism of the Council of Trent3)

-3. "It was the peculiar privilege of Christ the Lord to have died
when He Himself decreed to die, and to have died not so much by
external violence as by internal assent .... Should anyone inquire
why the Son of God underwent his most bitter Passion, he will find
that besides the guilt inherited from our first parents the prin
cipal causes were the vices and crimes which had been perpetrated
from the beginning of the world to the present day and those which
will be committed to the end of time .... In this guilt are involved
all those who fall frequently into sin; for as our sins consigned
Christ the Lord to the death of the cross, most certainly those

(Footnote 3 con't. following page)
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which could provide effective antidotes to biased notions of this

sort.

The second memorandum, entitled "The Jews in Catholic Liturgy"

and submitted on November 17, 1961,called attention to certain

passages in Roman Catholic liturgy reflecting hostility against

Jews, and to even more hostile liturgical commentaries and

homilies based upon these passages. The American Jewish Committee's

document acknowledged with appreciation recent changes in the

liturg~ but expressed profound distress that in liturgical

commentaries published in 1947 and 1950 the term "deicide" was

still being applied to Jews.

The third document, prepared at the suggestion of the

American Jewish Committee by the distinguished theologian, Rabbi

Abraham Joshua Heschel of the Jewish Theological Seminary of

America, examined tensions between Catholics and Jews from a

religious viewpoint, and offered proposals for relieving these

tensions. This memorandum was prepared at the invitation of

Cardinal Bea, following an audience granted in Rome in November

1961 to Rabbi Heschel, Zachariah Shuster, European director of

the Committee,and Dr. Max Horkheimer, the Committee's consultant

(Footnote 3 con't.)
who wallow in sin and iniquity "crucify to themselves again the
Son of God, as far as in them lies, and make a mockery of Him"
(Hebrews 6:6). This guilt seems more enormous in us than in the
Jews, since according to the testimony of the same Apostle: "If
they had known it, they would never have crucified the Lord of
glory" (I Corinthians 2:9); while we, on the contrary, professing
to know Him, yet denying Him by our actions, seem in some sort to
lay violent hands on Him.•• "(Artic1e IV.)

~Such as: The specification by the Sacred Congregation of
Rites, in 1948, that the expressions perfidis Judaeis and Judaica
perfidia may be translated as signifying simply a lack of faith'
in the Christian revelation; the elimination of the words perfidia
and perfidis by Pope John in 1959, and the subsequent authoriza~·

tion of this change by the Sacred Congregation of Rites.
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in Germany. It was submitted on May 22, 1962.

These concerns, together with jewish hopes for constructive

action by the Vatican Council, were also communicated to Cardinal

Bea during his visit to the United States in March 1963.

A meeting between; .Cardinal Bea and a .group of outstanding Orthodox,

Conservative and Reform l~ders,'in'their capacity as individuals,

was held at the Committee's Institute of Human Relations. Members

of Cardinal Bea's entourage and officers of the Committee were

also present. The American rabbis who attended the meeting,

under the Chairmanship of Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, were:

Rabbi Louis Finkelstein, Chancellor, Jewish Theological Seminary

of America; Rabbi 'Ti.'leodo:ae Friedman, President, Rabbinical

Assembly of America; Rabbi Joseph Lookstein, President, Bar-Ilan

University; Rabbi Julius Mark, President, Synagogue Council of

America; Rabbi Albert Minda, President, central Conference of

American Rabbis.

The American Jewish Committee has collaborated with or drawn

upon the expertise of scholars and leaders who have made import-

ant contributions to the cause of Christian-Jewish relations.

Among them are: the late Dr. Jules Isaac and Father Paul Demann,

both of France; Father Gregory Baum of Canadaj" or. James Parkes

of Britain; Mme. Claire Huchet Bishop of France and the .United

States; and Dr. Eric Werner, Latinist,of New York. The Committee

also has worked closely with organizations devoted to Christian-

Jewish amity in France, Spain, West Germany, the Netherlands,

Italy and several South American count~ies.

cardinal Bea's powerful expression of friendship at the

Ecumenical Council is regarded as an effective .indication that

he and his Secretariat wish to write an end to the antmosities

of past centuries. It underscores his earlier statement at a

IIfraterna1 agape," sponsored by Pro Deo University in Rome in

January 1962: "It is the primordial duty of groups of mankind to
unite for the purpose of overcoming hatreds of the past". The
American Jewish Committee joins with men of goodwill everywhere
in acclaiming Cardinal Bea's declaration as an important step
toward that goal.



Vatican Move A Boon
to Jewish-Catholic Dialogue

;;;;

Vatican sources suggested yesterday that the "Jewish" declanition proposed by
AugusUn Cardinal Bea(Jews should not be ma.descapegoats for the Crucifixion)
may be acted .on before the end of the CU1'1'ent seS81:0n of the Ecumenical Council.
Jewish and Protestant leaders, here and abroad, hailed the declaration as a .
majO?' step towa1'd eli'rninating fTiction between Catholics and Jew.~.

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum., director of the Department of Interreligious Affairs
of the American Je'lm:sh Committee who has 'w01'ked 1cith Cardinal Bea's secretariat,
heTe w1'ites the meaning of the declaration in te1'ms of the way it might be worked
out pmctically in this country.

By Rabbi -Marc H. Tanenbaum
While Pope Paul VI was still Archbishop of Milan, the

president of the Milan-Jewish community drew his attention
to anti-Semitic references in a book being presented to boys
and girls on the occasion of their Confirmation. Cardinal
Montini promptly ordered the withdrawal of the imprimatur
and of the book itself.

When Pope Paul VI received a delegation of JewIsh
leaders last month in the throne room of the. Vatican; he
declared: "We have a common Bible and common God, a
common affinity for the Old Testament as a source of divine
revelation which I use every day in thought· and prayer.
Therefore, we pray together so that the Almighty guide,
comfort. and bless us ... These bonds are what we would
like to strengthen."

These two incidents illustrate vividly the religious
and human relations implications contained in the decree
regarding the Jews that Augustin Cardinal Bell. introduced
to the Vatican Council Friday. Should the Council fathers
adopt this decree-as millions of Jew throughout the world
devoutly hope and pray they will-Pope Paul VI's example.
both in deed and in word. might be seen as providing
decisive guidance to the world's 550 million Catholics .as to
how the substance of the decree is to be translated into
daily practice. .

The decree, which condemns it as "unjust and in
jurious to call the Jewish people a deicide one" and which
declares as "anathema" anti~Jewish attitudes and practices,
represents the capstone effort of Catholic authorities to
repudiate an ancient charge which has resulted in untold
suffering and martyrdom for the Jewish people. Catholic
scholars and writers in the United States, .Europe and Latin
American have long emphasized that the Jews should not·
be made a scapegoat for the sins of all mankind,

Unfortunately. despite such statements. the charge of
Jewish responsibility for the death of Jesus and their
consequent rejection and punishment by God is still found
in Catholic textbooks. sermons and liturgical commentaries.
The importance of Cardinal Bea's decree. if it is approved,
Is that it will give the highest level of support and encour
agement to the efforts of Catholic scholars, theologians,
clergymen, teachers, religious journalists. professional and
lay officials of international and national Catholic bodies
to make this humane and' enlightened viewpoint permeate
the entire Church. from the Vatican to the parochial school
classroom. It cannot but help. as well to influence bene
ficially other multiple sources that lead to anti-Semitism,
which involve the complex inter-action of the home,
school, peer group, neighborhood and mass media,

The 1mplementationof the decree,quite.obviously, rests
entirely In the hands of the Church and can be understood
as part of the Church's vast and irilpressive effort of re
newal and reform. It is neither fitting nor proper for non
Catholics to comment regarding the procedures which the
Church may choose to adopt for implementing the decree.
UnquestionablY, however,. individual Jewish scholars and
competent Jewish organizations devoted to .the !promo
tion of inter-religious understanding stand ready to cooper
ate with Catholic authorities Should their co-operation be
requested.

The growth of dialogues between Catholics and Jews
within recent years must be acknowledged as a remarkable
tool for promoting this inter-religious understanding be
.tween Catholics and Jews, as well as between Christians
and Jews generally. Such dialogue has proceeded on every
level, from scholarly exchanges between the most eminent
theologianS of both falths-such as Cardinal Bell.. and Rabbi
Abraharil Joshua Heschel of the Jewish Theological Sem.1
nary of America-to consultations between Catholic and
JewiSh laymen in local commnuities, mutually exploring
solutions to community problems and seeking co-operation
and joint action across religious lines. We believe that such
dialogues have been enormously beneficial, for both Catho
lics and Jews who have learned better to understand one
another, but also for the common good of the community
as a whole.

Impressive as the growth of these mutual exchanges
has been, only a small proportion of Catholics and Jews
has been touched by the experience. The walls of misunder-.
standing, built over many centuries, have riot yet given
way to permit a completely :free flow of ideas .between the
.two communities. Imagine the kind of intellectual and
spiritual flowering that might result if the dialogue process
were extended to areas of exchange that have not yet been
affected by it. Imagine, for example. a meeting between
Catholic teaching nuns and Jewish teachers discussing
their mutual misperceptions. Imagine a volume' on the
his.tory of relations between Christians and Jews jointly co':'
authored by outstanding Catholic and Jewish scholars. How
many misconceptions, exaggerations, and historical absurdi
ties m.1ght be finally laid to rest!

Those of us who have been privileged to be related to
this process of Catholic-Jewish dialogue have been enriched
and enlightened by it. We can only hope· that the Vatican
Council decree on Jews and Judaism. in its essenCe and
through its implementation, will multiply these opportuni
ties for Catholics and Jews everywhere, and will help trans
late into reality the vision of the late Pope John XXIII of
blessed memory for "a new order of human relations."

Reprinted from

New York )-£eralb atribulte
November 10 I 1963

The American Jewish Committee. Institute of Human Relations. 185 East 58 Street. New York 22. N. Y.
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IN the light of an article
which appeared in last

Sunday's Observer, it is timely
to re-examine the attitude of
Catholics towards the Jewish

,people as a whole.
n seems unlikely that

Catholics as a body are
mnrkedly more prone to anti
Sem.~sm than any other' Gentile
group.
, What we may have to confess
fa that, to somo extent, a latent
enti-Semitisrn may well be made
explicit by what may be called
the conventional interpretation of
one or two Scripture texts. to illY
1I0thing of memories of now
ebandoncd liturrical phraseology.

The hi&torica origins of what
,wo call anti-Semitism arc not

cltogdher clear.· but ,it Seems
~~,l:a~le that, they pre-date the
e;tllilrt1an era. ' '
• There is sufficient evidence to
iUggest that, in the Pagan Roman
Empire, the Jews were treated
with contcmpt and hostility, whilst
tho phenomenon of the " pogrom ..
WlL& certainly not unknown in the
Levant before Christianity had
~~tabliahod there.
" WhAt ill unfortunately true is
that O1ri~l'lll, instead of remem
borlna that, in tho wordo of Piw
Xl. "spirlWAlly wo uo' aU

Scmites,"exacerbated tho situa
tion.

This was, no doubt. partly due
to the early pcneC'ution of
Christian by Jew, with the com
mon human reaction on the part
of Christians, when they came
into power. A~tion and
counter-accusation built up a
regrettable spirit of mutual hatred,
and the OIristians, on their side,
'sougbt to justify an unjuetifiablc
attitude by appealing to Scripture,

.. His blood be upon U3 and
upon, our children." they quoted,

By fro Thomas
CorbishlGY, 5.J.

to 4ugge~t that the Whole Jewish
nation, having called down upon
themselves t1lis terrible cune, were
naturally doomed to sufICf till the
end of the world.

But, apart altof>Cther from the
fact that Our Lord Himself prayed
for forsivene;s for his e:r.ecu
tioneers - Romans, primarily,
though with Jewish connivance 
it is unhistoricill to UiUI:: th:ot the
mOb who bowled for Our Lord's
crucifixion ncce5.iarily ropre:ented
the Jewish na~•. ' " ,

Why would ~,.~MoD ll.4
mon> re~\Ativd·:·&an the

group of women who wept for
Him, than the Galileans who
remained faithful, than the
thousands who, within weeks of
the Crucifixion, joined the Ourch.

More and more, IlCholars are
coming to recognise the moag
Jewish element in early Christian
teaching and practice. It is hieh
time we recognise our debt to
Judai5fD. fully and frankly, and
abandoned for ever any lingering
traCC4 of resentment or selfishness.

Againn the text quoted above
from 51. Matthew, we should set
St. 'Petcr'G words. spoken on the :;;
first Pentecost:' .. Thja ,promise is
for you and for your children and'
for aU those, however far away.
whom the Lord our God calla to
himself:'

And ,again, echoing Our [.()rtrll
prayer for pardon, he flaYs:' .. I
know that you, like your rulers,
acted in i&Doratlc¢...,

If we claim to 'hive th06pirit
and the truth of Chriat, jf we
desiro to maintain our k>yalty to
the teaching of the Apostles, v,"",
must ;Iend tho way 1n,a movement
for complete fello•..wp with Cho
Jews, \to whom we owe ~ much.
Anti~tism is, not merely ,ll'

b<strayal of our" origins; it is a
,denial of Chri~ ,Our Loid' lUld
Hin Ble4llCd Mother, who wore,
l:nd are, in every 1len&3 of' tho
word, tbG purc:t of JCWll,

_. --~-"""-'¥-~.~-_ ....--............_-
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

Institute of Human Relations
165 EAST 56TH STREET NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

PARIS OFFICE
30, rue la Boetie

Paris VIII

August , 19~ .1963. ,

1t1emorandum.'

To::' 'Dr~ ,John Slawson

from: '~aehat'iah Shufjter
" ..,/;

SUbi:. Article in'the i'Qbsewvet"

":"" .. '

I

1 am, sending youhel'elYltha. copy of the article by Lady
'llJa1'b;lra ~~ar(lJac~()n wKi,c:h' ~PP$ar~4 '.in ~lie "Observer'" !

yesterday_,~ '):hisar~i~l~: iS,a, follmi-up"on.'my arUcle
whichwa'~: publis~ed a "week ago .. ' . . "

As' ,,.ou wi.n',n6tlce~ the ,"Observer" is planning to' issue,
a ~mphletconta'i1iing~oththesQartieles.. I am also,
informe&that in,one of,the forthcoming'issues oftne'
uObserver'~'i.n the 's~etion '''I;,ettersto .the EditorU eoro
mentsl'Gceived on b6th the'sa artlc:.1es will be published..

,cc:; ,~~ 'Danzig
s. S~gal,

M~ ,Tanenbaum
Ro. Friedman
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JEWISH I.EADER. CITES REPORTED EFFORTS
TO ABANDON COUNCIL STAND ON JEWS

By Religious News Service (5-29-64)

PITTSBURGH (RNS) -- A stirring call to editors of Catholic
publications to let their "editorial voices bo heard" in vigorous
protest '~gainst reported efforts to abandon the Jewish decree at the
third session of the Ecumenical Council, or to empty it of meaning
by removing the explicit conde~nation of the false deicide charge"
was mnde here by a noted Jewish leader.

'"
Rabbi Marc H. ~nenbaum of New York, national director of the

Interl'eligi9us Affairs Department of the American Jewish Committee,
addresse<l.;,an editorial session of the 54th annual national convention
of the Catholic Press Association. Thece of the session was "Catholic
Jewish Relations in the Light of the Council."

'Tailure on the part of the highest Council of the Catholic Church
to adopt a strong decree that once and for always lays to rest one of
the domon1Q na§@s gf anti~Sem1t1sm,"Rabbi Tanenbaum said, '~ould be
tantamount'to the United States Congress declining to adopt the civil
riehts legislation. The long, hot summer of militant, if not violent,
protest that would inevitably follow in race relations would be .
paralleled' by a long, hot de~e, if not more, of embittered and
resentment-laden Catholic-Jewish relations."

Observing that 'most Jews want the Jewish decree passed, but-they
do not need it," Rabbi Tanenbaum said:

"The Jews have lived and endured in the Christian West for 1900"
years under the shadow of the deicide charge and its derivative, anti
Jewish excesses. Under Godts providence, Jews will continue to survive
as a creative people, loyal witnesses to the Covenant, regardless of
what happens in Rome.

"To the degree that the passage of the decree would help purify
the atmosphere in contemporary life by helping to overcome the histor
ical ambivalences of Christians toward Jews, to that degree are many
Jews eager that the Jewish decree not be mutilated and be allowed to
emerge as the clear conscience of the Church and the Catholic ,..
community."

Rabbi Tanenbaum called the decree on the Jews "necessary for the
Cath91ic Church and for Christians generally as much, if not more,
than it is for the Jews.'"

"There will be no realization," ho said, "of Pope John's inJfllction,
that the Church must be 'sine macula at ruga' -- without spot or .
blemish -- unless and until it rids itself decisively of the seeds of
anti-Semitism.

'~nless and until the Church, and Christians generally, overcome
the scandal of racial pride that feeds prejudice against the Negro
and religious arrogance that breeds the ant~-human attitudes and
practices toward the Jews, the history of~he Church will remain in
flagrant contradictio~ to its the~logyg

~ J
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"Church teaching, mainly that forml1lated in that first four
centuries, created the myth of the Jews as 'eternal Judas', fated to
be banished and suffer punishment under the mark of Cain across the
centuries; and Church teaching must rectify that mythic perception of
the Jews that has fatally impregnated "Vestern civilization. "

"The Catholic Church, and Christians generally," Rabbi Tanenbaum
added, "need the Jewish decre~ and especially the clarification of the
deicide issue, in order to restore unambiguously the Biblical and
prophetic mode of Christian life and thought.

"Christianity is in constant ~ension pulled by its Graeco-Roman
inheritance in one direction and by its Jewish inheritance in another
direction. Judaism, which is a powerfully anti-pagan, anti-idolatrous
force in Christianity, helps to preserve Christians from succumbing
to the idolatrous and demonic pulls of Graeco-Romanism.

"When the clear Jewish p~ophetlc impulse is subdued or suppressed,
the result can be the frightening, demonic heresies. Nazism, fascism
and communism represent embodiments of this Christian heresy which
began with Marcion and culminated with Nietzsche's proclamation of the
death of the Jewish God."

Rabbi Tanenbaum said it is for this reason "that reports that
the Jewish decree, firstly will be mutilated by removing condemnation
of the deicide accusation, and secondly may be placed within the
secretariat for non-Christians have led to such great misgivings
among many thoughtful Catholics as among Jews."

The Catholic editors responded to Rabbi Tanenbaum's talk with
enthusiastic and long applause.

Similar apprehension over the fate of the Council's statement
on the Jews was voiced at the session by Msgr. John M. Oesterreicher
of the Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies, Seton Hall University,
Newark, N.J., and Dr. Joseph L. Lichten of the Anti-Defamation ..
League, B'nai B'rith. .

The session was modera~ed by Father Edward H. Flannery of the
Providence Visitor. -0-

NEW HAMPSHIRE METHODIST
SUPPORTS RI TS BILL

Service (5-29-64)

HAMPTON, N•• (RNS) -- The ivil rights bill was strongly
supported in a re olution passe here at the 135th annual convention
of New Hampshtre thodists.

The convention Iso adopJed a resolution supporting peaceful
means of preventing uba fro starting an accidental nuclear war and
stating '~e hope that this n tion will not make the same mistake by
sending military force into Cuba that Khrushchev made when he sent
m11i"i;ary force into Hun ar in 1956."

Bishop James K. Mat ws of Massachusetts, told the delegates that
within the next month se¥ ral volunteers from the New Hampshire clergy

·will exchange PUIPitSfi~ Negro pastors in the South, accepting lower
salaries and sub-standa d rsonages in the interest of the anti
discrimination cause.

He said the exch nge 0 clergy would implement the recent decision
of the General Methodist Con erence at Pittsburgh to abolish the
"central Negro juriS'diction" ,n a: voluntary basis by 1968.

. However he slated that "eyen if the central jurisdiction is
abolished, it m_y/not do away with segregation in The Methodist·
Church." j' -0- PAGE -16-
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1n-c.:v·Jj,( J@[~ A~ YGlle V@~~~@mJ,
With all the .'Tewish secular leaders vying fOf ,audiences with the

Pope, the vaticaI;!. must be subject to a virtual traffic jam. One
would think all this pressure would result in positive action towards
the Je\vish people by the Catholic Church. We regret that thus far,
no real dramatic action has been Iorthc0!!1i.Iig~ Most of the glorious' I"

talk concerning abetter understanding of the Jewish people,wh,ich :
would result in, less hatred from the non-jew to the Jew, has'
,bogged dOW:1. 'We have heard that the powers that be, mthe

-::VatiCan, do not want to show a justified ,and more favorable attitude
is long overdue, for Jearo(antagoniiing the Arabcouritries. We

, learn that the po_sitiv~:iiti.t;udetoward 'the Jewish people has been
. - postponed J:1dhu'ng up in the committee, To 'say the least this is

not a nov~l tech~ique for~i1ling a'nd burying.
The fact thaqhe Vatic~n officials acnhis way is not surp,rising. '

We feel, howeve'r, that the excessive humbleness before the Pope
'is not helping the Jewish cailse. Firstly, the Catholics probably
, realize that the Jewish representatives do not come \vith the proper'

credentials. For, in effect, they are laymen speaking to clergymen.'
, By in' large, they repre~ent the non-religious community;, non.:.

religious philosClpl:y spe,!king'to a r~ligious philosophy. Not only
arc we not winning a pOint, but what is worse we are losing,our
prestige and dignity. We, are begging and pleading for something

'whkh is rightfully ours.'Surely, such an attitude can Qring forth
only contempt ,and' scorn from the non-Jewish world. ,We feel,
therefore, that, the time ,has come to stop this nonsensical, non-',
productice bowingtothe~ope.' " .
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on the point or view
of the Rabbinical
I 8m attaching our

·"~ -j,~

July 1, 1964

/'
Dear Rabbi Feuer,

T am commontin~ on y~~ statement as tt appears tn the
Jewish Telegraphic Agency Bulletin on June 22, 1964, relative
to tlw efforts on the part of ~ Jewish organization to erroct the
elimination of the doicide char3e and its relative "tl~mes or
contempt" against the Jews as found in Catholic literature
(teaching materials, liturgy, homilies, etc.>

We hav~ already ~~de our observations
expressed by some Rabbis at the convention

_ Council of A~ericn held on June 22, 1964.--.. statement for your information.

You state that anti-Semitic outgrowths of Christian teachings
are a Christian probleM, and hence a direct approach to. Catholics,
to remove references to the deic1de charge is nan obsequious.appeal"
and "revolting to tho Jewish spirit and· an--insult ·t'Q the..memoryor~'-'---='7-~
Jewish martyrdom." - . - ..- . - - -- - ..

Certa1nly it ts true that anti-3emltism is a Christian problem.
As a matte~ of historio fact, the American Jewish Committee has
pioneered in studies proving that prejudioe is a problem of the
bigot end not of the victim. '

But thoush ant1-~ernitism 19 a'Christian problClm. it remains
a problem that very much concerns Sews. In combatting prejudice, - ..
the victim, though he bo in.the right, certainly should use all the
tools at his command, to assist the discriminator in divesting him
self of his distorted views. Prejudice dtamagas the prejudiced nnd him
against whom it is dlrsated. It is well that all should seek to
eradicate it by all reasonable means 1n all its unreasonable forms •

.---.
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ThrouGh the years, the American Jewish Committee has made use
of 8 variety of tools -- documentation, discussion, social action,
soientific analysis -- in its efforts to combat anti-Semitism in
its many aspocts. Our strategy and offorts have always been pursued
in the best "Jewish spirit," in the hope of. preventing future
generations from being subjected to "Jewish martyrdom. 1t

It is our contention that the effort to eliminato trom Christian
literature the concept of the collective guilt. of the JeWish people
for the death of Jesus constitutes probably the most iMportant
step that cnn now be taken in behalf of the dignity and welfare of
world Jewry. It is easy to agree, as you say, that "such an act
of atonement on tho part of the Church is long overdue and should
need no speclal pleading on our part." . But the fact remains that
for. close to 2000 years this concept has proved to be'a stubborn
and persistent cause of anti-Semitism.

The theological consideration involved is, of course, that o~

Christendom. But the achievement of a human relations and inter
group insight with regard to the consequonces of the retention and
continued teaching·of this precept is certainly the right -- nay,
the responsibility -- of JeWish leadership.

For the benefit of the total society, I believe it is right
and proper that each -- Christian and Jew -- should encourase the
other 1n steps toward understanding without giving effect to
questions of pride, prior responsibility and ceremony.

Sincerely yours,

l1orrlsB-. Abram

Rabbi Leon Feuer, President
Central Conference of American Rabbis
Collingwood Avenue Temple Shoroer Emunim
2335 Collingwood Avenue
Toledo, Ohio

MBA/pB
Ene. -

P.s. 'Since your statements wera widely quoted in the general
press.• I am send.ing copies of_ this letter to the prees,
but limiting this to the Anglo-Jewish press.

I
.I

I

cc: Rabbi Sidney Regner

\-,
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July 1, 1964

Dear. Rabbi Regner,

I have today sent a letter to Rabbi Feuer in response
to his statement to the press 'regarding the role of
Jewish agencies, like the American Jewish Committee's
involvement with the Vatican Council.

For your personal inrormation I am enclosing a copy
ot our letter.

With warmest parsonal ~egards.

Sincerely yours.

Morris B. Abram

Rabbi Sidney Regner, Executive Vice President
Central Conference of American Rabbis
790 Madison Avenue
New York, New York

- ,
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July 8, 1964

Mr. Morton K.,Blaustein
'Blaustein Bui~ding

Baltimore, Md.\2l203

Dear Mr. Blaustein:

Rabbi Tanenbaum is presently on vacation. I spoke to him
on the phone this morning, and he has asked me to send him
a copy of your letter and your correspondence with Rabbi
Morris Lieberman. I am sure Marc will be in touch with you
in the near future.

In the meantime, however, he suggested that I send you copies
of Morris Abram's letter to Rabbi Leon Feuer, President of
CCAR, and of our press release defending our program in re
lation to the Ecumenical Council.

JH:as
Encs.

Cordially,

If I may be of any further assistance in Rabbi Tanenbaum's
absence, please let me know.

Judith Hershcopf, Assistant Director
Interreligious Affairs Department

tJf. Tanenbaum j
J. Slawson

CC:
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MORTON K. BLA.USTEIN

BLAUSTEIN BUILDING

BALTIMORE, MD. 21203

July 6, 1964

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director
Interreligious Affairs Department
The American Jewish Co~~ittee

165 Eo 56th Street
New York, New York 10022

Dear Harc:

1 would like very much to have your reaction to
Rabbi Morris Lieberman's June 29 response to my June 23
letter, copies of both·of which 1 am enclosing.

You need not bother with the NCRACjLCBC issue; but
as to Morris' views concerning the Ecurnenj.cal Council,
·1 ~eel that 1 should probably respond rather forthrightly
to his letter without waiting for an opportunity to talk
the matter over with him. wnat do you think?

Sincerely,

Morton" K. Blau~te1n-

MKB:ltg.
Enclosures

------- ,
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MORTON X. BLAUSTEIN

BLAUSTEIN BUILDING

COpy

Rabbi Horri s Lieberman
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation
7401 Park Heights Avenue
Baltlmore g Maryland 21208

Dear Horris:

June 2)g 1964

"' ...

I am rushing off on a business trip to Texas D but
teel that I must comment to you briefly on two points
deriving from last night 's me.eting or the Baltimore
Jewish Council o

First$ ri'elt that - when you were explaining your
concern about the power or absence of power of the Council
to enforce its decisions - you might have sensed what it
is that has been bothering the American Jewish Co~ittee

all these years about the NCRAC and the Le3eo I am sure
you realized that the position which you were taking -
t..ri th which!) e.s you lmowj) r agree - was exactly .the ssrne .-. '.
position that AJC has been roalntaining over the years in,
connection with "super bodies" whlcb. have,·or fElal that .
they'havo, the right to enforce their decisions on an
independent organization o The difference~ of course, is.
between a voluntary type of super-body and bodies which
have an organization (HCRAe) and/or nature (LCBe) which
precludes the voluntary concept o

Incidentally, there have been some recent develop
ments in qonnectlon with AJC vis-a-vis HCRAe and LCBO
which r am sure will be of interest to you; Frank Kaufman
is more informed as to these matters than r am, and I am
sure that he wi,11 be glad to bring you up to date o I am .
sending him e copy of this letter o ,

Secondly~ I can hardly tell you how astonished and
dismayed I was to hear your cow~ent concerning the part
that certain of the Community Relations Agencies - whichR

of course, specifically includes the American Jewish
Co~~ittee~ which has made a great contribution - have
played in matters relating to the Ec~~enical Counc~ I
really must register my very strong dissent with you on
this point. ll.mong other things~ Horris» as you of course
know~ the American Jewish Committee is without question
the most experienced.Beeney of any kind in the Jewish
C"Oir.muni ty with regard to interreligious matters. affecting
relatlonshipsbetwe0I.1 Catholics and Jewso As a matter of
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fact, when the American Je\vish,Comroittee first began
to work 1dth the Catholic hierarchy on interreligious
matters~ other Jewish organizations - including
Rabbinical organizations - scoffed at the idea» saying ,
that it was nonsense and that nothing could be accomplished.
The great record of progress inthls field,over the last
couple of 'decades '1s D in i taelf ~ eloquen't testimony to the
soundness orAJC's initial and continuing work in the area o

Asa matter of .fact D I think it is perhaps not too bold
to say that the Schema presently under discussion would ,
never have b?6n introduced without the work of the Co~~ittee '
and» even i:f there ia doubt as to that D there can certainly
be no doubt that the unanimous support of the Schema ,on ::,: ..
the part of the Catholic hierarchy in America is subs tan;'" "
ti~lly due to the work initiated and 'continued by AJC :
which, helpfully,hss in recent years been joined in this
effort by other groups e ' ,

I just do not at all understand your feeling that
matters concerning the Jewish relationship to the
Ecumenical Council should be left to the Rabbinical
organizations. Frankly~ if you will forgive me for being
so blunt# I am going, tO,say what I ~eal1y feel# namely,
that the very idea is so ludicrous as to be humorous.

·rrav1ng said all the above~let me add that, as you
of course mow» I love you dearly., Outj> as I have told
you before, I do regret that yourviews, as a former key
person in the American Jewish Committee, have apparently
moved so far from those of the .organization.

:' PerhapsD over the surorner~ we can sip a mint jUlep
some e~ening on your lawn or ours and discuss these matters
further a If we do thi a, I think I vIi 11 try to bring a
small army of supporters - because I have learned g from
preVious experienceD that your a~guments are both forceful
and effective. .

'. l.

With warm regards D

Sincerely,

HKB:ltg

cc: 111'. Frank A~ Kaufman

bc: Mrs. M. Petet Moser

Morton Kg Blaustein

" .
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RABBI MORRIS LIEBERMAN

BALTIMORE HEBREW CONGREGATION "

7401 PARK HEIGHTS AVENUE

Mr. Morton K. Blaustein
Blaustein Building
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Dear Morton:

BALTIMORE G. MARYLAND

June 29, 1964

;' ..,

""
.\ .

Your letter reaches me just before going on vacation, and I
regret that the opportunity to talk will have to be deferred
until some time in August. I take your writing to me, however,
as an act of friendship. I feel that our relationship is strong
enough on a personal basis so that we can talk to each other
with the utmost frankness.'

On your first point, my insistence that the synagogues are
sovereign, I have also felt that the members of the NCRAC
and the LCBC were also independent and sovereign. I do
not feel that the joining of the Committee with these groups
would in any way diminish the independence of action which
every constituent rightly claim s. I have heard some rumbling s
about a closer relationship between the American Jewish Com
mittee and the Anti-Defamation League with the NCRAC and the
LCBC. I would welcome this development very much. In regard
to the second matter which you raise, I must say that what may
seem to you to be so ludicrous as to be humorous, seeqls to me'
so unfortunate as to be almost tragic. I am not happy about
the approach' of the Committee to the Catholic hierarchy about
the Schema. I think the Committee1s approach has been entirely
'in terms of public relations; from my viewpoint, the issue is
one of historical truth and religious integrity. Were the Schema
to be proclaimed, I would not be impressed by the exoneration
of the Jewish people from a crime which they never committed.
The question is one for the Catholic Church to face as a matter '

, of truth. The Jews have been victimized by .one of the greatest
lies in all history. This is the testimony of many outstanding )
Christian scholars 0
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Beyond this, I am troubled by what seems to be the reluctance
of the Church, despite the approaches which have been made,
to issue a forthright statement. I think that the Jewish groups
which have taken the initiative will bear a very heavy burden
of responsibility if after such urgent solicitation, the statement
is still withheld. Silence now' on the part of the Church will.
be construed as a reaffinnation of the charge of deicide.

I may say to you that this subject was discussed at our recent
rabbinical conference. Though I gather that you are not deeply
impressed by rabbinical opinion, I think that the rabbis have
at least an equal insight into the problem with the American
Jewish Committee and perhaps a greater right to speak for the
Jewish community.

I would be very happy to discuss these questions with you at
length upon my return. I hope that such an eve~lng can be
arranged.

Wannest regards, .

Sincerely,

/It~
M orri s Liebennan

ML:vl

cc: Mr. Frank A. Kaufman

.. --------
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DRAFT

Rabbi Theodore N.Lewis
Progressive ~ynagogue
Ocean Avenue at Avenue I
Brooklyn 30, N. Y.

Dear Rabbi Lewis:

Thank you for your letter of August 14th.

l~ile I respect your point of view with regard to efforts of

the A J C to confront the historical basis of anti-Semitism
. . I

in distorted ChDjSjian teaching, obviously JllUll do not share

your point of view.' When strong and influential elements of

the Catholic Church is finally prepared to danfront the

structural of anti-Semitism and to do something

about irradicating the hostile and mystic persecution of the

Jewish-Christian teaching, I believe that it-is s~ort ~

sighted in the utmos"t mot to see the historic opportunities

in such a moment and to seek to exploit them for the benefit

of our people and the future physical well being. Apparently,

there is a JewiSh "backlash" toward the Catholic liberal which

in many ways is not dissimilar with the Negro backlack. Para

docically, it seems. to me ,the Jew's have become so accommodated

to having as an'object of ourhQstility, 'an anti-Jewish'Vatican

or anti-Jewish Catholic hierarchy that it beeomes difficult·to

'want to give up such a familiar object of relationship. Many

Jews, .inch~.ding the State 'of' Israel, and the World Jewish '" ongress

and the C~)Il.ference of Jewisb.· ..Material Claims Agai~st Germany,

have accepted a working relationship 'with a "new Germany" even

though theholocaus't is still f~esh in our memories. Why. is

it so mmotionally

relationship with

"

disorientating to try to achieve a working 11
what is clearly and. demonstratively a "new ChUrCh~(,JI
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During the Fourth Laterin Council in the 13th century,

Isaac Beneviste led a Jewish·delegation to Rome in order to

deal with i,mpending ecclesiastical legilation that would be

harmrul to the Jews, the Vaad Arba Ha'arotzot carried on nego

tiations with the Vatican in order to influence a ,condemnation

of the blood ~ibel calumny•.

I think it .is an illusion as well as an evasion of re

sponsibility to say let the Christians deal with this problem

themselves~ Anyone who has the least contact· with Catholic

theologians or clerics sUddently becomes aware of how terribly

ignorant th~y, are by and large of the Jewish historic experience

in the Christian west, not to speak·of·their vertual amnesia

of Jewish religious life and thoughtfrom·the Old Testament

down to contemporary time1J. In many ways, this terrible but

real situation is paralleled by the white Christian and Jewish

societies vertual total illiteracy about the Negroes social,
. .

culturai and religious history in America. How can this be?

The fact is th~t such is the case. And a darn good part of the

ehit;e man's re.action to the Negro grows out of this ignorance

and his substitutions of m:rths, sterotype and. misrepresentati on

!02zkKBBzzamuzz tor·truth. The Negro has painfully learned that
his

he has had to take ,( destiny in his 0 wn hands and move as well as

persuade the white society to 'act on his pro . of principles.

The analogy of the Jewish situation in the Christian world is

very close.· Christians literally have to be reeducated about

Jews, Judaism, and what Christians have done in the past to the

Jews. And while there are a number of Christians, --pitifully few
" )
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who have reached the point orunde~standing that they are able

to communicate something or this perspective to their rellow

Christians, the fact remains that the living confron*ation

• between a Jew and a Christian Qn this basis has proven kkBWR

ixx1x thus far to be the most efrective.

If you have the time, I could demonstrate this thesis by

showing you textbook after textbook, article after article,

growing numbers of nuns' and priests who are c'oming to synagogues

and temples to learn rirst hand about Jews and Judaism, to the

response of their awaremess of the evil of anti-Semitism which

we have helped sensitize them to as well as their recognition

·of the ind,ebtedness of Christianity .to Judaisn.

I am at unsympathetic to the sentiment which says this is

a Christian problem and let the Christians work out their own

solution. This as, as we all well know, a utopian illusion in

thereal world of knowledge.and ignorance, and ptractitioners

in this world who want to see things.get done rather than hope

they will be done have opted to seize this historic moment

and see that its potential for good is .realized..

Obviously I do not expect.you or any of my colleagues who

have for so long nursed, with much obvious historic and moral

justification" an anti-Christianity,. anti-goyism, as the Jewish

polemical response to anti-Semitt'sm and anti-Judaism. Nor 'do

I think I can persuade any of my colleagues who consciously

hold to the necessity of anti-Semitism as a theory of Jewish

survival. I grant you the integrity of your position; I only

ask they you give me the equal benefit of the doubt that I am



persuaded that after years o~ work and study of 'thisp roblem

that I am acting in good fei. th, C' shem shamayimand for the

benefi t ,of, k'lal yisroel. I have not the least doubt' that

Jewish history when ~t 'records this period based on a serious

examination of what theA J C has done ~nd the 'responsible and

statesmanlike way in which i t ,has done it will' record our con

tribution to our people and our faith as a blessing.

If you have the time, I would welcome your visiting me '

so ,that ,we could discuss this at greater length. I would

welcome an opportunity to discuss this entire question withn

you, priva~ely or perhaps before your congregation. I have found

these discussions in' s'ynagogues' and temples around the country

and of genuine importance to an understanding of the seriousness of

this p~oblem.
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" It would be a: mistake on the part of the responsible
Jewish leadership to lool~ upon the ~ Jewish chapter' before,
the Ecumenical Council as a matter of do or die." So wide
spread is the movement among Christians towards eliminating
antisemitism in texts and liturgy, including the deicide charge,
that, even if the chapter'is not approved in Rome," the revolu-,

.lion has now begun and it would " . '
fake a counter-revolution to, lion Conference' 'at Marquette
stop it." University, Milw:lUkee, Wisconsin,

, ". .. : . This was, his second year as a
ThIS IS ·the OpInIOn <.>f RabbI member of the international

Ma~c .II,. Tanenbaum,. .. the faculty, of the conference, which
national dIrector :of the Depart- servcs the spiritual and intellectual

<."
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Rabbi Tanenbaum in discussion with nuns at the Pius XII Religious
Education Centre at MOlll"Oe, Michigan

, .
mellt of Iriter-religious Affairs nceds of 170,000 teachin;:: nuns in
of the American Jewish Com- America.', .
Iilittee, who has· been closer to· He told the nuns, as he had told
the e,fforts for rapprochement the intel:national Ecumenical Con
bctwecn Christian' and Jew,' both fercnce and ,Medieval . Studies:
hcre and in Rome, than any other Institute. at Wcstern Michigan
Jew in Amcrica, possibly in the ' University the week before, of the
world, He was referring to the 'considerable concern and anxiety
chaptcr concerning relations be- over the fate of the "Jewish
twccn the Catholic Church and the chapter." ','
Jcws in the Schcma on Ecumcnism. To YOllr correspondent, he criti-

H:Jbbi Tanenbaum was inter- cised the" shooting.from-thc-hip
'viewed by your correspondent on syndrome of many of my col-
his return from the Sister Forma- Continued foot, of coh!mn 3 '
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TanenbaUID defends Vatican
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Defensive efforts

A great deal of' the efforts
. towards understanding so far had
been .. defensive," devoted to
identifying the problems and
themes around which antisemitism
had developed across the centuries.
"Now we've begun to move into
a new and more constructive phase
-the preparation of new materials
which not only do not contain the
conventional anti-Jewish refer
ences but present in non-polemical
and in an affirmative fashion the
rootedness and indebtedness of
Christianity to Jews and Judaism:'
he added.

Rabbi Tanenbaum, who is 38, is
a graduate of both Yeshiva
University. (Orthodox) and the
Jewish Theological Seminary of
America (Conservative), \vhere he
was ordained, and a former execu
tive director of the Synagogue
Council of America (Orthodox.
Conservative and Reform)•.

Asked whether the failure to
adopt the "Jewish chapter" in
Rome would set back the work of
improving relations with Catholic
ism, Rabbi Tanenbaum replied that
it m!ght lead to caution for a periOd
of tIme.
, But he said the wish to improve

.relations .. is so deep <lnd wide
spread among the enlightened
clements among the priests,
bishops ahd sisters that I think

. they won't be dissuaded iroi:n the
effort." .

Continued from column 2

leagues, r:1bbis and other Jewish
. leaders. Emotion:11, impulsive,

uninformed statements' arc being'
made in the public press in this
country <lnd <lbroad which are not
grounded in any understanding" of
developments in 1he matter of the
"Jewish chapter." ,

HabbiTnllenbaum declared that
these leaders ":lpparently fear
their c<lp<lcity to inspire Jews to
reloin their icJentity and commit
ment to Jud<lism without the
external crutch of antisemitism."

He :lttacked press criticism. of
the efforts of the American Jewish
Committee in this field <1S a Chillul
Hashem, b:Jsed on .. complete .
ignor:mce of what is being done.'"

•. We know [Qt. a fact," he said,
" that tllesc st<ltements of the Rab
binical Council of America (Ortho
dox) and' the Central Conference
of Amerie<ln Rabbis (Reform) were
used by antisemitic elements.in the
Vatican and by the Arab States
to prove that religious Jews are
hostile to Christians, thot they are
not interested in the' Jewish chap
ter,' and th:1t, therefore, Cardi:1al
Bea and those who share his: vi ---.,
point are unnccessorily getting tile
Catholic CllUrch into trouble."

The "Jewish chapter" would
be t.he climax of a series of efforts
involving many Christians of good- .
will in mony parts of the world'
over a period of time going back'
<It le<lst to the end of the Second' .
World War, Rabbi Tanenbaum'
said.
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INTRODUCTION

In all the lands between the Atlantic and the Ural Mountains, there are fewer
than four million Jews. Over half live in the Soviet Union. Before World War II,
Jews in the same countries numbered nearly 10 million.

Today, 20 years after Hitler converted prejudice into mass murder, it seems
almost incredible that anti-Semitic activity should persist-here or anywhere in the
world. Yet, throughout Western Europe, Nazi-minded organizations are again
openly promoting hatred of Jews and transmitting their warped ideologies to mem
bers of a new generation. Though these groups are small and for the most part po
litically powerless, they may have a potential which we dare not disregard.

Equally disturbing are recent developments in Latin America, where over
600,000 Jews have their homes. In some of the South American countries, rocked by
grave economic problems and seething with political discontent, small but virulent
anti-Semitic organizations are conducting Nazi-style terrorist operations.

Although these scattered movements lack central planning and direction, they
have established a degree of informal international cooperation, particularly for
propaganda purposes. Their publications promote one another and carry advertise
ments for counterparts all over the world. Subscribers to one such journal quickly
find themselves on the mailing lists of half a dozen others in as many countries. Occa
sionally, campaigns are visibly coordinated; thus pamphlets in defense of Eichmann,
similar enough to suggest a common source, appeared simultaneously in Italy,
Switzerland and Great Britain.

Neo-Nazi and neo-Fascist groups have sought to take advantage of unsettled
political conditions and to infiltrate organizations of disaffected citizens. In France,
for example, they injected anti-Semitic ideology into Pierre Poujade's anti-demo
cratic movement. Later, anti-Semites gained a foothold in the Secret Army Organi
zation, the terrorist group established to prevent Algerian independence.

3



In sum, the neo-Nazis have managed to keep anti-Semitic ideas alive in many
parts of the free world, hoping that some political or economic cataclysm may pro
vide them with new opportunities. Where prosperity reigns, as in Western Europe,
no such opportunities are within sight, and the anti-Semites' following seems actu
ally to be declining. But where conditions are unsettled, as in Latin America, Nazi
like movements and ideas may exert a dangerous appeal.

Meanwhile, in the Soviet Union, anti-Semitic measures are officially sanc
tioned. Soviet spokesmen keep reiterating that their country's Constitution guaran
tees religious freedom and explicitly forbids "any restriction of the rights of citizens
on account of their race or nationality" as well as "any advocacy of racial or na
tional hatred and contempt." Yet the Government abridges the religious and cul
tural rights of Jews, restrains Jewish community life ever more tightly (even pro
hibiting the baking of matzah for Passover), publicizes the Jewish backgrounds of
persons on trial for economic crimes, and singles out Jews for capital punishment
in such cases. Allowed neither to assimilate nor to live Jewish lives nor to emigrate,
the Jews of the Soviet Union today are trapped in a desperate predicament.

The present survey deals with organized anti-Semitism. It is concerned with
overt activity - not with underlying psychological or sociological factors. Some
opinion-poll figures are cited merely as background information.

The material presented here was gathered and analyzed by the American Jew
ish Committee's offices and representatives in New York, Paris, Frankfurt, Buenos

Aires and Rio de Janeiro.
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WESTERN EUROPE

GREAT

Until the summer of 1962, when disorders were
provoked in London's Trafalgar Square by anti-Semi
tic harangues, Fascist groups in Great Britain had at
tracted no significant attention, despite their efforts
during the previous decade. According to the Board
of Deputies of British Jews, 24 Fascist meetings took
place in Trafalgar Square from 1959 through 1961,
but were virtually ignored by the public.

On July 1, 1962, Colin Jordan's National Socialist
Party staged a meeting under the slogan, "Free Brit
ain from Jewish Control." It was the first such gather
ing to receive advance publicity in the national press.
Jordan and John Tyndall, his national secretary,
called for the expulsion of Negroes and, in effect, the
murder of Jews. An angry demonstration broke up
the meeting. The police helped Jordan and his fol
lowers flee the crowd. Similar outbreaks took place at
subsequent outdoor meetings called by Sir Oswald
Mosley's Union Movement and Andrew Fountaine's
British National Party. Finally, the Government
barred the use of Trafalgar Square for the summer.

The three organizations that agitated these disturb
ances, numerically small and at odds with each other,
are today the main active Fascist groups in Britain.
Mosley's Union Movement is by far the most im

portant.

The Union Movement

Formed in the 1930's, the Union Movement had its
heyday in 1936, when it gained substantial strength.
Many splinter Fascist groups cropping up in Britain
at various times have been offshoots of the Union.

Unlike similar, now defunct, organizations of the
pre-war era such as the Imperial Fascist League
formed in 1929 by Arnold Leese, which followed the
Nazi line in its anti-Jewish themes, and the National
Socialist League founded by the notorious William
Joyce, who broadcast for the Germans as "Lord Haw-

BRITAIN

Haw" and was hanged as a traitor, Mosley's Union
has managed to survive. But according to Alan Rog
ers, reporter of the London Daily Herald, who during
1962 succeeded in joining the movement for 10
weeks, its membership is only a fraction of the 40,000
claimed by Union officials.

Rogers found that immediately after the Trafalgar
Square riot involving the Mosley party in July 1962,
membership rose rapidly for a few weeks; however,
by November, enrollments tapered off to about 40 a
week. Rogers also reported that the movement's
branches included about 14 in the London area, four
in Manchester and several recently revived or set up
in Sheffield, Middlesbrough and other northern
towns. The. organizing secretary, Barry Ayres, told
Rogers that in towns having no branch about three
quarters of the new members left almost immediately.
Apparently the tendency to quit is widespread once
people grasp the nature of the movement.

Conversations with Sir Oswald's son, Max Mosley,
led Rogers to believe that no one of importance was
on the secret list of supporters. "But they have prom
ised support if ever we are near power," Max
Mosley said. Minimum annual expenses are estimated
at about $50,000, with membership subscriptions pay
ing about one-third. Top contributions seem to be
about $600 a year; a $3,000 gift is considered excep
tional. Rogers is convinced that Mosley himself makes
up the annual deficit. .

The Union's publication is Action, a journal ap
pearing sometimes fortnightly, sometimes monthly,
and at times disappearing for several months - de
pending, it may be assumed, on the movement's fi
nancial condition.

Rogers' expose in the Daily Herald characterized
the Union Movement as a myth, not a menace, and de
scribed Mosley as "a bad joke," with no future even
in the event of an economic slump, and no one to re-



place him when he dies. The proper answer to any
disturbances stirred up by the Mosleyites, Rogers sug
gested, was not counter-demonstrations, which would
only give them free publicity, but stronger laws
against inciting race hatred.

The British National Party

At the start of 1960, two Fascist groups which had
appeared on the scene several years earlier formed a
coalition. One was the National Labour Party, found
ed by John Bean after his expulsion from A. K. Ches
terton's League of Empire Loyalists, an organization
launched in 1954 to "preserve the British Empire
against treacherous elements," especially "interna
tional finance." The other was the White Defence

League, a group created by Colin Jordan in 1959.
Bean's group, with Andrew Fountaine as honorary
president, now joined with Jordan's to form the Brit
ish National Party.

An elite unit called "Spearhead" was set up within
the new party as a means of appealing to the youngest
followers. Members of "Spearhead," Jordan wrote,
were expected "to march on in the spirit of the Storm
Trooper of the '30s." They wore special uniforms and
were the party's street-fighters. But Bean and Foun
taine disapproved of the total identification with
nazism advocated by Jordan, and the alliance broke
up in February 1962. Jordan thereupon formed his
British National Socialist Party on avowed Nazi lines,
while Bean and Fountaine retained control of the
British National Party.

Following the split, BNP kept the party paper,
Combat, replacing its Sun Wheel insignia with the

.Celtic Cross. BNP leaders demand steps against the
"biological extermination of the white race." They
assert they will not pass any anti-Semitic laws, should
they come to power, but will create a climate in which
Jews will not want to live. By forming a "Commit
tee for Preservation of Free Speech," they pose as de

fenders of democracy in opposing legislation that
would curb expression of racial and anti-Semitic
hatred.

BNP's enrollment is believed to be quite small. In
1961, before Jordan's withdrawal, the party claimed
5,000 members, all "of pure Northern racial ances-
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try." About a fifth or tenth of that figure was prob
ably nearer the truth. After the breakup of the coali
tion, BNP retained the bulk of the membership, leav
ing Jordan with a following whose estimated size var
ies from twoscore to three or four hundred.

The British National Socialist Party

Colin Jordan is considered the spiritual heir of
Arnold Leese, leader of the pre-war Imperial Fascist
League, whose widow gave J~)fdan her house in Not
ting Hill, plus some financial support. After his split
with BNP, Jordan kept the Leese house and control
of the Northern European, organ of the Northern
European Ring, an international neo-Nazi group with
which the BNP-Jordan coalition had been affiliated.

Unlike BNP, Jordan calls for a boycott of elections
and expulsion of Jews and colored peoples from
Great Britain. He defines Christianity as servility to
Jews. Democracy is to be abolished. And, as noted,
he believes in storm-troop action.

A raid by Scotland Yard on the organization's head
quarters yielded uniforms, flags and other parapher
nalia revealing the existence of the "Spearhead"

group. The Government began legal proceedings on
August 17, 1962, against Colin Jordan and three other
members of his National Socialist Party for violation
of Section 2 of the Public Order Act of 1936, which
forbids members or supporters of groups to be

... organized and trained or organized and equip
ped either for the purpose of enabling them to be
employed for the use or display of physical force
in promoting any political object, or in such man
ner as to arouse reasonable apprehension that they
are organized and either trained or equipped for
that purpose.

On October 15, after an ll-day trial, the first of its
kind under this Act, Jordan and his three supporters
were found guilty and sentenced to prison terms up to
nine months.

In a separate action, Jordan and Tyndall were tried

for their roles in the July 1 Trafalgar Square riot.
Both were found guilty, and Jordan was sentenced to
two months' imprisonment for violating the Public

Order Act by using insulting language likely to cause
disorder. But on September 4, 1962, a court of ap
peals acquitted him on the ground that his speech was
only "very, very near the borderline," not over it.



The police now appealed the case to the High
Court, in order to determine how far officers of the

law might go under the Public Order Act in dealing
with insults against racial or religious groups. On

March 19, 1963, Lord Parker, Lord Chief Justice,

ruled against Jordan, stating that guarantees of free

speech did not give anyone the right to vilify others

- to "threaten, be abusive or insult them in the sense

of hitting them by words." The case has been re

turned to the London courts for restoration of the

conviction and determination of the sentence.

Jordan, a teacher at the Stoke Secondary Modern

School at Coventry, had meanwhile been suspended

from his position, with full pay, until December 31,

when he was dismissed. Recently released from

prison, he still ~faces charges of unprofessional con

duct before a committee of the British Union of

Teachers.

Legislative Curbs on Hate Groups

During the late summer of 1962, after the outdoor

meetings called by the Fascists had led to counter

demonstrations and resulted in about 200 arrests, the

Government justified its temporary ban on the use

of Trafalgar Square on the ground that "it would not

be right to allow these meetings at a time of year
when there were likely to be holiday-makers and other

visitors in the square."

Under present British la\y, action against hate

groups can be taken on two grounds. The first, as

Home Secretary Henry Brooke reminded the House

of Commons on November 3, 1962, is sedition, for
which prosecution is rare; but if the Common Law

were invoked, the penalty could be imprisonment for
an unlimited period or a fine in an unlimited amount,

or both.

The second ground is afforded by two legislative

measures - the Public Meeting Act of 1908, which

imposes a penalty not exceeding £5 or imprisonment

up to one month for creating disorder at public meet

ings; and the Public Order Act, which imposes a fine

not exceeding £50 or imprisonment up to three

months or both, for the use of threatening, abusive or

insulting words, or behavior with intent to provoke a

breach of the peace in a public place or public meet

ing. Home Secretary Brooke, in his statement before
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the House of Commons, recognized that the scale of

punishments laid down in the Public Order Act was
inadequate.

Lord Parker's decision in the Jordan case has be

come a major factor in the debate about the need for

additional legal curbs. On March 24,1963, Brooke

told the Anglo-Jewish Association that the decision

tended to prove the adequacy of existing laws. He also

reaffirmed an earlier promise that "we shall seek to in

crease the penalties provided by the 1908 and 1936
laws." On the other hand, several Members of Parlia

ment who had introduced bills against racial discrimi

nation and incitement of race hate, as well as for

strengthening the Public Order Act, announced they

would continue to press for new legislation.

Neo-Fascists and Elections

On various occasions, members of the Fascist groups

have tried to win seats in municipal, county and na

tional elections. In the last general election, in 1960,

Sir Oswald Mosley made an all-out campaign in the

North Kensington district, confidently expecting a

third of the vote but getting 8 per cent. In November

1961, at a parliamentary by-election in Moss Side,

Manchester, the Union Movement's candidate, Wal

ter Hesketh, obtained 5.2 per cent of the total vote in

a very low poll, in an area where the entry of colored

people had been accompanied by community tensions.

In the London County Council elections of 1961,

Union Movement and British National Party candi

dates in six districts won 8 per cent of the total vote,

on the average. Early the same year, in borough elec
tions in a Leeds ward, the BNP polled less than 4 per
cent, while Union Movement candidates in Liverpool,

Manchester, Sheffield and Watford polled 4.5 per

cent. At Sheffield, in June 1961, the Union Movement

obtained 2 per cent, and at Birmingham, in Decem

ber, e~en less. During the autumn, the party entered

two by-elections in the Islington area of London. In

one, a two-sided fight, it won 18 per cent; in the other,

a five-cornered contest, just over 5 per cent.

In 1962, Mosley's followers contested 60 municipal

seats in London, Edinburgh, Birmingham, Manches

ter, Sheffield and Middlesbrough, claiming about 5

per cent on the average.



An analysis of the results by the Board of Deputies

of British Jews concludes:

In general terms it can be stated that in spite of
the fact that most of these elections have been
held in areas where. colored immigration has been
a problem, in no way can their campaign claim to
be successful.

Appraisals of Racism. in Great Britain

K. L. Little, Reader in Anthropology at the Univer

sity of Edinburgh, writing in Le Monde Diplomatique
(January 1963), commented at length on racism in
Great Britain. While many Britons consider them

selves superior to other peoples of any and all races,
he said, they do not turn their habitual vague xeno
phobia into a doctrine and have no use for racial

philosophies. Therefore, Mosley's group and the Brit
ish National Party do not influence the public, despite
the publicity they have received, Professor Little as

serted. Yet he went on to warn:

On the other hand, the existence of a nucleus
of egotistical individuals having the means to dif
fuse racist propaganda is a permanent source of
disorder. It might constitute a real danger for the
well-being and security of colored people and
Jews if one day the slightly xenophobic attitude
were to change and become national intolerance
with regard to foreigners.

Professor H. R. Trevor-Roper of Oxford, author of

Tbe List DaYJ of Hitler, declared in the London Sun- .
day Times (August 12, 1962) that any comparison
with the German experience was absurd. The essen
tials of German nazism - long-established national

ist and racist movements, plus the effects of economic
depression, pi us Hitler's positive policies ~ were
lacking in Great Britain, he argued, and therefore

British Fascists need not be taken seriously. The thing
to do, Professor Trevor-Roper concluded, was "not to

resist them but to reduce them to their proper dimen
sions. And that means, emphatically, not resisting

them."

Taking the contrary view, the Sunday Telegraph
(August 12, 1962) asserted that the middle classes
did display "the classic preconditions for mass Fas
cism":

The fact of evaporated British world power has
now percolated throughout the nation; equally
the fact of our relative economic decline. After
years of inflation the middle classes have fallen
well behind the workers.... And throughout the
nation the sense of crisis and insecurity breeds a
general edginess. All that is lacking is mass un
employment - so far ...

But, the article concluded, "the British Fascist neu

rosis expresses itself in ways directly opposite to pre
war Fascism - in extreme individualism."

FRANCE

"Why has avowed and organized anti-Semitism
never succeeded in really implanting itself [in France
since 1945J?" asks Jacques Nantet, in Le Monde
Diplomatique of January 1963, a special issue de
voted to racism. "The various military-fascist groups
that appeared in 1951, multiplied in 1954 and made

themselves talked about in 1958-61 - why didn't

they team up directly with that anti"Se~it{smfor
which, theoretically, they constitute such an excellent

breeding ground?"

Nantet gives several answers. First, in the years im

mediately after World War II, with the horrors of
Hitlerism exposed, anti-Semitism became virtually in

admissible. Second, the creation of Israel greatly en

hanced the image of the Jew in the public mind. And
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third, racist tendencies of late have in part been de
flected from Jews and directed against former coloni
al peoples. True, the Algerian war provoked some
extremist attacks on Mendes-France and other Jews
in public life who favored a negotiated peace with the

Algerian Front of National Liberation; but the chief

scapegoats in recent years have been Arabs, Algerian
Moslems and~ to a lesser extent, all non-whites.

While various anti-Semitic incidents have occurred

during the past decade - scr~bblings on subway and
street walls, desecrations of synagogues and ceme

teries, the swastika outbreak of 1959-60 - no group
has succeeded in effectively exploiting whatever lat

ent anti-Semitism may exist in France. On two occa

sions, anti-Semites have managed to insinuate them-



selves into political movements having impetus and
public appeal, but neither has prospered for long.

The first was the meteoric tax-protest movement
headed by Pierre Poujade. In January 1956, Poujade
gained international prominence when his movement

won 53 seats and 11 per cent of the vote in the

parliamentary elections. He lacked any real ideology,
and anti-Semitic elements hastened to give him one.

But today, having failed to deliver the economic im

provement he promised, Poujade is discredited. His

newspaper, Fraternite Franfaise, does not appear to
have any sizable circulation now.

The second occasion was during the Algerian con

fEct. In 1958, right-wing groups hailed the downfall
of the Fourth Republic as proof of the weakness of
democracy and the validity of their own theories. But

when de Gaulle came to power, his policies disap

pointed right-wingers who were striving desperately
to keep Algeria French. By that time there had ap

peared an openly anti-Semitic activist movement,

Jeune Nation; its publication of the same name boast

ed of its anti-Semitic ideology, its me~bers were

largely responsible for anti-Semitic inscriptions and

desecrations, and one of its leaders - Jean Susini 

was to become one of the top leaders of the terrorist

Secret Army Organization (OAS). Both the move

ment and the publication were suppressed by the

Pflimlin government in the last few days before the

Fourth Republic fell, reappeared under the name of

the French Nationalist Party, and were banned again.

Likewise barred, at the time, were three other politi

cal splinter groups with clear anti-Semitic tendencies.

Today Susini is in exile and, except for the Poujade

remnant, there are no organized political parties fo

menting anti-Semitism on the French scene. What is

more, every passing day reduces the likelihood of a

successful OAS putsch which could throw France into

the kind of anarchy that might bring anti-Semitic ele

ments into power.

The leaders of OAS are far from unified in their

attitudes toward Jews. For example, Georges Bidault

and Jacques SousteIle, both now in exile, have not

only avoided but denounced anti-Semitism; in fact,

Soustelle was the leading sponsor of a group devoted
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to fighting racism and anti-Semitism. On the other
hand, the extremist ex-Colonel Antoine Argoud, re

cently captured by the French police, was supported
by Belgian and international neo-Nazi groups whose
anti-Semitism is notorious.

The arrival of a large number of Jews from North
Africa - about 100,000 from Algeria alone during

1961 and 1962 - does not seem to have stepped up
anti-Semitism, as was feared in segments of France's

Jewish community. To date, metropolitan Frenchmen
have treated the Jewish newcomers like all the others.

Even usually xenophobic groups have emphatically

welcomed all refugees, including Jews, from Algeria.

Anti-Semitic Groups and Publications

Though there are no open political threats on the
horizon today, some old-time, well-known anti
Semitic movements and publications still exist. Their

influence has long permeated large segments of
French society - royalist, ultra-Catholic, Fascist-in
tellectual and Vichyite collaborationist. The views

set forth in such weeklies as Aspects de la France,

Rivarol and La Nation Franfaise, and the monthly,

Defeme de I'Occident, are the most typical. In addi
tion, a new monthly, Europe Action, was launched in

January 1963; it carriesadvertisements of all the other

anti-Semitic publications.

Until recently, the anti-Semitic publicists concen

trated their fire on de Gaulle and gave relatively little

attention to Jews. Once or twice they tried to link

Jews with de Gaulle, but the attempts carried no real
conviction and were quickly dropped. But since the
end of the Algerian conflict, anti-Semitic articles have
appeared again; thus, Xavier Vallat, editor of Aspects

de la France, who was Commissioner for Jewish Af
fairs in the Vichy regime, attacked "Jewish racism,"
and Rivarol devoted almost a page to anti-Semitic
fulminations.

Rivarol, the largest of the anti-Semitic publications,

prints about 50,000 copies each week - about 20
per cent more than four years ago. Aspects de la

France has remained constant at about 25,000. La

Nation Franfaise, a more extreme offshoot of

Aspects, has overtaken the parent publication and
now turns out about 30,000 copies, as against 20,000



in 1958. No doubt there is much duplication in the
circulation of these journals.

Aspects has lost its leading editor, Georges Cal
zant, and seems to be having financial as well as edi
torial difficulties. The group connected with the pa
per holds occasional political meetings in cafes, and
sponsors a summer camp for young people; these ac
tivities are carried on under the name Mouvement
Restauration. The camp, held annually in improvised
locations, is devoted partly to sports, partly to ideo
logical indoctrination; participants are believed to
number 20 or less per season.

During the past few years Defense de I'Occident,
whose editor, Maurice Bardeche, is a veteran anti
Semite active in various neo-Nazi internationals, has
devoted a large part of each monthly issue to cultural
matters and philosophical analyses of political de-

velopments from a Fascist point of view. It recently
announced that with the departure of certain contribu
tors and the addition of others, it intends to become
more of a political magazine. Its circulation is much
smaller than that of the other publications.

The public is perhaps more inclined to anti-Semi

tism than the limited circulation of these journals

might indicate. Long-standing anti-Jewish attitudes

undoubtedly persist - notably those perpetuated by

distorted teachings about the Crucifixion. But efforts

are afoot to dry up the sources of prejudice in reli

gious teaching; and the experience of the past decade

suggests that whatever hostility toward Jews may

exist is not strong enough to lead to action. Overt

manifestations, such as the swastika daubings of

1960, usually have met with decisive condemnation

by public opinion.

BELGIUM

Bitterness about the fate of the Congo and the
struggle over Katanga have provided the main focal
points for increased right-wing and anti-Semitic ac
tivity in Belgium during the past few years. Belgian
extremists have had close relations with the French
OAS, both groups sharing a common outlook with
regard to ex-colonial territories. A common frontier
helps make communication easy.

In postwar Belgium, neo-Nazis and avowed Hitler
supporters took refuge mainly in two organizations
the Mouvement Social Belge, presided over by a
former SS member, Jean-Robert Debbaudt, and the
Flemish political party, Volksunie, which polled
182,000 votes in the 1961 elections, increasing its rep
resentation from one to four seats. Volksunie's main
appeal has always been its advocacy of Flemish sepa
ratism in Belgium.

Several movements of more recent vintage are as
sociated with French anti-Semites. These include the
Parti National Beige, the Union National des Inde
pendants, and - most active at the present time 
the Mouvement d'Action Civique. Poujadism, too, has
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had its reflection in Belgium. A notary public, Sney
ers d'Attenhoven, founded a Parti Independant which
managed to win 38,000 votes in 1961, just failing to
gain a seat. Later, the Parti Independant was ab
sorbed by the Liberal Party.

The Mouvement Social Beige (MSB)

Debbaudt, the leader of MSB, is somewhat out of
favor with his Fascist friends because he concealed
a brief past as a Communist. He has always pro
claimed his fidelity to Belgium's leading Nazi collab
orator, Leon Degrelle, now living in Spain. The MSB
is connected with the Malmo neo-Nazi international

founded by Sweden's Per Engdahl; its monthly,
L'Eul'ope Reel/e, has correspondents in Switzerland,
Canada, Italy and Germany.

MSB advocates a corporative regime for Belgium
plus a United Europe along corporative lines, and
calls for a struggle against monopolies, capitalism
and communism. According to competent observers,
the party has practically no political influence. In
1954, the only year it entered an election, it drew less
than 500 votes.



The Parti National Beige

A Brussels lawyer, Gerard Hupin, formed this party
in March 1961, issuing a paper, La Nation Beige,
most of whose French correspondents were contribu
tors to the French anti-Semitic papers, Aspects de la

France and La Nation Franfaise. Today the party's

most prominent member is General Emile Janssens,
former commander of Belgian forces in the Congo.
In the 1961 elections, the party received 4,700 votes
in Brussels and 10,000 throughout the country, but
failed to obtain any seats. The paper's circulation is
said to be only about 400.

The Union National des Independants

Founded in 1958 by Roger Chevalier, who had
briefly tried to issue a Belgian edition of the French
anti-Semitic paper, Rivard, the Union received 12,000

votes in its first year.

Mouvement d'Action Civique (MAC)

This group started in July 1960 as the Comite
d'Action et de Defense des Belges d'Afrique. It

then sought to rally former Congo colonials to a pro
gram stressing anti-parliamentarianism and interven

tion by the Belgian Army in the Congo, but met with
little success. In September 1960 the organization was

joined by Jean Thiriart and Paul Teichman, who gave
it new vigor and its present name.

Thiriart, 40 years old, owns a chain of optical
shops. He was a member of the Friends of the Great
German Reich and was imprisoned for collaboration.
Teichman, 34, on one occasion represented Poujade
in Belgium and later was reported to be a key contact
between the OAS an'd the MAC. Another member of
the MAC directorate, Henri Moreau, was responsible
for much of the anti-Semitic material in the MAC
paper, Nation Belgique, now revamped under the

name feune Europe.

The MAC adopted as its symbol the Celtic Cross

of the French extremist movement, Jeune Nation. It

sought the support, with some success, of members of

two small extremist student groups, the Etudiants

Nationaux and ies Jeunesses Nationales.

In the 1961 elections, the MAC unsuccessfully tried

to organize all the right-wingers. Most important,
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however, it rapidly became the principal agent of the
GAS in Belgium, publishing GAS communiques
there. In 1962, when the Belgian police raided MAC
headquarters, it was clearly established that the OAS
and Moise Tshombe of Katanga had been financing
the MAC, and these funds were then blocked.

Thereafter, Thiriart reorganized the MAC, which

became part of the international Jeune Europe organi.
zation. His newspaper, originally called Nation Bel

gique, then Nation Belgique et feune Europe, recent
ly renamed itself fetme Europe. It now features arti

cles, in a variety of languages, from Joven Portugal,
Giovane Europa, Joven Europa and similar groups
abroad. In an editorial in the last issue of 1962,
Thiriart wrote: "In a few days MAC is going to to

tally disappear together with Nation Belgique. [The
last few years] were a colorful and rich period USE

FUL, finally, for their negative teachings." This edi
torial, and others, made the point that instead of re
maining an emotional, ineffective organization, such
as the Poujadists and Colons de Roi, Jeune Europe

was going to become an assemblage "of cold-thinking
monsters." Its membership requirements would be
"intelligence, discrimination, physical courage and ef
fectiveness. We shall make a science of politics, a sci
ence applied BY US."

According to Michel Georis-Reitshof, a Belgian
journalist who has published a detailed description of
"The Extreme Right and Neo-Fascism in Belgium,"
Thiriart's newspaper had a circulation of about 7,000.
About 1,000 were sold and 2,000 distributed free in
Belgium. The remaining 4,000 were sent, under cov
ering envelope, to France, where the publication was
forbidden. In Georis-Reitshof's opinion:

Thiriart's group is at present the only serious and
organized Fascist movement in Belgium. Its hold
on student youth and the bourgeoisie makes it a
dynamic organization. The fact that it refuses to
play the parliamentary game, unlike the other
small groups of the extreme right, can bring it the
support of Poujadist elements, middle classes de
ceived by traditional politicians, and ... others.

True, as far as Belgium's present democratic re

gime is concerned, the organizations described repre

sent no threat. Thiriart's movement is probably

handicapped rather than helped by its onetime OAS

connections, and its size is small; the membership is



believed to consist of about 150 ex-colonials and a
handful of ex-parachutists, plus some 60 students at
Brussels University, plus as many again at Louvain
University and in a few Brussels high schools-total-

ing about 500 in the whole country. Still, the very
existence of any tough and energetic neo-Fascist

group, especially one trying to stimulate like-minded
partners abroad, is necessarily a source of concern.

ITALY

There is no entrenched tradition of political or so
cial anti-Semitism in Italy. Racial laws and policies

instituted there during the war years, largely under
German pressure, met with widespread ridicule and
resistance. Still, Italy was the birthplace of fascism,

and segments of the people remain imbued with the
authoritarian concepts of the Mussolini era. Today
such ideas find expression chiefly in the Italian Social
Movement -- the only neo-Fascist party in Western

Europe with a sizable following and some influence.
There is reason to believe that similar concepts also
linger unexpressed in the minds of citizens not cur
rently active in politics.

The MSI

The Italian Social Movement (MSI) represents
about 5 per cent of the country's electorate. In the
parliamentary elections of 1953, it received 1,600,000
votes and 38 seats in the Senate and Chamber of Depu

ties combined. In 1958, its vote dropped to 1,400,000
and its representation to 32 seats. But in the munici
pal elections of 1962, the MSI regained ground. In
the city council of its stronghold, Rome, it added one
seat to its previous 12; in the Naples city council it
increased its seats from three to four. And in the 1963
parliamentary elections, the party almost duplicated
its 1953 showing, with close to 1,600,000 votes. It

now has the largest number of parliamentary seats in
its history: 15 in the Senate and 27 in the Chamber of

Deputies. However, its proportionate parliamentary

strength is about the same as before, since the Cham
ber has been enlarged.

The first MSI group was organized at the end of

1946, largely by diehard Fascists of the "Sala Repub

lic" formed by Mussolini under German protection

toward the end of the war. They advocated drastic
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social changes which, they claimed, fascism had orig
inally planned to introduce. These "social revolution
aries" were joined by more conservative old-time lead

ers of the Fascist hierarchy released from prison. The

latter argued that the revolutionary philosophy would
alienate the bourgeoisie, and that therefore the party
line should concentrate on super-patriotism and anti

communism. By 1950 these "pragmatists" were in
the majority; since 1952 they have been in undisputed

control. A third, smaller wing, which has almost dis

appeared from the MSI proper, advocated racist theo
ries like those of Julius Evola, who helped write Mus
solini's racial laws.

Control by the conservative wing has led the more
fanatic elements to break away - providing a con

venient alibi for the MSI, which seeks to portray itself
as a respectable party dissociated from the anti
Semitic, anti-democratic agitation of its affiliates and
other splinter groups.

The MSI got its postwar start in the depressed parts
of Italy, the central and southern regions where its
primary strongholds are still - but by no means ex
clusively - to be found. It absorbed much of the old
Qualunquist (Everyman) movement, and attracted
onetime minor Fascist functionaries, some returned
prisoners of war, minor white-collar workers, hard

pressed small landowners, and a number of high

school and university students to whom Italian democ

racy seemed weak and negative.

St~dents form the bulk of an affiliated organiza

tion, Giovane Italia, whose estimated strength is pres

ently between 5,000 and 10,000. Its members have

been involved in anti-Semitic incidents in the Jewish

quarter of Rome, and in scrawling swastikas and other
anti-Semitic symbols in Milan, Genoa, Florence and



Naples. They do much of the street fighting and dirty
work, trying to break up meetings of opposing parties
and student groups, while their party elders profess
ignorance of such acts. They have been most active
before elections; thus, in May 1962, a month before
the municipal elections, there were 40 such incidents.
On February 19 and 20, 1963, a congress of neo-Fas
cist youth groups, held at Bari, was marked by clashes
with the police.

Since 1952, when Arturo Michelini became Secre
tary-General, "respectability" has been one of the

MSI's aims. Under his regime, the party abandoned
its plan to make itself the core of a wider right-wing
bloc which would absorb the Monarchist Party, then
become the right-wing party in Parliament, and even
tually take over the government. Instead, its main
objective has been to join the government coalitions
formed around the Christian Democrats.

The Christian Democratic Party is itself a con
glomeration of disparate elements, some more willing
than others to do business with Fascists. For years
the party, even when hard pressed for votes, flatly re
jected MSI's overtures. Finally, in July 1960, Premier

Fernando Tambroni, representing the Christian
Democrats' right wing, appeared ready to come to

terms with MSI. Flushed with anticipated success,
the MSI decided to hold its annual congress that year

in Genoa, former stronghold of the Italian Resis

tance. But public reaction was so violent that the

congress was never held, and Tambroni's downfall as
Premier followed.

Both the aspirations of the MSI and the "direct
action" approach of its affiliates, which have operated
for years with impunity in the knowledge that no
serious governmental m'easures would be taken against
them, have lately been frustrated by the "opening to
the Left" - the coalition of the Christian Democrats
and Nenni Socialists - which is currently the main

feature of Italian political life. The outcome of the
1963 parliamentary election showed some slight oppo

sition to the alliance on both the Right and the Left,
and the MSI managed to capture part of the right
wing opposition vote - presumably at the expense of
the Monarchist Party, whose share of the total vote
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dropped from 4.8 to 1.7 per cent. But meanwhile,
the continued existence of the "opening to the Left"
appears assured.

Why MSI Survives

Fear of communism is probably the underlying rea
son why a neo-Fascist party has been able to become
a political force. Italy today is the only Western Euro

pean country where the Communists have enough po
litical leverage to overthrow the government, pro
vided they can find Socialist allies. In the 1963 elec
tion, the Communist Party polled 25.5 per cent of the
total vote. Thus, the ruling political forces have been
reluctant to oppose the anti-Communist MSI with real
vigor. Christian Democratic governments, while re
fusing to let the MSI join a coalition, have not out
lawed it.

The party could be banned under Article XIII of
Italy's Constitution, which forbids "reorganization of
the former Fascist party in any form whatsoever."
Furthermore, according to Italian law No. 645 (June
20, 1952), the "dissolved Fascist party shall be con
sidered as having been reconstituted if any association
or movement pursues anti-democratic aims character
istic of the Fascist party, by advocating, threatening
or using violence as a means of political action ...
disparaging democracy, democratic institutions and
the ideals of the resistance movement, or engaging
in racial propaganda."

A bill to outlaw the MSI was presented by Socialist
Senator Ferruccio Parri, Italy's first postwar Premier,
in December 1961. During a three-day debate, the
MSI was compared with the Fascist party, and evi
dence that MSI members participated in anti-demo
cratic provocation was produced. Nonetheless, mem
bers of the Liberal, Social Democrat and Christian
Democratic parties joined with neo-Fascist supporters
to defeat the proposal, 124 to 93. One Christian
Democratic Senator declared that "the Senate, as a

political body, cannot decide whether a political party

is violating the Constitution. Only the Constitutional
Court is competent ..." The Minister of the Interior,
Mario Scelba, termed the Parri bIll "juridically illegi
timate" for the same reason.



The Courts

In the postwar era, the courts, as well as the Gove.rn
ment, have maintained an attitude toward the FasCIsts
of "no recrimination for the past" -in part, no
doubt, because many high-ranking judges were hold
overs from the Mussolini regime. The courts have
interpreted Article XIII very narrowly. Over a decade
ago, they ruled that the MSI was entitled to exist, re
ferring to a law of December 3, 1947, which declared
that a reorganized Fascist group was not subject to
dissolution unless it had been "reconstituted for the
purpose of launching a military organization and

exalting the use of violence."

A new court action against the MSI, brought by a
small group in Cuneo, is now pending. But whether
there is a judge in Italy today who is ready to outlaw
the MSI remains to be seen. Similarly, despite a law
forbidding calumny· against any religion, passed in
February 1948, the courts have been far from vigor
ous in protecting Jews against insult. Perhaps the
most serious case was a suit brought against Giovanni
Durando, a Turin magistrate and editor of a journal,
La Voce della Giustizia, which published an unsigned
article on May 6, 1961, attacking the Eichmann trial.

The anonymous author wrote:

The Jews, by not recognizing the divine innocence
of Christ, must be considered deicides even today.
. . . The unconscious and permanent authors of
the crucifixion of Christ must be deprived of the
possibility to judge those not belonging to their
progeny ... Jews are totally lacking in morality.

The president of the Turin Jewish community, Ugo
Levi, and more than 50 other individuals sued Dur
ando for calumnies against Judaism and defamation
of Jews as a group, asking damages of 500,000 lire
to be paid to the Association of Deportees to Nazi
Concentration Camps. The public prosecutor de
manded an ll-month jail sentence and a fine of 50,
000 lire. Durando denied having written the article,
but refused to divulge the author's name and assumed
full responsibility for the contents, which he termed
a statement of religious principles. After two hours
of deliberation, the court acquitted Durando of both
charges, declaring that "the fact in question [dis
paraging the Jewish religion] does not constitute an
offense," and that defamation of Jews as a group was

not established "because of lack of evidence." The
public prosecutor took the case to the Genoa Court
of Appeals, which upheld the acquittal. A final ap
peal to the highest court, the Corte di Cassazione, is
pending. Meanwhile, Durando has been suspended
from his judgeship, and La Voce della Giustizia has

ceased publication.

Italy's Jews have been gravely disturbed by the
verdict and the attitude of the courts in the Durando
case. For years, the Union of Italian Jewish Com
munities has been trying to obtain legislation which
would outlaw anti-Semitism; but these efforts have in

variably elicited the response that existing laws are

adequate.

The importance of Durando's article and his trial
probably lies not so much in the Fascist themes as
in the charges of deicide against Jews. Catholicism is
all-pervasive in Italian life; Catholic teachings that
Jews are "guilty" of Jesus' death, and therefore
doomed to suffer eternally, have undoubtedly encour
aged anti-Jewish sentiments, latent or otherwise. For
tunately, the Church's teachings are undergoing re
examination, to a greater or less degree, in many
European countries and, with the added impetus pro

vided by the recent deliberations of the Ecumenical

Council, the outlook for eliminating prejudice-pro

ducing ideas from religious education is encouraging.

Neo·Nazi Groups and Activities

The most openly anti-Semitic group in Italy at the
present time is Ordine Nuovo, an offshoot of the MSI.
The leaders, Pino Rauti and Paolo Andriani, take
their "spiritual leadership" from Julius Evola; their
slogan is "neither war nor peace, but revolution,"
and they consider themselves the commando force of
that revolution. Membership of Ordine Nuovo,

which publishes a paper of that same name, is about
1,000.

/

At the time of the Eichmann trial, Ordine Nuovo
units issued pamphlets hailing Eichmann as a hero,
a victim of "international Judaism . . . Western
democracy ... and Marxist barbarism." The organiza
tion also is believed to be behind a rehash of the in-
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famous forgery, the Protocols of the Elders of Zion,
entitled Complotto contro let Chiesa,which was dis
tributed exclusively to the 2,800 delegates to the Ecu
menical Council at an estimated printing cost of
$8,000.. The author, Maurice Pinay, is believed to be
one of the Ordine Nuovo leaders. There are reliable
reports that the Nasser government financed this scur
rilous publication. It may be said to have boomer
anged because it inspired pro-Jewish articles by the
Church.

The total membership of all anti-Semitic splinter
groups, including Ordine Nuovo, is estimated at
about 2,500. Among them are the Mussolini Legion,
led by Mussolini's nephew, Count Theodorani, and
the National-Social Study Center founded by Ernesto
Massi, who broke away from the MSI because he
thought it too conservative. Neo-Fascist sheets include
Prima Fiamma, Giovane Nazione, Min01'anza, and
others, all with insignificant circulation. However,
some influential journals, such as the weekly Borg

hese, also display bigoted and anti-democratic trends.

On November 3, 1961, a Florence court acquitted a
defendant charged with painting swastikas on houses,

on the ground that "the fact in question does not con
stitute an offense." A disturbing incident of another
kind occurred in Rome on February 22, 1%2, when a
clearly racist and anti-Semitic text was assigned for
translation in the state qualifying examination for
teachers of Spanish. Following a protest by the Union
of Italian Jewish Communities, the Minister of Pub
lic Education apologized and the examining commis
sion resigned.

How do Italians evaluate the prospects of fascism
in their country? Three statements, all printed re
cently in the Gazetta del Popolo of Turin, indicate
that opinion is far from unified. Giorgio La Pira,
mayor of Florence, says the Fascists "belong to a peri
od that is finished ... They are old, they are silly ...
they are dead people." And Vittorio Foa, secretary of
the General Confederation of Italian Workers be-,
lieves that "fascism today does not represent a grave
danger because it no longer constitutes an alternative.
Today, the right seeks other solutions." But Senator
Emilio Lussu of the Socialist Party warns: "Let's have
no illusions. Fascism still is lively enough as an ex

treme tendency among the bourgeoisie. The last proof
of this was furnished by the OAS ..."

WEST

A belief widely held in West Germany today is
that the neo-Nazi and right-radical groups are not a

significant force, having no real influence or follow
ing among the German people. Barring a reversal
of present political, economic and social trends, these
groups are not considered a threat.

This view is shared nOt only by those who might be
expected to discount ultra-nationalist manifestations
in Germany, but also by citizens who are vigorously
fighting neo-nazism, dealing frankly with the Nazi

past, and seeking to build up Jemocratic institutions.

Shadows of the Past

To be sure, several disturbing features are evident
in German life. First, authoritarianism persists in
many quarters, particularly in the ministries and the

GERMANY

government bureaucracy, where large numbers of
former Nazi civil servants hold posts. Only now, 18
years after the war's end, are real efforts being made
to remove judges and prosecutors with an unaccepta
ble Nazi past. Some have been allowed to decide
when to retire, but not all of them have taken this
opportunity. No doubt the presence of these men on
some tribunals has influenced public attitudes toward
the trials of war criminals.

Second, despite the country's democratic cgnstitu

tion, there still is a tendency to treat opposition and
criticism of the government as if it were treason. How

such attitudes contaminate the political atmosphere

is strikingly illustrated by the recent case of the maga
zine Der Spiegel, involving the arrest of the publisher
and editors who had sharply criticized West Ger
many's defense program.
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· Third, the major political parties have tended to
make concessions to rightist elements. In the opinion
of qualified observers, this policy has served to under
cut ultra-nationalist groups, such as the party organ
ized by refugees from the East, but it has also weak
ened the major parties' commitment to democratic

ideals.

Finally, Germany still retains a deep psychological
reluctance to come to grips with the Hitler past, un
less forced to do so by some jolt such as the swastika
epidemic of 1959-60. To name one illustration of
this reluctance: early in 1963, the Christian Social
Union in Bavaria selected a former Himmler aide,
Max Fraundorfer, as a candidate for the Federal Par
liament. That a high-ranking ex-Nazi should have
been automatically disqualified did not seem to occur
to the party chiefs; not until loud public protests were
heard did they drop the man of their choice.

Signs of Progress

But there also are positive factors. A new genera
tion has grown up since the war and is now entering
careers in education, administration and the legal
profession, including the judiciary. Though these
younger people perhaps are not firm democrats, they
certainly are not Nazis and have nothing to hide or
apologize for in their past. Meanwhile, efforts are
being made to improve education about the Nazi peri
od, and to provide for adequate civics and social-sci
ence courses in the school curriculum.

In the field of public affairs, the challenge of ultra
rightist groups as a political entity has waned. War
criminals and Nazi murderers are at last being flushed
out of their hiding places and prosecuted, regardless
of the effect on the image of the new Germany.

Perhaps the most important change is that during
the last year or two public opinion has been growing
into a force to be reckoned with. In a year-end survey
of 1962, the liberal Frankfurter Rundschau said the
Spiegel affair had revealed "unsuspected democratic
forces bestirring themselves when the rule of law ap
peared to be in jeopardy." It was too early, the paper
said, to speak of a democratic awareness among the
masses, but dedicated minorities were making a great
er impact than formerly. According to the Rundschau,
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public opinion, aroused by the high-handed methods
used against Del' Spiegel, brought down a Defense
Minister said to have "an ambivalent attitude toward
the law ... and unbridled ambition"; moreover, it
challenged the State Secretaries, "an entrenched
clique of powerful bureaucrats ... most of whom had

served the Nazis."

Neo-Nazi and Ultra-Nationalist Organizations

Openly neo-Nazi groups and parties declined in
voting strength during the 1960's. In the Federal
elections of September 1961 the most successful of
these organizations, the Deutsche Reichspartei
(DRP) , received 263,000 votes - less than 1 per
cent of the total vote and 40,000 less than in 1957.
The party's organ, Der Reichsruf, conceded that the
Reichspartei "had failed to capture the national op

position vote."

In December 1961, dissension between the party

chief, Heinrich Kunstmann, and the Lower Saxony
state chairman, Adolf von Thadden, led to a split:
Thadden became head of the party, and Kunstmann
left to form a new group, named the Deutsche Frei

heitspartei.

In the 1962 state elections, held in Hesse during
November, and in Bavaria during December, the

Reichspartei ran no candidates, citing "financial rea
sons" and announcing that it would concentrate in
stead on the next year's elections in the state of

Rhineland-Palatinate. It had shown strength there in
the past - notably in the 1959 provincial elections,
when it polled 87,000 votes, or more than 5 per cent
of the total. The party's registered members in the
country as a whole were then believed to number be
tween 17,000 and 20,000; about one-fifth had previ
ously belonged to the neo-Nazi Sozialistische Reichs
partei, outlawed by the Supreme Court in 1952.

Another neo-Nazi group, the Deutsche Gemein
schaft, received 27,000 votes in 1961. Its candidate for
the Federal Parliament was August Haussleiter of
Munich, a veteran of Hitler's unsuccessful "Beer Hall
Putsch" in 1923. The Deutsch-Soziale Union, pre
sided over by Otto Strasser, a Nazi who broke with
Hitler in 1930, could not meet the financial require
ments for placing a candidate on the ballot.



cording to these reports, neo-Nazi organizations are
becoming more and more fragmented, while their
overall membership strength is shrinking. Statistics
show a steady rise in the number of groups and a
progressive decline in total enrollment:

Number and Combined lvfembership (in Parentheses)
of Extreme Rightist and Anti-Semitic Gmups

The ultra-nationalist refugee party, the Gesamt
deutsche Block-Bund der Heimatvertriebenen,
showed a marked decline in the 1961 Federal elec
tions. For electoral purposes, the refugee party was
aligned with the right-wing Deutsche Partei in a
coalition called Gesamtdeutsche Partei. In 1957 this
coalition polled 2,380,000 votes, 8.5 per cent of the
total; in 1961, its vote fell to 870,000, less than 3 per
cent. Former supporters of the refugee party, as well
as other discontented refugees, have been absorbed
by the three major parties - most by the Christian
Democrats or the Free Democrats, and some by the
Socialists.

Parties

Youth groups

Others

1959

8 (17,200)

18 ( 2,300)

35 (36,500)

1961

9 (12,300)

13 ( 2,100)

40 (20,800)

1962

15 (11,500)

19 ( 1,000)

46 (14,900)

Two additional neo-Nazi groups were organized in
the summer of 1962. On July 29, the pre-war Deutsch
nationale Volkspartei was re-established in Kassel un
der the leadership of a farmer, Walter Schmidt, and
about 1,000 persons joined. This party, which spon
sored the coalition government of 1933, with Hitler
as Chancellor, now calls itself "the conservative con
science of the German people" and plans to become
the "true national opposition." In September, former
holders of Hitler's highest war service medal (Ritter
kreuztrager) met at Bad Godesberg to form a new
organization, which they claimed had no political
aims but was merely a mutual-welfare association.

As the various neo-Nazi and ultra-nationalist
forces have lost support, they have reacted in dia
metrically opposite ways. Some have be~ome more
extreme; Kunstmann, for example, took his followers
out of the Reichspartei on the grounds that it was too
conservative and was in effect following NATO
policy. But others are replacing out-and-out extrem
ism with what looks like infiltration tactics. Thus, in
the 1961 Federal election, SS veterans' groups and
some ultra-right newspapers, among them the
Deutsche Soldatenzeitung, supported not only neo
Nazis but all "reliable German nationalists" - even
including a few candidates who favored Germany's
affiliation with NATO.

Analyses of Rightist and Neo-Nazi Trends

In March 1962 and again in March 1963, the West
German Government reported on extreme rightist
and anti-Semitic trends in the Federal Republic. Ac-
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Extremist youth organizations were reported to be
far from unified in point of ideology or sociological
character, and suffering from heavy membership turn
over. Each of the two largest ultra-national youth
groups - the Bund VaterHindischer Jugend and the
Bund Heimattreuer Jugend - was said to have split,
and both had virtually stopped functioning because of
government restrictions.

Ultra-rightist publications, on the other hand, were
found to have grown steadily; their combined circula
tion jumped from 129,500 in 1959 to 160,000 in
1961 and 191,700 in 1962 - about 10 per cent of it
outside the country. During the same years, ultra
rightist publishing houses numbered 25, 24 and 32.
While the reports do not identify publications, there
is reason to believe that most of the circulation be
longs to Del' Reichsruf, the Reichspartei organ, and
the weekly Deutsche Nationalzeitung (formerly
Deutsche Soldatenzeitung) , a veterans' paper now
seeking a broader audience.

The neo-Nazi parties' combined income was esti
mated at about $55,000, most of it from dues and con
tributions of the faithful.

The Government reports also traced connections
between German neo-Nazi organizations and their in
ternational counterparts - the Belgian Jean Thiri
art's Jeune Europe, the World Union of National So
cialists recently founded by Colin Jordan of Great
Britain, and others. The influence of the international
groups was dismissed as insignificant; the 1962 report
credited them with only 350 followers in all of West
Germany. (No figure was given in the later report.)



. In 1962, it was suggested that neo-Nazi groups,
though weak and divided, might gain ground in the
event of political or economic tension. A year later,
no such deterioration having occurred, the Govern
ment was able to state that the extreme right had
made no significant impact at the polls in the states

. of Bavaria, Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia or
Schleswig-Holstein. Nevertheless, the report went
on to warn that "among the population of the Federal
Republic there may slumber right-radical attitudes
which do not find expression in the membership fig
ures of rightist extremist groups or in the election
statistics of nationalist parties ..."

~

The Government's analyses deal only with known,
overt, aggressive neo-Nazi groups; they do not evalu
ate the Nazi potential or gauge the influence of Nazi
ideas in more "respectable" organizations, such as
certain veterans' societies or the associations of former
Iron Curtain refugees with their millions of mem
bers. Indeed, the reports do not even state just which
groups were analyzed - whether, for example, so
dubious a body as the Reichspartei was included or
not. However, two excellent book-length studies, by
Manfred Jenke and Hans Helmuth Kniitter, serve
to fill this gap.!

Jenke lists all groups to the right of the Christian
Democrats and describes the early success of neo-Nazi
groups like the Sozialistische Reichspartei, as well as
the self-serving dealings of many politicians with
former Nazis. Kniitter deals primarily with the ide
ologies of neo-Nazi parties. Both authors conclude
that neo-nazism so far has been unsuccessful, but
question whether Germany's democratic base is firm
enough to withstand a more critical situation. In
other writings, Jenke has expressed concern about the
major parties' concessions to the ideas and demands
of rightists.

Attitudes Toward Jews

There are some 35,000 Jews in West Germany to
day -less than one per 1,000 in the population. Most
are elderly people, concentrated in West Berlin,
Frankfurt and a few other cities.

'Manfred lenke, Verschworung von rechts; Hans Helmuth Kniitter
Ide%gien des Rechtsradika/ismus in Nachkriegsdeutsch/ani
Both were published in 1961.
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Over the last decade, German public-opinion polls
have continually tested attitudes toward Jews. De
spite inevitable technical imperfections, which per
mit respondents to feign a pro-Jewish stance, these
polls are of some informative value. Two questions
follow, with the responses tabulated in percentages:

1. "W011ld you say it would be better or not for
Germany to bave no Jews?" (Asked by
Allenbach Institute)

Undecided or
Year "Better" "Not Better" no answer
1952 37 19 44
1956 28 36 36
1959 22 38 40
1961 16 43 41
1962 14 49 37

2. "Do you think tbat Jews must consider them
selves partly respollSible for wbat bappened
to tbem under tbe Tbird Reicb, or not?"
(Asked by DIVO)

No opinion or
Year Yes No no answer

1951 21 53 26
1961 12 58 30
1962 10 61 29

As both sets of replies show, anti-Semitic sentiment
has ebbed during the decade; but the large figures in
the "undecided" column leave little doubt that much
latent anti-Semitism still exists.

A recent survey, taken under UNESCO sponsorship
as part of a still unpublished study of youth, indicates
that about one-quarter of West Germans would reject
almost any relationship with Jews, not only as friends
or relatives by marriage, but even as fellow workers
or neighbors.

Other polls, taken by the Institute for Social Re
search in Frankfurt at the initiative of the American
Jewish Committee, indicated that Germans were
thoroughly aware of the Eichmann case (some 95
per cent, an extraordinarily large proportion, knew
why Eichmann was being tried and, later, 67 per cent
knew what the verdict was), but that the proceedings
in the Jerusalem court had virtually no effect on Ger
mans' attitudes toward Jews.

War Crimes Trials

With numerous war criminals currently on trial in
West German courts, the record of mass killings, de
portations and other horrors is daily fare in German
papers - much more so than five or six years ago.



Seemingly respectable citizens - a city councilman,
a high-school teacher who has built up one of the best
student choirs in Germany, a police chief - are
brought to book, their past deeds come to light, and
they are revealed as murderers.

Within a single month, January 1963, a former
Lieutenant Colonel in the SS, Martin Fellenz, was
sentenced for his part in the murder of 40,000 Jews
while he was Police Chief of the Cracow District; two
police officers involved in the murd,er of several
hundred Jews in Lithuania in 1941 were ,retried; a
court in Frankfurt was weighing the fate of three
former Nazis charged with helping to kill thousands
near Pinsk; the West German Foreign Office request
ed Chile to extradite a former SS leader, Walter
Rauff, who had been responsible for the construction
of gas wagons; and in Bonn 12 former SS men stood
accused of the murder of 180,000 Jews in the Kulm
hof annihilation camp.

The trials have done much to spread knowledge;
no longer can any German claim, as many used to,
that he did not know of the Nazis' deeds. But the
sentences are often so disproportionately light as to
amount to exoneration. Fellenz was sentenced to a
mere four years in prison, with credit for time served
in detention before trial. One of the two men involved
in the killing of the Lithuanian Jews was released and
the other sentenced to only two years - on the
grounds that they had "merely" stood guard during
the murders. The three Nazis brought to book in
Frankfurt were released on bail for "lack of evi
dence."

Punishments so far removed from fitting the crime
have cast doubts on the role of the judiciary. In June
1961, following prolonged embarrassing publicity
about the Nazi background of many judges and prose
cutors, a law was passed permitting those who ,had
officiated during the Nazi period - specifically, be
tween September 1939 and May 1945 - to retire pre

maturely on a pension. In September 1962, the Fed
eral Ministry of Justice revealed that 149 of West
Germany's 11,500 judges and prosecutors had availed

themselves of this provision. Only eight judges and
four prosecutors said to have "participated in irre
sponsible and inhuman death sentences" had declined

the opportunity. However, the number of jurists with
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an unacceptable Nazi past is at least 400, according to

informed unofficial estimates cited by the Wiener Li
brary on January 15, 1963.

Sometimes the Nazi records of jurists crop up in
ways highly uncomfortable for the Government.
Thus, when the leaders of the Association of Victims
of Nazism (Verein der Verfolgten des Nazismus),
said to be a propaganda bureau for the Communist
Party, were being tried, the defense showed that the
judge, Fritz Werner, had been a storm trooper in 1933
and had written an apology for nazism in 1934.

Education for Democracy

Throughout the past 15 years, education for democ
racy has been caught in a conflict. Germans have
been, and continue to be, notoriously reluctant to
face the past; many still profess to see a Communist
plot in every charge of nazism. But on the other hand,
the press, trade unions, certain government leaders
and state agencies have long recognized that democ
racy must be strengthened through education.

Today a central agency of the Federal government,
the Bundeszentrale. fur Heimatsdienst, operates an
extensive program of publications to promote in
formal training in democratic values and encourage
voluntary civic action. A federally sponsored Confer
ence of State Ministers of Education frames measures
for improving civic training and recommends them
for adoption by the states, which carry the actual re
sponsibility for the schools. Thus, in February 1960,
after the swastika outbreaks, it was recommended
that "candidates for all types of schools [should be
required) to prove that they were acquainted with the
political system based on law" and possessed a
"knowledge of Geiman history in our century and
awareness of the main facts which, during the Nazi
era, led to the destruction of the political system based
on law...." On July 31, 1962, the Conference recom
mended that the period since World War I and the
causes of Germany's present situation receive greater

emphasis in history courses; that textbooks condemn
totalitarian trends as "decisive threats to our world";

and that the differences between democracy and to
talitarianism be discussed.

To help prepare Germany's youth for political de
mocracy, the American Jewish Committee in 1960 ini-



tiated a program for bringing German educators to
the United States and familiarizing them with Ameri
can methods of civic education. So far, five missions,
representing a total of 30 secondary school teachers
and staff members of teacherS' colleges, have visited
this country. The program is now financed by the
West German government in collaboration with pri
vate foundations, German and American.

Other trends favorable to democratic education are
evident in Germany's social framework. One is a
growing desire for better relations between Christians
and Jews. Several groups are energetically promot
ing this cause - including a coordinating council
with branches in over 30 cities, which has sponsored
an annual Brotherhood Week with considerable suc
cess; the central conference of the Lutheran Church,
known as Evangelischer Kirchentag; and a Catholic
group which works through published bulletins
(Rundbriefe). The last two operate with the en
couragement of leading individuals in their respec
tive hierarchies.

Campaigns for better relations between Germans

and Jews, conducted by Erich Luth, an official in Ham

burg, have attracted wide attention over the last few

years. Half a dozen new books on nazism and the

persecution of Jews were shown at the 1962 Frank

furt Book Fair. At the same time, interest in Israel

continues to mount; in 1962 more than 7,000 Ger

mans, mostly students and members of youth groups,

set out on their own initiative to tour that country.

To the Germans, as has often been pointed out,

democracy is not a system that has worked for gen

erations, not part of the collective national experi

ence. It is still psychologically linked with discour

agement and defeat: discouragement because of the

Weimar Republic's failure, defeat because democra

tic government was re-established in a vanquished

Germany by the victors. The new political forms and

institutions have not yet undergone any real test or

crisis. Still, the varied forces striving to strengthen

West German democracy afford a measure of hope.

AUSTRIA

Stability has been the outstanding feature of polit
ical life in Austria since the war, as it has been of
the Austrian economy. A coalition of the Popular and
Socialist Parties governs the country. There also is a
so-called Freiheitspartei, or Freedom Party (formerly
known as League of Independents), whose right
wing has been closely associated with neo-Nazi ele
ments, but it has never played a major role.

The two major parties divide 90 per cent of the to
tal vote between them, and their strength is practi
cally equal; in each election only a few parliamentary
seats shift from one to the other. In 1959, for exam
ple, the Popular Party took 79 seats, the Socialists 78
and the Freedom Party 8; in 1962, the corresponding
figures were 81, 76 and again 8. After every election

there is a squabble over the division of cabinet posts,
but both major parties are determined to maintain
the coalition.

The Freedom Party's principal strongholds are in
the provinces of Vorarlberg, Salzburg and Carinthia
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(the province with the largest electorate) ; in 1962,
the'party's share of the total vote in these three was
14, 12 and 11 per cent, respectively, whereas in the
country as a whole it was 7 per cent. In Vorarlberg
the Freedom Party's vote was larger than in 1959
(19,400 as against 14,800); elsewhere it decreased
slightly.

Old Nazis and New Nazi Groups

Both major parties as well as the Freedom Party
have energetically wooed former Nazis. In an article,
"Neo-Nazis in Austria," the London Economist
(April 7, 1962) stated:

Numerically, the Nazis in Austria are an insig
nificant minority. But the political parties are so
evenly balanced that the Nazi voters are in a po
sition to tip the scales. Awareness of this has led
to many nods and winks in their direction by
both the main parties.

Over the years, thanks to these nods and winks,
neo-Nazis and ultra-nationalists have become "re-
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spectable" and have been received back into the coun
try's social, political and economic life. Because of
the universal willingnes's to overlook the Nazi past,
potential rather than overt neo-Nazi groups are the
chief cause for concern. It was with a view to such
groups that the Minister of the Interior, Josef
Afritsch, warned in February 1962 "not to underesti
mate Nazi subversion in Austria."

One potentially troublesome mass organization is
the Turnerbund, successor to the defunct Deutscher
Turnerbund which was a Nazi fifth column previous
to the absorption of Austria by Germany in 1938. The
Turnerbund has some 60,000 members; many of its
present leaders belonged to the pre-war group. A
large veterans' organization known as Kamerad
schaftsgruppe IV is similarly suspect. The number IV
in its name stands for the four branches of the Nazi
armed services: the Army, Air Force, Navy and SS.
Veterans of the SS have significant influence within
the association.

As for openly neo-Nazigroups, estimates of their
total membership range from 4,000 to 8,000. "Kein
Volk, kein Reich und viele Fuhrer" ("No nation, no
Reich and many Fuhrers") was how Forum, a maga
zine published in Austria by the Congress for Cultural
Freedom, characterized these movements in 1960,
parodying the old Nazi slogan, "One nation, one
Reich, one Fuhrer." Even the police, wrote Forum,

had trouble keeping track of the various mergers and
splits, as the same persons kept turning up in new
formations like cards in a deck. The description still
applies; altogether about 50 separate organizations
have been counted in the decade before 1963.

The Ring Volkstreuer Verbande, headed by Dr.
Roland Timme!, united various neo-Nazi and pan
German elements in academic circles, as well as in
certain activist organizations seeking the return of the
South Tyrol to Austria. The Austrian chapter of the
European Social Movement, an international neo
N azi federation based in Sweden, exists mostly on
paper. Headed by Wilhelm Landig, it has never had
more than about 60 members.

Occasionally, when overt neo-Nazi activities threat
en to become embarrassing, the Government takes ac
tion. Thus, in 1958, the authorities disbanded the
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Social OrganiC Movement of Europe, an international
body organized by an old Nazi, Theodor Soucek.

Youth Organizations

The chief cause for concern in present-day Austria
is not so much the old Nazis themselves as what
Chancellor Alfons Gorbach has termed "sustained
attempts by incorrigible old-timers to pervert the
young."

The Government has dissolved a network of youth
groups established by former Nazis during the 1950's,
under the name Arbeitsgemeinschaft Nationaler Ju
gendverbande, as well as their subsequent regroup
ings, such as the Bund Heimattreuer Jugend. Aus
trian affiliates of certain Nazi-minded youth groups
organized by Konrad Windisch in Germany, were dis
banded in 1960. However, another neo-Nazi "youth"
organization, Legion Europa, which actually includes
former SS men as well as youngsters, is still permitted
to function. The founder, Fred Borth, an SS volun
teer at 17, describes his movement as "a herald of the
new Europe."

Even more serious IS the infection of student
movements with Nazi ideas. Two organizations asso
ciated with the Freedom Party are of particular con
cern. One, the Ring Freiheitlicher Studenten (RFS) ,
operates in colleges and universities; it has shown it
self much stronger in student government elections
than its parent party in general elections, polling as
much as a third of the yote.. The other, known as
Ring Freiheitlicher Jugend (RFJ) , appeals mainly to
secondary school students. RFJ' has absorbed some
members of the banned neo-Nazi youth organiza
tions. The bulk of its following is found in the prov
inces, where over 90 per cent of all teachers once
were Nazi party members. A number of RFS and RFJ
members were arrested in 1961 for assaults On Jewish
students (including some Americans), desecration of
a Jewish cemetery at Innsbruck, and an abortive at
tempt to bomb the Parliament; another student
group, the Olympia Burschenschaft, to which the cul
prits also belonged, has since been disbanded.

Thus the Freedom Party, with its Nazi-tinged ideas
and background, has a hold on a large portion of to
morrow's educated adults. Some current attitudes



---------------
among young Austrians are reflected in a survey, pub
lished by a youth magazine in May 1962, which
found anti-Semitic tendencies - often cautiously ex
pressed but nevertheless unmistakable - among 40

per cent of the persons questioned. Meanwhile, re
cent history is not yet being taught in such a way as to
inform youth of the Nazis' crimes, though labor and
liberal groups have called for such teaching.

SWEDEN

-------------

Neo-nazism in Scandinavia is almost entirely limi
ted to Sweden. In Norway and Denmark it has vir
tually no appeal; here the memory of wartime occupa
tion lingers, and the few neo-Nazi organizations hold
mere handfuls of members. The Swedes, on the other
hand, never had to endure nazism at home, and some
of them do not seem completely repulsed by it.

Nazi Germany avidly cultivated Sweden. Before the
war, there were about 80 Nazi and Fascist-oriented
groups in the country, though none with broad popu
lar support. Today, according to a study by the jour
nalist Armas Sastomoinem, there are still about 20

organizations with a Nazi cast, either blatant or
subtle. Some are youth groups, others are coteries of
"intellectuals"; all are anti-Semitic.

Neo-Nazi Groups

The neo-Nazi organizations constantly divide and
reorganize. Many are successors or revivals of pre
war associations. One thus reincarnated is the former
Svensk Socialistisk Samling (SSS, Swedish Socialist
Rally), a major pro-Nazi group. Its leader, Sven
Olaf Lindholm, supported Hitler's Norwegian pup
pet, Vidkun Quisling, and the Danish Nazi, Fritz
Clausen, during the war. Today's most blatant neo
Nazi group, a political party formed in 1956 and
known as Rikspartiet, is the successor of the SSS. Its
members wear uniforms, as did those of the SSS, and
its leader, Goran Assar Oredsson, uses essentially the
same vocabulary as Lindholm.

In 1960, Oredsson claimed a following of 15,000,
while the police credited his organization with only 50
members. The focal point of the movement appears to
be Malmo, in the south of Sweden. The party's two
papers, Nordisk Kamp and Bohuslans Folkblad, are
full of familiar allegations: that the murder of six
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million Jews by the Nazis is a Jewish fabrication, that
all the world's ills stem from international finance,
capitalism and "Jewish Bolshevism," and so forth.
Because of the crudeness of Oredsson's program and
ideology, other Nazi-minded groups have avoided
contact with his organization.

More important because it is more" respectable" is
the group headed by Per Engdahl. Now 53, Engdahl
has a long history of Nazi activity. He has been promi
nent in attempts to unite neo-Nazi groups throughout
the world in the European Social Movement founded
in 1951. For his domestic organization, the New
Sweden League (also known as the New Swedish
Movement), Engdahl claims about 4,000 members,
though conceding that "sympathizers" would be a
more accurate term. He also publishes a newspaper,
Vagen Framat, in Malmo. Like some other neo
Nazis, Engdahl denies being anti-Semitic, but his rec
ord and his writings prove otherwise; for example, he
has contributed regularly to Der Weg, an anti-Semitic
German-language publication, and the secretary of
his movement, Bengt Olov Lungberg, writes for anti
Semitic publications in West Germany. Engdahl's
aim apparently is to infiltrate professional, economic,
political and other organizations; he has organized
student cells and clubs to build up support in univer
sity circles.

Another movement of some importance is the
Sveriges Nationella Forbund (SNF, Swedish Na
tionalist Association) , with a journal, Nationell
Tidning, that has been published for three decades.
Rutger Essen is the present leader. Originally an off
shoot from the right wing of the Conservative Party's
youth, SNF has seemed respectable enough to reach
non-Nazi groups; it maintains contacts with both the
upper middle class and the nobility. The SNF be-



lieves that democracy cannot bring forth the "elite"
needed to run the country, and that Europe needs to
be unified under the leadership of a strong Germany.
It constantly minimizes the excesses of nazism and oc
casionally advocates anti-Semitism.

Finally, there is Einar Aberg, who for two decades
has been distributing scurrilous anti-Semitic leaflets in
various languages throughout the world. In 1949 the
Government adopted a law to curb such publications,
but penalties meted out under the "Aberg law" have
been very mild, for fear of precedents which might
interfere with freedom of opinion. Aberg was briefly
jailed after suits brought by the Jewish community,
but this punishment has not stopped him.

C. E. Carlberg (deceased 1962), a civil engineer
who was known in neo-Nazi circles as "our million
aire," founded an institute in Stockholm which serves
as a propaganda center and meeting place, and con
tains a library of standard Nazi literature, such as
Hitler's Mein Kampf and the writings of Alfred Ro
senberg. Meetings commemorating Hitler's birthday
have attracted as many as 300 persons to the Institute.
The country's leading newspaper, Dagem NyhetefJ

commented on the presence of high-school students
at these gatherings:

It may be asked why interest in Nazi and Fascist
ideas continues to be an alarming fact. Naturally,
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only a small number of those "interested" are
consciou.s ~f what !'I.azi i~eology really implies.
The majorIty have Jomed. m the movement with
out knowing anything of the ideology. The mo
tive seems instead to have been the need to shock
to taste forbidden fruit.... In addition there i~
the false romanticism in which the person con·
cerned wraps himself.... If factual and thorough
information about the Fascist movements is im·
parted in the schools this false romanticism is
bound to lose its effect.

The Ministry of the Interior and the police keep
close check on neo-Nazi groups, even though they do
not publish their findings. But neo-Nazi organiza
tions as such are not generally considered a serious
threat, despite their number; at any rate, old-timers
like Engdahl and their followers are thought to be of
little importance by the majority of observers. If there
is cause for concern, it is, rather, that some young peo
ple still are attracted by Oredsson and the Carlberg
Institute.

Surveys by the Swedish Institute for Public Opin
ion Research (SIFO) have shown some latent antipa
thy to Jews and some stereotyped anti-Jewish atti
tudes. Other polls have shown some rejection of
Jews among high-school students. Young people
were asked whether they would object to members of
12 ethnic groups, from Scandinavian to Bantu, as
classmates or friends. The average score for all
groups was 6.0; Germans rated 5.7 and Jews 4.4.



LATIN AMERICA

ARGENTINA

Since the swastika-daubing incidents of 1959-60,
Argentina's century-old Jewish community has lived
through the most threatening wave of anti-Semitic
demonstrations and crimes in its history. Almost
nothing was done to check the rising tide of violence
until May 1963, when two organizations believed to
be responsible for most of the offenses were at last
banned by the Government.

Recent anti-Semitic activity in Argentina must be
viewed against the country's turbulent political and
economic conditions. The present civilian govern
ment is subject to irresistible pressures by the military;
leaders of the armed services in effect control public
life. At the same time, the services themselves are
disunited. The economy is in deep trouble: at home
inflation is severe and constantly growing worse, and
abroad the peso continues to fall. Wages are low,
prices high. The Government is often unable to meet
its payroll, and civil servants go unpaid for months.

As a result the country is ridden with tumultuous
social unrest. The workers demand a change; many
of them want Juan Peron returned to the Presidency.
General strikes are held from time to time to register
protest. The situation is explosive.

Recent Outbreaks

Adolf Eichmann's capture and trial in 1960-61
signaled an intensification of anti-Semitic activities.
During August 1961, an attack resembling a com
mando raid was made at dawn on a Jewish agricul
tural camp in a Buenos Aires suburb; several young

people were seriously injured, and much property was
damaged. In September, on Rosh Hashanah, a teen

ager leaving a synagogue was attacked by a gang
wielding knives. The following day, a young man
was caught placing a bomb in the entrance of a syna
gogue; the police released him before any charges or
investigations could be made.

In Mar del Plata a public ceremony honoring Israel

was nearly broken up by a group shouting anti-Semitic
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slogans. Throughout the year, many Jewish <;:>rganiza
tions, synagogues and businesses in various cities were
similarly attacked.

After Eichmann's execution on May 31, 1962, the
outrages multiplied; ten serious incidents occurred in
the first week of June alone. For example, "Molotov
cocktails" were found in the entrance of the Paso
Synagogue in Buenos Aires; the office of the Zim Is
rael Navigation Company was machine-gunned, as
was that of the newspaper Diario Israelita. On June
21, a Jewish university student, Graciela Sirota, was
kidnaped and driven to an isolated place, where
swastikas were canTed on her body. Jews were daily
subjected to anonymous threats, provocations and
personal attacks, most of which were never reported
in the press. A "League for the Protection of the
Rights of Non-Jews" plastered posters all over
Buenos Aires scoring Jews as "anti-Argentine."

In the wake of the Sirota case, the whole Jewish
community took an unprecedented step. On June 28,
1962, a 12-hour work stoppage was staged by all Jew
ish-owned stores and factories, as well as by Jewish
professionals and students. A sign in every store pro
claimed: "Closed as a protest against Nazi aggression
in Argentina." Many non-Jews joined in the protest.

On July 4, 1962, following the shutdown demon
stration, former Minister of the Interior Carlos
Adrogue, who is considered a sincere democrat, prom
ised action by the forces of law and order. For a time,
armed soldiers were stationed at Jewish institutions.
But little else was done then; the police were plainly
unwilling to take the necessary steps.

Anti-Semitic Groups and Their Friends

Many of the outrages were the work of Tacuara, a
neo-Fascist, ultra-nationalist organization of upper
class youth in Buenos Aires. Another group thought
to have been involved was the Guardia Restauradora,

a movement affiliated with a political splinter party
called Union Civica Nacionalista. Tacuara and the



I Guardia Restauradora were comparatively small,
with a combined membership estimated at only 6,000.
They lacked coordination, and their political appeal
was narrow; in the last election, only 3,000 votes
went to neo-Fascist candidates. Yet the two groups'
violent methods and the impunity they enjoyed made
them dangerous out 'of all proportion to their size.

The anti-Semitic groups had friends in respectable
circles, who advised them, wrote their propaganda
for them and shielded them from arrest and prosecu
tion. At least one member of the Catholic clergy was
a sympathizer: Father Julio Meinvielle, a rabid anti
Semite. (Meinvielle's book, The Jew in the Mystery
of History, now in its third printing, charges Jews
with promoting communism in the guise of capital
ism.) Even more important, there are indications that
certain military officers secretly and without official
sanction aided the Fascists. For example, govern
ment weapons were found on members of Tacuara.

Sympathizers in the services probably were behind
the police's prolonged unwillingness to take action
against anti-Semitic offenses; the national police has
been controlled by the Navy since the inter-service
battles that marked the regime of President Arturo
Frondizi (1958-1962), and some leading positions
are held by anti-Semitic military officers. A some
what tougher attitude was adopted late in 1962, when
police began to remove anti-Semitic posters and
scrawls as soon as they appeared, raided Tacuara
headquarters and arrested a few members. But even
so, no convictions had been secured by the end of
1962. Finally, on May 2, 1963, the Government took
decisive action, banning T acuara and the Guardia
Restauradora on the grounds that "organizations
which oppose ideological, political and religious free
dom are incompatible with organized democracy."

Sources of Anti-Semitism

Widespread condemnation of anti-Semitic inci
dents - by the man in the street, the press, the mass
media, and student movements of the Left and Right
- might suggest that the bulk of Argentine citizens

are free from deep-rooted hostility toward Jews. Un
fortunately, this is not wholly true. To date, atten
tion has focused on organized anti-Semitism with its
sensational manifestations; but equally serious,
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though less talked about, is the growth of general,
non-violent anti-Jewish feeling among the people as
a whole. A recent study by a leading sociologist, Dr.
Gino Germani of the University of Buenos Aires, esti
mates that almost a quarter of the 5,000,000 people in
the Buenos Aires metropolitan area are prejudiced
against Jews.

The present surge of active anti-Semitism may be
traced to several causes. First, anti-Jewish violence
apparently serves as an outlet for the frustrations and
insecurities that beset large numbers of young peo
ple under the country's chaotic conditions. Second, the
Arab League and the Embassy of the United Arab Re
public are carrying on a large-scale propaganda cam
paign which confuses Jewry in general with Israel,
presumably in order to arouse hostility against both.
Third, the kidnaping of Eichmann, in violation of
Argentina's territorial integrity, stirred up feelings of
resentment, and injured national pride. Finally, and
most important, the current economic and political
crisis requires scapegoats for those in power.

The basis for today's acute anti-Semitism was laid
during the early years of World War II, when Ar
gentina, though neutral, was a center of Nazi intelli
gence and propaganda, and her Army was being
trained by German officers. Many Germans remained
after the war, and the country also became a haven for
escaped Nazis.

Yet anti-Semitism in Argentina antedates these in
fluences. Particularly among wealthy landowners, in
dustrialists and professional military men, hostility
against Jews has been evident for several decades.
Many of Argentina's authoritarian leaders, in their
attempts to shape a national consciousness and foster
patriotism, have resorted to anti-Semitism as a politi
cal weapon. In the 1930's, right-wing organizations
shared a common outlook blended of fascism, exclu
sion of non-Catholics, anti-Semitism and a strong at
traction to Nazi Germany.

In the war between Argentina's Right and its still
heterogeneous Left, the middle class is caught in dead
center. The Jews, being mainly of the middle class as
well as a minority group, are in a doubly exposed
position. The door has been opened to anti-Semitic
violence, which may well recur if the perpetrators



think they can gain anything thereby. Worse, if a

shrewd demagogue were to seize power and adopt an

anti-Semitic stance, Argentina could become the

breeding ground for a revival of nazism in the West-

ern Hemisphere. Thus, the Jewish community's phys

ical and spiritual security depends on the survival of

democratic government and the restoration of na

tional stability.

BRAZIL

Among Latin American countries, Brazil is prob

ably most nearly free of anti-Semitism. One of the

reasons, presumably, is the nation's multi-racial and

multi-ethnic character.

A few anti-Semitic incidents occurred in 1962: Jew

ish cemeteries in Curitiba and Porto Alegre were

desecrated on a large scale. Public opinion was

shocked. The press pointed out that cemetery desecra

tion was utterly alien to the Portuguese-Brazilian tra

dition, and suggested that the culprits must have been

extremists from one of the numerous German or Po

lish communities in South Brazil. Surviving members

of the defunct Integralist party, a Fascist group active

in the 1930's, were also suspected; but the leaders of

the Partido do Representa<;ao Popular, which con

sists of former Integralists, denied any complicity

and condemned the vandals' acts.

The Minister of Justice, Candido de Oliveira Neto,

in 1962 forbade distribution of a new Portuguese re

print of Hitler's Mein Kampf and ordered the edi

tion confiscated by the police. This action was based

on a law forbidding the circulation of subversive ma

terial and direct incitement to racial or religious perse

cution. The book also was barred from the mails by

an order of the Minister of Communications, Helio

de Almeida.

In January 1963, shotgun fire spattered the doors

and windows of several Jewish-owned stores and a

Jewish community center at Salvador, the capital of

the state of Bahia. No one was injured. The shots

came from a moving automobile; the culprits were

not identified.

The following month, painted swastikas with leg

ends such as "Death to the Jews" and "For a Clean

Brazil" suddenly appeared on many public buildings

in Rio de Janeiro - including the Copacabana Ortho

dox Synagogue, the Federal Court of Appeals, the

National Students' Union and the city's leading Por

tuguese community center. The daubings were quick

ly removed by the city government and roundly con

demned by civic associations and the press.

URUGUAY

Perhaps the most democratic country in Latin

America, Uruguay has no tradition of anti-Semitism.

It is vulnerable, however, because of its proximity to

Argentina, across the Rio de la Plata. There is a great

deal of casual commuting between the two countries,

so that members of Tacuara and other Fascist groups

can easily enter and stir up trouble. Also, it is gen

erally believed that the Arab League, which seems to

be actively fomenting anti-Semitic feeling all over the

continent, has its Latin American headquarters in the

Egyptian Embassy in Uruguay.

On four different occasions during July 1962, fol-
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lowing the outrages in Argentina, swastikas were

carved with knives on kidnaped persons. Only one of

the victims was Jewish. Some observers thought the

criminals had simply mistaken the rest for Jews;

others suggested that the attacks were meant as an

indirect threat to Jews. In any event, Uruguayans are

convinced that the anti-Semitic knife wielders came

from Argentina and fled back to Buenos Aires. A

nationwide strike was organized to protest the crimes;

the Uruguayan Congress and Council of State ex

pressed emphatic condemnation and took strong

measures to prevent a recurrence.



SUPRANATIONAL ANTI-SEMITIC ORGANIZATIONS

Since the war, repeated attempts have been made in
Europe to coordinate or merge the numerous anti
Semitic, racist and ultra-nationalist groups scattered
through different countries into an international
movement under central direction. 2 As far as is
known, all these attempts have miscarried. Suprana
tional anti-Semitism today is not a unified movement
but a tangle of small, loosely knit alliances, torn by
doctrinal squabbles, tactical disagreements and per
sonal jealousies. What is more, these alliances lack
a solid operating base - chiefly because neo-Fascist
and neo-Nazi political parties such as the Reichspar
tei in Germany and the Italian MSI (the only one
anywhere with a substantial following) have been
wary of international involvements.

But though neo-Nazi organizations in different
countries have not merged, they have succeeded in
establishing informal liaison with one another - as
well as with former Nazis and Fascists in hiding or
beyond the arm of the law in Spain, Argentina and
the United Arab Republic. Anti-Semitic propaganda
is sent from country to country and from continent to
continent; anti-Semitic journals freely borrow each
other's themes and carry advertisements for one

another.

The-neo-Nazi internationals today are weak and di
vided, and likely to remain so - certainly if Western
Europe's prosperity continues. Yet, if nothing else,
they are keeping Nazi ideology alive, in the hope
that some future political catastrophe or economic
disaster will afford them the opportunities they now
lack.

Historical Background

At the end of World \V/ar II, a number of wanted
war criminals and collaborators eluded the occupa

tion authorities and reached asylum outside Europe
with a degree of smoothness which suggested that a
cohesive, efficient Nazi underground was at work.

'A report by the West German Government, released in March
1%2, estimates the total number of such groups at roughly 540
- about 90 of them in Germany.
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\V/ithin a few years, neo-Nazi and ultra-nationalist
parties in the former Axis countries were gaining sub
stantial ground at the polls; in the Austrian national
elections of 1949, in the West German state of Schles
wig-Holstein during 1951, and in Italian municipal
and provincial contests the same year.

Even more alarming than the Nazis' actual gains
was the potential size of their following. In the late
1940's, war-ravaged Europe still held millions of des
perate and alienated people. In West Germany, large
ly a land of ruins, 11 million refugees from former
German territories behind the Iron Curtain were look
ing for jobs and housing. Austria had some 300,000
refugees, and unemployment was high. In Italy, be
set by economic difficulties, there were great numbers
of disillusioned war veterans, as well as many persons
disaffected through the loss of pre-war prestige and
power.

Two additional circumstances combined to create
a climate tolerant of Nazis and ultra-nationalists.
First, the threat of communism, internal and external,
seemed to overshadow every other danger. And sec
ond, large numbers of people wanted to let the by
gones of the Hitler era be bygones. So many had
been implicated in the workings of the Nazi and
Fascist regimes that there was little popular desire for
reckoning; politicians in search of votes readily made
concessions to the tens of thousands with dubious
records .who were seeking re-acceptance.

European Social Movement (ESM)

Such were the conditions in 1951, when 30 repre
sentatives of neo-Nazi and neo-Fascist groups in vari
ous countries met openly for the first time, in Malmo,
Sweden. The theme of the meeting was sounded by
its organizer, Per Engdahl of Sweden, who said "the
fact that nazism suffered defeat in war proves nothing
as to its actual purpose." An international federation,

the European Social Movement (ESM), was formed,
with a program calling for a centralized European em

pire built around a rearmed, completely independent
Germany.



Like its founder, Engdahl, the ESM has always
tried to keep its anti-Semitism muted or hidden and
pretends to a degree of racist intellectualism; its di
rectorate includes men who regard themselves as po
litical philosophers and ideologists, such as Professor
Maurice Bardeche of France.

During its early years, ESM was in contact with the
Spanish Falange, with Ustashi groups (successors of
the Croatian-Slovenian separatist movement backed
by Hitler) and with the Hungarists, the self-pro
claimed heirs of the wartime Nazi regime in Hungary.
Today, the group is said to be associated with some
30 organizations in 14 countries, not counting con
nections in the Arab world; but the major neo-Nazi
parties of Western Europe, excepting Scandinavia,
are not among these. The Italian Social Movement
(MSI), formerly inclined toward close cooperation
with ESM, has withdrawn as a result of internal dis
sension, though certain of its members maintain per
sonal contact with Engdahl.

European New Order (ENO)

As early as 1952, some French and Swiss members,
finding ESM not sufficiently revolutionary and anti
Semitic, broke away and formed a "European Liaison

. Office," with headquarters in Lausanne. In 1958, this
body became the European New Order (ENO) ,
headed by Gaston Armand Amaudruz of Switzer
land, with units in Germany, Austria, Italy and Bel
gium. An affiliated youth group is known as Jeune
Legion Europeenne. ENO's roster is believed to in
clude some former members of the Secret Army ter
rorist organization in Algeria.

Today, ENO is reported to be virtually moribund.
The extremist French sections have been suppressed
by the de Gaulle regime; the leader of the Belgian
section, Jean-Robert Debbaudt, has become discred
ited even in neo-Nazi circles; and Amaudruz himself

has no followers. ENO's publication, L'Europe
Rhlle, appears only sporadically and has a circulation
of about 100. Attempts to reconcile ENO with ESM
have come to naught.

Other Federations

Several other would-be federations have fared no
better. In Austria, for example, an old Nazi, Theodor
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Soutek, launched a movement during 1958; it was
soon suppressed by the authorities. Another veteran
Nazi, Otto Strasser, briefly figured as honorary presi
dent of a European Folk Movement, which was
founded in Strasbourg, held a congress in Paris dur

ing 1959, and subsequently disappeared. In January
1%1, a Northern European Ring was founded in
Great Britain under the auspices of the British Na
tional Party, which then numbered Colin Jordan
among its leaders. In June of the same year, the Ring
invited representatives of German and Italian groups
to a meeting at Narford in Norfolk; but since then,
little has been heard of the organization.

More significant was a conference held in Venice
in March 1962, where representatives of neo-Nazi
and neo-Fascist political parties met with spokesmen
for other neo-Nazi groups attached to ENO. Jean
Thiriart of the Belgian Mouvement d'Action Civique
(MAC), believed to be one of the promoters of the
conference, was present, as were delegates from the
German Reichspartei, the Italian MSI, the British
Union Movement, Austria's Legion Europa and Swe
den's Rikspartiet. A National Party of Europe was
formed, with a "liaison office" that was to convene
every two months. But the plan foundered almost im
mediately. The Reichspartei representative, Adolf
von Thadden, said his signature did not commit his
party; the MSI took an evasive stand out of resent
ment against a resolution concerning the South Tyrol;
representatives of the more extreme groups within
ENO were generally critical. Thus, no effective
mechanism came into being.

Thiriart has since tried to transform his MAC
movement into what he hopes will be an international
organization of his own, Jeune Europe. By May 1963,
an Italian affiliate was holding its first meeting, in
Bologna, under courteous but firm police supervision.
The leader of the new unit, Pier Franco Bruschi, en
visioned it as a precursor of "an overall European
party." Other speakers and guests included Antonio
L()mbardo, the head of the Italian Ordine Nuovo; Sir
Oswald Mosley of Great Britain; and Fred Borth,
chief of the Austrian Legion Europa. Neo-Fascist and
neo-Nazi political parties remained aloof, however;
an MSI spokesman, Count Loredan, was coolly re-
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ceived, and the German Reichspartei did not even
send a representative.

Considerable publicity attended the formation of
the World Union of National Socialists (WUNS)
in Great Britain in August 1962. Colin Jordan, then
much in the news, was proclaimed "international
leader" of the new group, and George Lincoln Rock
well, leader of the American Nazi Party, was made
his deputy, The founders met at a farm near Guiting
Power, in Gloucestershire; only nine foreign neo
Nazis besides Rockwell got there before the meeting
was broken up, following protests by local residents.
Rockwell, whose arrival in Britain had been secret,
was subsequently deported.

WUNS's immediate aim, according to a declaration
of purposes known as the Cotswolds Agreements, is
"to form a monolithic, combat-efficient, international
political apparatus to combat and utterly destroy the
international Jewish Communist and Zionist appara
tus of treason and subversion," One of the "eventu
al" purposes is "to find and accomplish on a world
wide scale a just and final settlement of the Jewish
problem." The declaration also specifies that "no or
ganization or individual failing to acknowledge the
spiritual leadership of Adolf Hitler, and the fact that
we are NATIONAL SOCIALISTS, shall be admitted to
membership in W'UNS."

Nation Europa Magazine

The best-known international neo-Nazi publication
probably is Nation Europa, a German-language
monthly published in Coburg, West Germany, which
features authors from all parts of the world. The
magazine has been in circulation for more than 10
years and sells an estimated 8,000 copies per issue,
nearly all by subscription. It is not formally affiliated
with any particular organization; financial support

comes from individual backers. A former SS general,
Arthur Ehrhardt, is the publisher, and C. E. Carlberg
of Sweden was one of the owners until his recent

death. Pedantic in style and pretentiously pseudo
intellectual, Nation Europa does not seem to have

much influence or to command any attention among
the younger generation in West Germany.
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Programs and Policies

Since the days of the Malmo conference, virtually
all the international neo-Nazi groups have featured a
"European" political outlook. Their favorite example
of "European cooperation" is the international Waf
fen-SS of Hitler days.

The international neo-Nazis want a Europe which
will be fully armed and neutral - a third force hold
ing the balance of power between the United States
and the Soviet Union. "Neither the Kremlin nor
\X!all Street," "Neither Capitalism nor Communism,"
are characteristic slogans. An ever-recurring thought
is that the West has. only now, belatedly, begun to
understand the threat of communism - the impli
cation being that Hitler was right. A "Manifesto of
the European Nation," published by Jeune Nation in
November 1962, sounds the main themes:

A Europe from Brest to Bucharest ... Let us
wipe out Yalta ... For free enterprise against
stateless finance . . . Against the party system . . .
Against the sterile struggle of classes ... Break
up economic colonization of Western Europe by
the dollar . . . Strong neutrality means being
armed ... We are the legitimate Europe, the
European nation, the legal Europe ...

Crimes against the Jews are consistently minimized.
The persecution and annihilation of Jews are de·
scribed as lesser crimes than, for example, Allied
bombing of German cities; and "proof" is constantly
advanced that "only" one and a half million Jews,
or half a million, or none at all, perished at the Nazis'
hands. At other times, anti-Semitism may be dis
guised in veiled references to "international stateless
capitalism. "

A point often stressed during recent years is that
neo-Nazi organizations are, or must be, an "elite" 
probably because they have failed to attract mass sup
port. At the same time, the younger groups, such as
Ordine Nuovo in Italy, Jeune Europe in Belgium, and
the National Socialists in Great Britain, are embrac
ing a vague"activism" which emphasizes activity for

its own sake; in their opinion, the oldtimers have
failed. Whether the younger "activists" - a minori

ty within the small Nazi movement - will be any
more successful than their predecessors and mentors
remains to be seen.



THE SOVIET UNION

In November 1962, the only synagogue in Lvov,
the capital of the Western Ukraine, was closed. It had

served a community of about 30,000. The closing was
the culmination of an intensive year-long campaign

by the Communist party paper, Luovska)'a Pravdcl,
which charged the synagogue with being "a shelter
for idlers, speculators, parasites and moneygrubbers."
In the spring of 1962, several members of the board
had been arrested, convicted and imprisoned for
"profiteering and hooliganism."

The identification of the synagogue with economic

malpractices was purposeful, indeed symbolic. Jews
have been the prime targets of a drive against "eco
nomic crimes"; of the 58 trials for such offenses held

in 36 cities from the start of the campaign until March
1%3, more than half have involved Jews.

"Economic Crimes"

Beginning in May 1961, the Soviet Union enacted
decrees extending the death penalty to economic of

fenses like pilfering public or state property, counter
feiting, currency speculation and bribery. Most ob
servers interpreted this drastic move as an attempt to
wipe out the nearly universal graft and corruption

in Soviet industry and agriculture. Such practices are

an inevitable response to the realities of the Soviet
economy: shortages of raw and manufactured goods,
unrealistic production goals, a complex bureaucracy
and alow standard of living.. As experts on the Soviet
Union have pointed out, bribery to obtain needed sup
plies and graft to cut through red tape are often neces
sary if the economy is to function under these condi
tions. In a wider sense, the economic offenses express

a desire to eke out, by whatever means, some measure

of "private" security in a tightly controlled, Spartan

economy.

The death penalty is being publicized to frighten

those involve~ in economic malpractices, and to scare

off others who may be tempted by the financial re

wards. During the two-year period from May 1961 to

April 1%3, 141 persons were reportedly sentenced to

death for economic offenses. Cases of this sort are
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covered more extensively in the Soviet press than

others; the Government wants as many people as pos
sible to learn that death by shooting is the ultimate
penalty for economic crimes.

The barbaric severity of the punishment has

shocked the outside world - witness a recent petition
initiated by Henry Steele Commager, Lewis Gannett,
William Ernest Hocking, Martin Luther King, Linus

Pauling and Norman Thomas, and signed by 223
other prominent American scholars and clergymen.

The document urged the Soviet Union to repeal the
decrees on the ground that "the conscience of man

kind rebels against excessive and inhumane punish

ment, of which capital punishment for economic
crimes is a lamentable example."

Jews as Scapegoats

No less disquieting is the fact that nearly 60 per
cent of those put to death for economic offenses have
been Jews. The International Commission of Jurists
has pointed out that the application of the death sen
tences shows "racial overtones," and that the number

of Jewish-sounding names in the lists of the con
demned is strikingly large. Observers of Soviet af

fairs believe that this is not accidental - that Jews,

being a vulnerable minority, are made scapegoats for
the bureaucrats in charge of the vast production and
distribution machinery and forced to bear the brunt of
public discontent with shortages or inferior quality of .

goods. In addition, Jews are singled out for object
lessons showing how severely the state regards eco
nomIC cnmes.

The Soviet press emphasizes the Jewishness of the

defendants in various ways. Repetition of obviously

Jewish-sounding family names like Kaplan, Shapiro,

Rabinovitch, Goldman, Zuckerman is most common.

When the surname alone is not clearly Jewish, the

first name and patronymic may be given in full in
stead of being abbreviated as is the normal practice;

thus A. L. Kraisman appears as Abraham Lazarevitch

Kraisman, and M. 1. Maly as Mikhail Isaakovitch

Maly.



In mass trials involving dozens of people, Jewish
names appear more frequently than others. For ex
ample, of 47 defendants in a trial in Frunze, the capi
tal of the Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republic, more than
half were Jews or related to Jews - though Jews con
stitute less than one per cent of the population in the
Kirghiz Republic. Nine named individuals "and
others" were reported to have received death sen
tences; four of the nine bore Jewish names.3 Analysts
of the press reports believe the defendants' names 
were presented in a manner intended to stress the
high proportion of Jews.

In another trial, at Dnepropetrovsk in the Ukraine,
24 defendants were accused of manipulating the price
of apples. Though the majority were non-Jews, only
the Jews were singled out for death sentences.4

Jewish defendants are depicted in the crudest anti
Semitic stereotypes as manipulators of gullible non
Jewish victims. Yet in reality most of the Jews execu
ted for economic offenses occupied relatively minor
posts, whereas non-Jews, who received light sen
tences, often held responsible positions. For exam
ple, at a trial in Leningrad, on charges of diverting
goods from official trade channels, a Jew named Krais
man was sentenced to death, though he was only an
agent employed by the several trade organizations
involved; the top officials, factory directors and mana
gers received short prison terms.s

In some cases the press and the prosecution stressed
the Jewishness of the defendants by referring to their
religious observances. Apropos of Mordekh Kakiash
viii, who was shot for currency speculation in Tiflis,
Georgia, the local paper wrote: "Even the religious
books of the Torah have been used" to hide foreign
currency. Later, the paper reported that the defend
ant had refused to sign a statement of his testimony
on a Saturday because of his religious convictions,
and that "speculation went on in full swing in the
Lord's temple. While praying, they emptied each
other's pockets.' '6

'Soviet~kaya Kirghizia, Frunze, june 25, 27, 1962; july 22, 1962;
izvestia, Moscow, july 22, 1962.

'Pravda Ukrainy, Kiev, April 4, 1962; Trud, Moscow, March 21,
1962.

'Sovietskaya Rossia, Moscow, january 27, March 1, August 26,
November 16, 1961.

·Zaria Vostoka, TiBis, November 26, 30, 1961.
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In Vilna, four Jews were sentenced to death for
currency speculation, among them the first woman
convicted in a case of this nature. Here the press and
the prosecution involved the synagogue and the rabbi
in the proceedings. The national trade-union daily,
distributed throughout the Soviet Union, claimed that
the defendants had gone to the local rabbi to settle
their financial disputes, and concluded with an un
mistakably anti-Semitic note: "These people stood
apart from our life. They were not interested in how
the Soviet people live."7 The case was also used for
an attack on religion in general. According to one
report, witnesses testified about the complicity of
"representatives of the clergy of different religions,"
specifically local Catholic priests, as well as the local
synagogue.s

In singling out Jews for economic offenses, publicly
identifying them as Jewish through emphasis on their
affiliation with the synagogue (the only Jewish insti
tution remaining in the Soviet Union) ,punishing
them more harshly than non-Jews in more responsible
positions, and shooting a disproportionate number of
them, the Soviet Government practices Stalinist poli
cies even while condemning them.

Soviet leaders consistently deny that the Govern
ment's policy toward economic offenders is in any
sense anti-Semitic. Thus, Premier Nikita S. Khrush
chev wrote to Bertrand Russell in February 1963:

It is for the sake of justice that our people have
to punish those who want to live at the expense of
others, to rob our society. The attempts ofre
actionary propaganda to ascribe to our State pur
suan.c~ and encouragement of the policy of anti
Semlttsm are not a new phenomenon.

Similar denials have accompanied the closing of syna
gogues, the arrest of congregation leaders and the
ousting of congregation officials. But there can be
little doubt that such acts are intended as attacks on
the remnants of Jewish community structure.

The Campaign Against the Synagogue

Though all religions are subject to restrictions and
hostility in the Soviet Union, Judaism is singled out

'Trud, Moscow, january 16, 1962.
'Sovietskaya Litva, ViIna, February 3, 1962.



for special disabilities which add up to a program of
planned attrition.

Jewish congregations, unlike others, are isolated;
they may not form national or regional associations
by which they might help one another and maintain
spiritual unity. Religious leaders are not permitted
to leave the country for visits with Jewish officials or
institutions elsewhere, while members of other faiths
have visited co-religionists, attended conferences,
gone on pilgrimages and even studied abroad.

For nearly 40 years, Jewish congregations have
been forbidden to manufacture urgently needed reli
gious articles such as prayer shawls and phylacteries,
whereas other religious bodies have been authorized
to acquire new vestments, ikons and the like. And
Jews have not been free to print religious calendars,
except that during the last two years a few synagogues
received permission, late in the Jewish calendar year,
to produce small quantities for their own use.

While the Russian Orthodox Church, the Roman
Catholic Church, the Moslems and other creeds have
been provided with facilities for training reasonable
numbers of clergymen, there were no provisions for
rabbinical training until recently, and there are hardly
any now. In 1957, a rabbinic academy was opened in
Moscow, but was never permitted to function proper
ly. Its building needs were not met, and its enroll
ment, always limited to 20, has been whittled down to
three or four through bureaucratic maneuvering.

Finally, a harsh discriminatory restriction is impli
cit in the Government's long-standing ban on the
Hebrew language. Whereas most of the religions
represented in the Soviet Union conduct their rituals
in the congregants' languages, Judaism requires some
knowledge of Hebrew for an understanding of serv
ices and prayer books; but none has been taught since
1917. During the same period, no Hebrew Bible and

only one token edition (3,000 copies) of the Prayer
Book have been printed. Therefore, most Jews who
still attend synagogue cannot actively participate in
the service. No comparable restrictions are imposed
on the Moslems, who use Arabic as a special language
for religious purposes; an Arabic Koran was issued in

1958.
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The Ban on lUaL::;ah

In 1962, the Government discontinued its previous
practice of providing flour, labor and facilities for
baking matzah, the unleavened bread used during the
Passover season. Householders were advised to pre
pare a supply at home (a method few could follow,
because of technical and ritual difficulties), but at
the same time the press featured semi-official attacks
on private baking.

Since then, individuals who sell home-baked mat
zah have been imprisoned for conducting private busi
nesses, violating health regulations, "illegal commer
cial activities" or "price speculation."

The ban on matzah production climaxed a policy of
harassment dating back to 1957. Beginning in that
year, the amounts produced by state bakeries were
progressively curtailed. Synagogues were accused of
making huge profits from the "illegal production"
and sale of matzah; in 1960, the officers of the Riga
congregation were charged 115,000 rubles in taxes
on their alleged private profits, and elsewhere syna
gogue officials were forced to resign their positions.

Like other restrictions on Jewish religious practices,
the campaign against matzah apparently is intended
to separate Soviet Jews from their historical tradi
tions. The press has virulently attacked the ancient
feast of Passover, which commemorates the liberation
of the Hebrews from slavery in Egypt and their
emergence as a religious people. Such traditions, it is
alleged, are chauvinistic; they "give rise to nationalist
feelings, and poison the minds of Jews by diverting
their thoughts to 'the land of their fathers' [while
killing] love for the Soviet motherland.9

Jewish Culture Curtailed

Unlike other minority groups in the Soviet Union,
Jews are not free to carry on a cultural life in their
own language. Official quarters insist that Russian
Jews are culturally assimilated and not interested in
Yiddish - despite the fact that in the 1959 census 20
per cent of them did name it as their mother tongue.

In 1948, all of the country's Yiddish journals and
publishing houses, cultural and literary research insti-

'Sov;etskaya Mold(/v;(/, Kishinev, July 23, 1959.
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tutes, theaters and dramatic schools were abruptly
closed, as was the large Yiddish school system. Since

then, such cultural activities have been permitted to
resume only on a severely limited scale. The Minister

of Culture, Ekaterina Furtseva, has indicated that any

Government moves in this field are merely gestures

addressed to the Soviet Union's friends abroad.

Until the late 1950's, Yiddish song recitals and lit

erary readings by old artists remained virtually the

only cultural expressions permitted. The response
)

was great; though not of a high standard, the per"
formances attracted a total audience of 3,000,000 in

1957 alone. Today a handful of Yiddish theatrical

and musical groups, all amateur, are active; they are

in great demand in the major cities, but their

schedules are sharply limited, and their achievements

do not begin to compare with those of the Soviet Yid

dish theater in the days of its professional glory.

Beginning in 1959, half a dozen Yiddish books, all

by authors long dead, were reissued, but only in small

editions (10,000 to 30,000), which were soon sold

out. In 1961, after years of insistent pressure from

abroad, the Government permitted publication of a

Yiddish magazine, Sovietisb Heimland.

Reference works and textbooks published in recent

years treat Jews and their cultural achievement as vir

tually nonexistent. For example, a recent edition of

the Great Soviet Encyclopedia devotes only two pages

to Jews, as against 116 in an earlier edition.

Discrimination in Public Life and Education

Since World War II, Jews have been eliminated

from the Soviet Union's political leadership to a strik
ing degree. As far as is known, there are none in the

upper echelons of the Communist Party or the Gov

ernment, with the sole exception of V. E. Dimchitz,
First Deputy Chairman of the Planning Office. Before

the war, 4.1 per cent of the deputies to the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR were Jewish; by 1958, the figure

had dropped to .25 per cent. Jews are under-repre

sented in the Supreme Soviets of most constituent re

publics, especially those three - Russia, Byelorussia

and the Ukraine - where most of them live.

Careers of Jews, especially at the local level and

that of the constituent republics, are markedly limited
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by discrimination. For the higher executive positions
the rule seems to be "last hired, first fired." Jews have

virtually disappeared from sensitive areas like the
diplomatic service and the armed forces. Elsewhere"
for example in cultural and scientific pursuits, espe

cially able Jewish individuals may still be found in the

middle ranks; but the Jewish share of employment in

higher education, science and political life has not

kept up with the nation's expanding opportunities.

Voices of Protest

As the Soviet Government's anti-Semitic policies

have become increasingly plain, much indignation has

stirred in the outside world. To name but one protest

among many: in December 1962, a telegram to Pre

mier Khrushchev, drafted by the American Jewish

Committee and signed by American religious leaders

of all faiths, scored discriminatory acts against Jewish
religious and cultural institutions.

Inside the Soviet Union, too, certain intellectuals

have been shocked to realize that anti-Semitism is

once more being actively fostered. A protest, unusu

ally explicit by Soviet standards, was voiced during

1961 by one of the country's most popular poets,
Yevgeny Yevtu,shenko, in a poem entitled "Babi

Yar."

Babi Yar is a ravine, just outside Kiev, where the

Nazis murdered about 100,000 Ukrainian Jews in

1941. No monument marks this tragic place; the
Government has remained coldly indifferent to all

re<Iuests for one and, indeed, has generally remained
silent about the holocaust of European Jewry under

Hitler. In his poem, Yevtushenko, though not a Jew,
identifies himself with suffering Jews from the days

of Egyptian bondage to those of Hitler, and ringingly
indicts those who would carryon the evil tradition of

persecution in present-day Russia. He points up the

existence of a historic Jewish people, which Soviet

doctrine denies.

"Babi Yar" appeared in a journal published by the

Soviet Writers Union and created a sensation. to A few

days after its publication, the journal of the Writers

Union of the Russian Federated Republic printed sev-

'''Li/ertt/lIr1la)'tl Gaze/a, September 16, 1961.



eral attacks on Yevtushenko, in which his depiction
of anti-Semitism in Russia was rejected. l1 In the en
suing conflict between "liberal" and party-line writ
ers, anti-Semitism became an issue; the liberals de
plored it, while the adherents of the party line denied
it existed.

On December 18, 1962, the Thirteenth Symphony
by Dmitri Shostakovich, Russia's best-known compos
er, had its premiere in Moscow. The symphony con
tains a choral section, set to words from "Babi Yar."
The day before the first performance, Khrushchev and
other top members of the Soviet Government met
privately with several hundred prominent intellectu
als and writers; at this meeting, complaints were made
that the verses would be used by "enemies of the
Soviet Union" to support charges of anti-Semitism.
Yevtushenko subsequently changed the text for the
second performance of the symphony, in February
1963, adding Russians and Ukrainians to the Jews
who lie in Babi Yar and omitting a slogan ascribed
to anti-Semites ("Thrash the kikes and save Rus
sia!"). The music was not altered.

"Literatura i Zhiz!l, September 21, 1961.
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"An Inextricable Vise"

The best and most recent survey of the condition of

Russian Jews is "The Status of the Jews in the Soviet

Union" by Moshe Decter. 12 The article concludes:

In sum, Soviet policy places the Jews in an
inextricable vise. They are allowed neither to
assimilate, nor live a full Jewish life, nor to emi
grate (as many would wish) to Israel or any
other place where they might live freely as Jews.
The policy stems, in turn, from doctrinal contra
dictions abetted by traditional anti-Jewish senti
ments. On the one hand, the authorities want the
Jews to assimilate; on the other hand, they irra
tionally fear the full penetration of Soviet life
which assimilation implies. So the Jews are form
ally recognized as a nationality, as a religious
group, as equal citizens - but are at the same
time deprived of their national and religious
rights as a group, and of full equality as indi
viduals ....

Soviet policy as a whole, then, amounts to spiri
tual strangulation - the deprivation of Soviet
Jewry's natural right to know the Jewish past
and to participate in the Jewish present. And
without a past and a present, the future is pre
carious indeed.

"Foreign AjJairJ, January 1963.
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CONCLUSION

AnticSemitism has not yet been eradicated from the minds and hearts of.all men.
Behind the Iron Curtain, where hostility against Jews is tacitly sanctioned or encour
aged by government, the outlook is dark. In the free world, the prospects are mixed,
depending in large part on political and economic conditions.

Thus, in some crisis-ridden Latin American countries, neo-Nazis and neo-Fascists
have gained an audience for their anti-Semitic ideas and have instigated numerous
terrorist actions. In Western Europe, on the other hand, attempted revivals of nazism
have usually been cold-shouldered by public opinion; sometimes, as in Great Britain,
they have been emphatically rejected. Neo-Fascist and neo-Nazi groups have re
mained on the fringes of European society, despite all their frantic activity in re
cent months. Their appeal seems to be declining and, except in Italy, they have
no political influence. -

To help keep anti-Semitic and Nazi-minded elements from gaining or regaining
strength in the countries of the free world, certain measures may be suggested.

First, there obviously is need for continued surveillance and study - careful day
to-day watch over the activities of anti-Semitic groups everywhere.

Second, anti-Semitic and neo-Nazi groups should be denied the mass publicity they
crave. Lacking cohesion and numerical strength, such movements can survive only
by keeping their names before the public. In the United States, quarantine methods
for relegating hatemongers to obscurity have long proved useful. Similar tech
niques undoubtedly would help curb anti-Semites operating in other countries and
at the international level. -

Third, and perhaps most important, day-to-day measures of surveillance and quar
antine should be supplemented with long- range programs of education concerning
Jews and Judaism. Today may be the most auspicious moment in centuries for such
an undertaking.

Attitudes toward Jews are undergoing a profound change, particularly in the
Western European countries. The people of those nations feel a deep sense of shame
over the fate of the six million Jews murdered during the Hitler era. At the same
time, a quiet revolution is developing among Christians; some churches, recogniz
ing that their own teachings have all too often served to perpetuate anti-Jewish
prejudices, have now undertaken to re-examine their own practices and positions.
Finally, a new image of the Jew is emerging - partly because the founding of Is
rael has demolished certain stereotypes, partly because the status of minority groups
in general is changing all over the world.

In view of these developments, the time would seem to be ripe for a fundamental
attack on long-standing anti-Jewish attitudes in the Western world. If democrati

_cally minded citizens everywhere resolve to overcome the ingrained prejudices to
which the Mosleys and the Rockwells cater, the day may arrive when there will be
no need to keep watch over the doings of halfpenny Hitlers and their hangers-on.
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